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1 .. \-IE li ttle glossary ·which ~Iiss F,dgc

,:.;orth has ad ded to one of her admira

bie ear y lessons, and vvhich, though ne

cessarily confined to a very few words, 

has been fonnd of essential service to 

}"Oung beginners, originally suggested 

the idea of corn piling a D ictionary for 

Children, on a larger and more gene~ 

rally useful plan. 

" Children," 1\1iss Edgevrorth ob.

serves, '' are well occ upied -in exa

mining external objects; Lut tbiey must 

:abo attend to words · as '-'Yell as~ things; 
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one of the grea-t difficulties in early in
struction arises from the want of words." 
It ,,vas to obviate this difficulty, that the 
following ,~ork was undertaken. 

lt has been the author's aim to unite 
simplicity with correctness. She has not 
atternµted to give a full and accurate 
explanation of every word; but in ge
neral. when a term has several meanin<J'S , C 

in common use, examples are given of 
each. Common expletives, the names 
of familiar objects, together with all 
technical-terms, and all words the know
ledge of "·hich would be useless to chil..
dren, and those which could not \;\,'ell be 
explained in a manner adapted to the 
infant capacity, hav~ been entirely 
omitted. 

!vlost of the following definitions are 
short enough to be committed to me-
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mory; or they may be read ov€r a 

page or two at a time, till the vvhole are 

,ufficiently impressed on the mind. It 

will also be found of advantage 1f the 

little pupils be taught to look out thern

sel ves for any word they may meet with, 

the meaning of which they do not dis

tinctly comprehend. 

1\1 y little friends will . not be able 

to understand "':ell what is written in 

this book, unless they first know what is 

meant by a vowel, a consonant, and a 

syllable. 
These five lettcr3, a, e, i, o, u, are .. 

called vo'w-ets; e~ch of them can be 

sounded by itself without any other let

ter before or after it. 
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AU the other letters are called conso
'lWnts'; a consonant cannot be sounded 
without a vowel before or after it, as 
em, el, pe, de, ka. 

Words are divided into syllables; and 
§. syllable is as much of a word as can 
be sounded at once, vvithout any stop 
in yo·ur voice. Some words have. only 
one sylla.L>!c, they are called nwnosyl
lables, such as cat, dog, chair. vV ords 
which, have two syllables are called dis
S!Jtlables, such a3 .fa-tlzer, mo-ther, sis- , 
ter. Long words, which may be di-· 
vided into five, or six, or seven, or eight 
syllables, are called polysyllables, such 
as cu-ri-o-si-ty, ac-com-mo-da-ti-on, 
i n-con-ve-;,,i-ent-ly. 

/ 
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FI RS T O R rvr OT I-IE R ' S 

DICTIONARY~ 
• 
A. ,, 

TO ABANDON, is to leave or go away from: 
an abandoned man or woman means a very 
wicked man or woman. 

To ABATE~ to make less; sometimes to abate 
means to grow less, as, when we say, it will be 
~ fine day, for the rain has abated. 

ABBEY, a place where a number of religiou~ 
people, either men or women, live together. 

To ABBREVIATE, to make shorter: Tom is 
an ahhreviation of Thomas; o'clock is an ab
breviation of of tlie clock. Abbreviations are 
used to save tro~uule in -repeating nr writing; it 
is easier to say, or write, it is one o'clock, than 
if we were to say, it is one of the clock. 

To ABET, to help • or encourage another 
person to do any thing. 

To ABHOR, to bate, to dislike very much 
indeed, as "God abhors liars." 

ABHORRENCE, great hatred: to hold any 
thing in abhorrence, is to hate it very much. 

To ABIDE in a place, is to stay iu it. 
To ABIDE with a person, is to remain ,,vith 

him, not to gn away from him. To aLide 
rneans also to suffer or uear; as, when we sav, 
HI cannot abide sullenness in any little boy or 
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girl; or, I cannot abide that child, who is s.o 
ill-tempered and rude.'' 

ABJECT, 1:1ean, very cowardly. 
AnrLITY, is the power of doing any thing: 

"y m have the abili(1J to be good.''-Whe11 we 
say that any person h:'.s abiltiies, ,ive mean that 
he is able to do 1mmy things weil and easily, 
wi1hout giving him'.'ielf much trouble; that he 
is clever. 

ABLE, having the power to do a thing: "you 
are able to read,"-that means, you can read; 
an able man means a strong man. 

Ano:rrn; the place in which we live is called 
our abode. 

To ABOLISH, means to put an end to, to 
de troy entirely. Abolition is the act of putting 
an end to, or abolishing. 

ABOMINABLE, very hateful, wicked, or bad. 
'I'o ABOMI N ATE, to abhor, to hate very 

mnch. 
ABORIGINES, the people who first lived in a 

com try are called the Aborigines of that country. 
ABOVE, higher in place: from above, means 

from heaven. 
ABov £-GROUND, on the gronnd, not under it. 
ABOVE-MENTIONED, said or spoken of . be

fore. 
To ABOUN D, to be in grea t plenty: wild 

beasts, such as tigers and lions, auo1i,n.d in some 
countries, but !1e:·e there a ·e none . To ab0und, 
means alsv to !love ie great plenty: every leaf 
and every flower abounds with living creatur s. 
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ABREAST, side by side, all in a row. 
To ABRIDGE, to make shorter. 
ABRUPT, sudden, without any preparation. 
ABRUPTLY, hastily, all of a sudden. 
To ABSC01~D, is to run away and hide one

self. 
ABSENCE, the state of not being here, uut iu 

some other place. 
ABSENCE of mind, is inattention to what is 

clone or said before you. 
ABSENT, not 11ere, not present, but somewhere 

else: as,, ·hen your parents 2.re absent, ) 'Ou should 
obey them as exactly as if tLey we:re present.
Absent, sometimes 1eans inattentive, Hot think
ing of what one is about. 

ABSOLUTE, quite complete or entire, posi
tive: an _absolute prince or master is one who 
lias unbonn<led authority and power. 

To ABSORB, to swallow up, or to suck up : 
part of the rain which falls is absorbed by the 
earth, and helps to nourish the seeds and plants. 
If you put a little water in a bason, and then 
put a piece of sponge into it, the sponge will 
absorb or suck up the water; if, in&tead of a 
sponge, ycu put a stone in the water, it will re
maiu the same, and the stone will only be wet: 
sponge then absorbs, but stone does not. 

To ABSTAIN, not to do any thing which one 
wonld like to do. 

AusTEMIOUS, sober; eating and drinking very 
little. · 

ABSTRACTION, absence of mind, inattentiou. 
B2 
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ABSTRUSE, not easy, hard to be unden,tood. 
ABSURD, foolish, very unreasonable. 
ABSURDITY, foolishness, any thing which is 

foolish or absurd. 
ABUNDANCE, a great quantity, great plenty. 
ABUNDANT, plentiful; "there is abundance of 

wheat sown in those fields; I hope we shall have 
an abundant harvest ." 

To ABUSE a thing, to make a bad use of it; 
to abuse a persqn, to cheat him, to treat hilll 
rudely. 

ABUSE, scolding, bad language. 
An ABUSE, a bad/ custom or habit. 
ABYSS, a great deep hollow place, the bottom 

of which can scarcely be reached. 
ACADEMY, a school; a place where persons 

are taught reading, writing, and other useful 
things. 

An ACADEMY sometimes means a number of 
learned men, who unite or meet together, to 
&tudy with more advantage some particnlar art 
and science, such as the Royal Academy of 
Painting in London. 

To ACCEDE to a thing, to agr~e to it. 
To ACCELERATE, to hasten, to make quicker. 
To AC CEPT a , thing, is to take it with 

pleasure when it is offered to us. 
AccEPT AB L "E, pleasing. 
ACCEPT ATIO:K; the acceptation of a word is 

its meaning. 
AccEss; when we say that any thing is of 

eos!J access, we mean, that we can easily co-me 



at it, or get necw to it: wh~n we say that any 
thing is of d{lficult access, we mean that we 
cannot get near to it without difficulty. A place 
or a thing which we can get near to, is cal !ed 
accessible; when ,ye cannot get near any thing, it 
is called -inaccessible. 

AccESSARY, one who helps another person 
to do a bad action. 

ACCLIVITY and DECLIVITY; the steepness 
of a hill, reckoned upwards, (that is, going from 
the bottom to the top) is call<:d its acclivity; 
the steepness of a hill, reckoned do wnwards, 
from the top to the bottom, is called its de
clivity.-Do you understand this, my little frien d ? 

To ACCOMPANY, to join with another, to Le 
with tli em or in their company. , 

An ACCOMPLICE, a prrson who joins with 
another to do a bad action. 

To AccoMPLISH, to complete, to fiuish en
tirely: an accomplished person is one vvho pos
sesses many of those agreeable and useful . qua-
litics, which are calle<l accomplishments. · 

An ACCOUNT, a reckoning of money: to 
give an account of any tkiug is to tell auout 
it, to give a history or description of it; to ac~ 
count for a thing, to tell the reason of it. 

T o AcCUMULAT E, is to heap toget her. 
An Accul\1U LAT IO N, a great quantity heaped 

up together. 
· ACCURATE, very exact, without fault 01: 
11'...i.'itake. 

ACCURA CY, great exactn~ss, nicety. 
B 3 
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Ac ETOUS, sour, like vinegar. 
Ac! D, sour, sharp· to the taste, like lemon or 

vim·gar; most fruits are a litt1e acid. 
Ac RT~. bot, biting tbe tongue, like radishes, 

or mustard-cress, or w-ater-cresses.-You find 
then that there is a great difference between art 
acid taste and an acrid taste. · 

· Aco"E.NS, are the fruit of the oak-tree. I 
dare say ;vou have seen an acorn; formerly people 
used to eat th'ern, but now ·they are only used to 
feed p~gs with. · 
· 'fo · Acgu uiscE, to agree to a t~1in~, to rest 
sati fietl with it. · · 

To ACQUIRE, is to get or obtain a thing by 
trying. 

An ACQUIREMENT, any thing which is gai1Jed 
or acquired: " writing is a most useful acquire
ment." 

ACQUISITION, any thing got ~y labor o~ 
atteu\,ion . 
· AcR 1 MONY, means sharpness, severity of tem-
per, or ill natu1e. · 
· ACUTE, rnea113 v~ry sharp or pointed, not 
Lli.rnt: an a~uf<; p~rson is 01 e who is not st11pid, 
but quick and clevff. 
· To ADAPT, to fit, t0 suit, to make one thing 
suitable: to. another 
· · To ADD, is to join son ethiog to another 
tl:i ng . 
· ADDlT lO N, ~ny tiling vliich is joined to 
acn1 bet 'ti.Jing: in reckoning, addition means 
Joining or adding ~eyer:)l num!Jers, a11d finclu1~r 

l o \ I • \ i I • ( 
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hO\y much they make altogeU1er; if you add 
three, and eight, and si.r, and four, all together, 
they will make twenty-one. 

To ADDRESS a person, is to speak to him: 
a man of address is a skilful or clever man. 
Address sometimes mean5 manuers or behaviour: 
a person of good address is a person whose 
rnanners arc pleasing. 
1 An ADEPT, is a person who is very skilful in 
any art. ' 
' To An HERE, to stick together, as two pieces 
of wax will adhere when softened by heat.-To 
'adliere, to keep close to any thing or any body, 
as, if I were to say, "always adhere to the truth, 
even if in trifles.'' · 

ADHESION; a stickiug together. 
ADJ ACE NT, lying dose to any thing, 1being 

11ear. 
· · To ADJUST, is to regulate or set ib proper 
order, to make exact. 

· An ADMIRAL, is an officer who commands a 
number of ships'. 

To ADM.IRE, is to look at with wonder and 
pleasure. · · · · 
' ADMIRATION, pleasure mixed with wonder: 
" the· smallest insect or the least flower, when 
carefully examined, will be found worthy of ud-
1nirat-ion." · · · · 
· To A OMIT, is to allow any person or thing to 
come: into a · place; to 'admit of a tiling 'is to 
allow· it. · · ~ · 

'40 AD,\\10NISH, is ta t~ll of a fault, 
., ' ' 
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AD~IONITION, is gentle reproof and good 

atlvice. 
'to A DORE, to worship with kneeling and with 

prayers, as we worship God. To adore may also 
m ean to love very fondly. 

To ADORN, to dress, to ornament. 
ADRIFT, wandering aiJout without any home, 

or any fixed place to stay in. 
To Anv ANCE, to come forward; to improve 

in any thing. 
To ADV AN c E a p erson, is to bring him for

ward, or raise him higher: to advance money is 
to lend it. 

ADV ANT AG EOUS, profitable or useful. 
Anv ENT, the four weeks before Christmas-day, 

which are kept holy. Advent means the Coming, 
that is, tlie coming of our Saviour; be-cause 
Christmas-day, yon know, is the day ou which 
JESUS CB.RIST was born. 

An ADv ENTURE, is an acddent, any thing 
uncommon which happens to a person. 

ADVERSITY, grief~ misfortu ne, sorr0w. 
AERIAL, belonging to the air, or living- lil 

the air. 
AFAR, at a grea t distance from tliis place: 

from af m·, from some place far off. 
AFFAIR, business, something to be done. 
To AFFIRM a thing, is to tell it, to say that 

it is true. 
To AFFIX, means to join something · to the 

~nd of another thing. 
To. AFFLlCT, is to put to pain, to vex, to 
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inake sorry: aifliction means sorrow or n1isfor

tune. 
AFFLUENT, having plenty of money, rich. 
AFFL u ENCE, abundance, riches. 
A FLOAT, swim ming on water. 
The AFTERNOON, that part of the day from 

h .vel ve o'clo~k till the evening. 
AGE; t!te age of a person is the time which 

he has lived, or the time which has passed 

since he was born; as, when we say, 'a child 

six years of age. 
An AGE, the space of 01te hundred years. 

Age means also any particular time; as, when we 

say, the Augustan age, tliat means the time when 

the Emperor Augustus lived. 
An AGENT, any person who acts. An agent 

sometimes means also a person who does busi

ness for some other person. 
AGHAST, means pale with fright. 
AGILITY, nimbleness, quickness, the power of 

running, jumping, and dancing, with ease. 
To AGITATE, is to disturb, to shake about, to 

move. 
AGONY, dreadful and violent pain. 
AID~ help, assistance. 
To AID, is to help. 
To take A!M at any thing, to try to strike 

it with a stone, or any other thing, thrown at it. 
To AIM at a thi'ng, is to try to reach it, or 

get it. 
Arn., the. tl~in substance which surrounds tbo 
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earth, and in which we live and breathe. We 
cannot see the air, but we can feel it; and if 
there was uo air we should die, as fishes <lo when 
they are taken ··out of water. 

An AIR sometimes 1 1eans a piece of music. 
The ArR of a person, means his looks, or 

manner~, or appearance. 
ALABASTER, a kind of stone, very white, and 

easily cut, of which ornaments are made. 
ALACRITY, readiness, cheerfulness. 
'I'o ALARM, to fill with fear and snrprise, to 

disturh. 
ALARMING, terrible and surprising. 
ALERT, ready, brisl~: to be on tlte alert 

means to be verv watchful and careful. 
To ALIGHT, "to come down from some high 

place; as, wh~n we say, to alight from a horse. 
ALIMENT, food, any thing which serves fol' 

food. 
To ALLEGE, to affirm; that is, to say a thing 

is true, to declare it. 
To ALLEVIATE, is to ease pain or sorrow, to 

soften. 
ALLIANCE; to be iu alliance with any one, i 

to be friends with him, to be joined ,Yith him. 
An ALLOY, is some metal which is mixed with 

another metal of greater value: a little copper is 
often mixed with gold to harden it, this is called 
an allo.11 of copper. 

An ALLY, one who is our friend, or whe oms 
with us to do something. 
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ALMIGHTY, means able to do all tliin!!s: it is 
only Gon who is almighty. Vve say too t1~at Gon 
is all-1.oise, because he is the wisest of all beings, 
he knows every thing; and that he, is all-seeing, 
because he sees every thing which we do, in dark
ness as well as in the light. 

ALOFT, up high in the air. 
An ALT AR, is a kind of table, cornmonlv 

made of stone or of l\lOOd, on \Vhich are laid the 
things offert d up to H~aven. 

To ALT ER, is to -change, to make a thil1g difQ 
ferent from what it was. 

ALTERNATELY, by turns, one after another. 
To AM Ass, is to heap together. 
To AM A ZE, is to terrify and astonisJ1 at once. 
A M~AZEMENT, great fear and wonder. 
AMAZING, very wonderful. 
AMBER, is a beautiful yellow substance, found 

on the sea-shore and under grouucl; necklaces 
and ornameuts are made of it. 

AMBIGUOUS, haviug two different meanings, 
uncertain. 

AMBITION, is the wish ,,.,,hich we feel to im
prove· ourselves, or to raise ourselves higher in 
rank or knowledge than we are now: an ambi
tious person is one who desires to be greater or 
better than he is. You should be ambitious 1.o 
read well, means that you sbo'uld wish and try 
to read well. 

A YI EN; this word, put at the end of our 
prayers, means so be it, that is, may it be sfJ. 
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To AMEND, to make any thing right which 

was wrong before, to grow better. 
AMETHYST, a precious stone, of a beautitul 

purplish blue colour. 
AMIABLE, deserving our love, kind and good. 
AMOUNT, sum-total. 
AMPHIBIOUS; we call those creatures amphl

bious which can live both on land and in ·the 
water: the otter and the beaver are also amplti
bious animals. 

AMPLE, means large, wide, or plentiful. 
AMPLY, largely, in great plenty. 
AN ARCHY, means confu5ion, \Yant of govern

ment. 
ANCIENT, old, belonging to times long since 

past: by the ancients, we mean those people who 
lived in old times. 

An ANGLE, a point where two lines meet to
gether. This is a right angl , L. This is an 
acu.te angle, L. TL is is an obtuse angle, _j. 
Now take a pencil an<l a bit of paper, and try if 
you can draw a right angle, an. acute angle, and 
an obtuse anglt .-A triangle 1s a figure which 
has three angles or corners, like this, 6. A 
quadrangle is a figure which has four angles or 

· corners, like tbis, O. , 
ANGULAR, having points or corner-. 
ANGUISH, is very great pain. 
AN 1 ~1 AL, every creature which is alivf' o 1 the 

oarth ii called au llninud. 
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ANIMATE, all living creatures are called ani~ 

'lnate; and all those things which are not alive., 
and never have been alive, are called inanimate: 
a horse, a mouse, or a fly, are animate; a stone, 
a tree, a flower, are inanimate. 

ANIMAT E D, means gay, lively. 
To ANNEX, is to add one thing to the end of 

?!ome other thing ; to join. 
' To ANNOUNCE a thing, is to tell it. 

To ANNOUNCE a person, is to tell his name. 
ANNUAL, coming every year. 
ANNY ALL y, every ~-~ar. 
ANTERIOR, going before, or happening be

fore. 
To ANTICIPATE a person, is to do something 

which he intended to do, before him, so as to 
pre"{ent him from doing it. 

To ANTICIPATE a thing, is to feel a thing, or 
t hink of it, before it has really happened. 

ANTICK, a strange comical action or attitude. 
~NTIDOTE, is any thing which is good against 

po13on. 
The ANTIPODES: my little friends have per

haps been told, that this world in which we live 
is au exceedingly large globe or ball, something 
in the shape of an orange; those people, then, 
who live at the other side of the world, and have 
their feet in a manner opposite to ours, are called 
t he Antipodes. 

A NTIQU JTY, old times, which are long sin ce 
past. 
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ANTIQUITIES, the remains of things which 

were made or doue a very long while ago. 
An ANv IL, is a very strong heavy piece of 

iron, on wliich a smith hammers his work. 
ANXIETY, is great trouble about any thing 

which is to happen. 
ANXIOUS, means full of unea iness. 
To be A NXIOUS for a thing, to wish for it 

very much. · 
APART, at a distance from the re. t. 
APh, a kind of monkey. · 
To APE, is to imitate. 
An APER TO RE, is a hole, or opemng, m any 

thing. 
An APOLOGY, is an excuse. 
To APOLOGIZE, to make excuses. 
APOSTLE: the Apo~tles were tho e goocL and 

holy men, who were sent by JESUS CHRfST to 
Jeach his rel igion all over the world. 

APPAREL, means clothes, any tuing in which 
one is dres~ed. 

APPARENT, plain, easy to be seen. A pparent 
sometimes means not real, only pretended. 

To APPEASE, is to quiet, or to satisfy. 
An APPENDAGE,somethingwhich is added to 

another thing, or belongs to it. 
To APPLAUD, to prais~ very highly. 
APPLAUSE, is great praise: _"are you not 

an,vious t0 deserve the applause of ~our dear papa 
and mamma, and of y-our frienus? try to improve., 
and they will applaud you.1' 

T0 A .ePLY a tfiing, is to put it to ome use. 
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To APPLY to a thing, is to pay attention to it, 
or to worh at it. 

To APPLY to a person, is to ask him for 
something. 

APPLICATION, the use of so111ething. 
APPLICATION, means also great attention to 

any t hing. 
To APPOINT, means to fix or settle. 
To APPROACH , is to come near to. 
APPROBATION, the being pleased with any 

thing. 
To APPROVE, to like, to be much pleased with. 
Agu ATIC, belonging to the water, living in 

the water : swans are aquatic birds. 
An ARCHER, one that shoots with a bow and 

arrm:i:s. 
ARCHERY, the art of shooting with a bow 

and arrows. 
An ARCHITECT, is a builder, or contriver of 

any thiilg. 
ARCHITECTURE, is the art of building. 
ARCTIC, belonging to the Northern Pole of 

the earth. 
ANT ARCT I c, belonging to the Southern Pole. 
ARDENT, means hot, burning: sometimes 

ardent means, of a passionate or afl:ectionate 
temper. 

ARDOUR, is great heat. . 
ARDUOUS, difficult, hard to be reached. 
To A RG u E , is to di pnte, or to try to persuade, 

ai1y body by reasons. 
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ARGU'.\IENT, is a reason, or a di~pute. 
ARID, means qnite drie9 up. 
ARITHMETIC, i~ the art of reckoning numbers 

witl.i ease and quickness, and of keeping accounts 
well : this is done by four rules, called the Rules 
of Arithmetic; they are, Addition, Subtrnction. 
Jlfultiplication, and Division. 

Suppose you put your hand into a basket full 
of cherries, and took out, first, three; then two; 
then four ; how many cherries would you have? 

3 cherries 
2 cherries 
4 cherries 

Added together, are 9 cherries. 

You see, the rule of Addition teaches you J1ow 
to join or add several numbers so as to" find out 
how much they make altogether. 

Suppose now, that, out of these nine cherries, 
you give your sister five; how many will you have left? , 

From 9 cherric 
Tak.e 5 cherries 

There will remain 4 cherries. 

You will have four for yourself. Tbis is making 
use of the rule of Subtraction, which teaches you, 
when you take a small nl!mber from _~ l!1rger 
number, to find out how mapy ~~main. 

If ~1ou put your hand into thi& basket of cher• 
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1·ies four limes, and every time take ont six cber-i 

ries, how many will you have ? 
Multiply 6 

by 4 
(That means, count 6 four times) --

~nd you will find that you have 24 cherries~ 

This is called Multiplication. 
Now, let us suppose, that you wi heel to divide 

the e twenty-four cherries, equally, among six of 

your little friends ; how many would you give to 

•each? To find this out you must make use of 

the Rule of Division. 
2-t) divided by 6 

gives 4 

~ach of your playfellows would have four cl1cr .. 
nes. 
· A.rithrnctic, you find, is very useful; Rnd I hope 

that, when you begin to learn, you will be very 

attentive, and take pains to improve. . 

An ARK, means c:1ny ve sei: I.Jut, genera11y, 
the Ark means that great ship which God com
manded :•foah to buiid, to save himself and aU 

his family from the flood. 
ARMS, are any thing which we use either to lmrt 

others, or to guard ourselves from being hurt: 

guns and pistols are called fir~-m·ms. To take 
up m·ms, means to begin to fight. 

An ARMY, is a great number of soldiers, who 

move together, and fight together, and who obey 

one man, called q1e General of an An\}y. ' 
C3 
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AROMATIC, is having the taste or smell of 

spices; having a strong and delightful smell. 
To ARRAY, is to dress. / 
ARRAYED, dressed, ornamented. _ 
To ARR EST, is to stop, to hinder from goin: 

on : to arrest a person, to lay hold of him. 
ARROGANCE, conceit, pride. 
ARROGANT, proud and impudent. 
ART, the power of doing something by taking 

pains: art sometimes means cunning. 
An ARTIST, is a person who is skilful m any 

p:uticnlar art. 
ARTFUL, cunning, contriving. 
An ARTI .FJCE, is a trick, sometLing done cun-• l mng:y. 
An ARTIFICER, is a person who contrives or 

makes any thing. 
ARTIFICIAL, means not natural, but made by 

a,·t to imitat~ nature. 
An ARTICLE, is any particular thing. 
To AR:TI CU LATE, is to speak words plainly. 
To AscENn, is to go upwards; as to de-

&cend is to go dowriwards. 
ASCENT, the way by which we go up. 
An ASCENT, is a hill, or any high place. 
To ASCERTA I N, is to fix, to make quite sure. 
ASHES, what is left of something vd1ich hat1 

been burnt, or which is dead . 
AslDE, on one side: aside sometimes means 

~way from the company. 
AsP ECT, the looks or countenance of a person: 

as, when we say, sucb a one has an ill-natured or 
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rougl1 aspect; or, that little girl has ~ plea ing 
aspect, because she is always gol)d-hurnoured. 

AsPECT, the appearance of a country. 
ASPERITY, means sharpness of temper, ill~ 

nature. · 
To ASPIRE, is to wish Yery much for some

thing abuve us; to wislJ to rise bigher. 
To ASSEMBLE, is to meet together, or to 

pring together into one place. 
An ASSEMBLAGE, means either a number of 

things, or a number of persons, all together m 
one place. 

To Ass ENT to a tliing, is to agree to it. 
To AssERT a thing, is to affirm, it, to say it is 

true. 
An ASSERTION~ something which is said to be 

true. 
ASSIDUITY, continual industry or attention t4' 

sometbin2'. 
To Assoc I ATE wit!,, a person, is to keep 

company with him. 
To Assocr ATE things, to join them together 

in our own miuds: \-\1e always rememlJer with 
pleasure the dress, and' looks, and voic~, of 
persons who Jiave given us pleasure; and w~ 
remember with dislike places where any thing 
disagre n.ble has happened to us, or people who 
have behaved ill to us. Sometimes, when we 
wish to remember any thing particularly, we try 
to recollect the plr~ce where it happened, or the 
time when it happeued, an.cl the people who were 
,,11ith us when it happened; that, by assopiathtg 
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or joining all these things together in our minds, 
we may remember, more exactly, what we u·ish 
to remember. 

An Assoc1ATE, is a partner or companion. 
To AssuAGE, is to softeu, toease,or make 

less. 
To AssuME, to be very proud, to take much 

upon one's self: to assume a thing, to take it. 
AssuMING, proud, forward. 
Assu RANCE, means forwardness, conceit. 
A1.1 AssURA 1 CE, is a promise. 
AssuREDLY, certainly, without doubt. 
J\STRAY, means out of the right way, wrong. 
An ASTROLOGER, is a person who pretends 

to find out whQt will happen by looking at the 
stars. 

ASTRONOMY, is the science which teaches us 
every thing which is curious belonging to the 
heavenly bodies, (that mR,ans, the sun, moon, and 
stars.) Those who do not know any thing of 
Astronomy, think that the smr is a little thing 
not much bigger than a plate, that it turns round 
and round the world just to give us light, and 
that the st~rs are only placed in the sky to look 
pretty at night: bnt any bocly who has learnt 
Astron0my, will tell you that the sun is thousands 
and thousands of times larger than this world 
which we live in, and that it looks small becau e 
it is at a very great <listance; that it gives light to rnany other worlds besides ourc;; and that, 
though it seems to us to move from 0~1e side of 
the sky t? the other, it is, notwith~tanding, quite . . ' 
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.fixed, and remains always in the same place. 
Does not this se·em very strange ? Yet I assn re 
you it is quite true, as you will find when you 
learn Astronomy. 

Asu /DER, means parted from one another, 
Hot together. 

The ATMOSPHERE, is the air which .is all 
around us. 

An ATOM, is a very small part of any-thing,. 
er something exceedingly small. 

To ATONE, is to make amends for a fault by 
being very good. 

ATROCITY, very great ,J1,1ickedness. 
ATTACH, to be attached to a person or thing, 

is to be very fond of them, to love them. 
ATTACHMENT, fondness for something. 
To ATTAIN a tlting;, is to get it or reach it. 
':fo ATTEMPT, is to try. 
To ATTEND, or to be ATTENTIVE, or to 

PAY ATTENTION, is to mind what one is 
about. 

An ATTENDANT, is one that waits upon 
another person. 

To ATTIRE, is to dress, to put clothes on 
sumebody. 

To ATTRACT; to be attracted by any thing, 
is to be drawn towards it, as a needle is drawn 
towards a magn~t, or as little bits of paper will 
be drawn towards amber, if the amber be first 
ruq)Jed on a piece of silk. 

ATTRACTION, is that power by which one 
. tnin~ is drawn towards another. 
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ATTRACTIVE, pleasing, very agreeable. 
ATTR I TION, is the act of rubbing things 

together. 
To Av AIL one's self of any thing, is to profit 

by it, to make use of it. 
AVARICE, covetousness. 
AVARICIOUS, covetous, selfish. 
AUDACIOUS, bold, impurlent. 
AUDIBLE, means loud enough to he heard. 
The AUDIENCE, are the people who listen to 

somethiug. , 
'fo give AUDIENCE to a person, to listen to 

what he has to say. 
An AUDITOR, is a person wbo hears. 
A_vERSE, is unwilling; to be averse to a thing 

is to dislike it. 
Av ERSTON, hatred, great dislike. 
To AUGMENT, is to make bigger, or grow 

larger. 
An AVIARY, is a place to keep birds in. 
AVIDITY, great greediness. 
AVOCATION, a person's business, or trade. 
To AvoID a thing, t<> get away from it, or 

try to get away from it. 
To Avorn a person, to keep out of I1is 

way. 
AUSPICIOUS, kind, lucky, happy. 
AusTEn.E, c ·oss, severe. 
AUSTERITY, means severity, cruelty. 
Au THOR, a person who fi rst begins or con

trives something; au author i also a person who 
writes a book. 
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AuTHORTTY, power, rule. 
An AUTOMATON, is an image which, by 

some contrivance within it, is made to move of 
itself as if it were alive. 

Aux1 LI ARY, helping. 
An AUXILIARY, one who helps. 
A WE, is great respect mixed with fear. 
Aw FUL, tilling us at once with astonishment, 

respect, and fear. 
Axis: when any thing is said to turn round 

on its a;t:is, that means that it turns round upon 
it3elf; as a top when you sp in it, or as a piece 
of meat roasting before the fire; in this case the 
spit may be called the axis on which the meat 
turns. 

AZURE, blue, the colour of the sky. 

B. 

A BADGE, is a mark by which one can be 
knovvn. 

A BAIT, meat put to entice animals, and 
when they come to eat it they are caught fast in a 
trap set ready for them. Sometimes, when people 
want to catch fishes, they use a fly or a worm as 
a bait, which is stuck ·on a little hook; the poor 
little fishes do not know that there is a sharp 
hook hid under the fly, they snap at it, the hook 
sticks in their throat, and they are caught; tbis is 
called angling-it is a cruel a111usem{'ut. 

BALANCE, a pair of ::iCi:tles: when two things 
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are put into a balance, and one is just as heavy 
as the other, we say these are e:rnctly balanced. 

B ALD, without any hair. 
A RALE, is a large bundle of any thing. 
BALEFUL, means full of mischief. 
A BALLAD, is a song longer than songs usually 

are. 
A BALLOON, isa machine by which people can 

fly through the air. I am afraid little boys and 
girls would uot understand me, if I were to describe 
one; but their papa or mamma perhaps will shew 
them a picture of 011e, a11d tell them how it is made. 

BALM, is the name of a plant: sometimes 
balm means any-thing which cures pain. 

BALMY, means soft and sweet to the smelt. 
A llA i'iD, something which is tied round any 

other thing: band means also a number of pe~~ 
sons all together, as a band of music, or a band 
of soldiers. 

BANE, poison, mischief. 
BANEFUL, bad, fu ll of mischief. 
To BANISH, is to send a man ot1t of his own 

eonntry as a pur.ishment; to <lriYe away an ·
thing. 

A BANQUET, is a great feust. 
A BARBARIAN, is a cruel savage man, or a 

rude uncivil person. 
BARBARITY"great cruelty. 
BARBAROUS, very cru el : barbarous means 

also, very igziorant, rude, or uncivil. 
A BARGAIN, is an agreemeut about somcthi11g 

wl1ich is bought or sQ!cl. 
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A BARGE, is a large boat. 
BARK, the outside skin of any tree. 
A BARK, is a small ship. 
A BARLEYCORN, is one grain of barley: it 

is used in measuring ; for three barleycorns, that 
is, three times the length of a barleycorn, malce 
an inch. 

BARREN, unfruitful: the lan<l or soil on which 
neither corn nor plants or any kind will grO\.Y, 
is called barren or unfruiif ul. 

A BARRIER, is something put to hinder a 
person, or stop him from coming any further. 

To BARTER, to exchange oqe thing for 
another thing. 

BASE, mean, wicked, bad., 
Tl1e BASE of an.1J t!ting, is the bottom of it, 

or the part on which it stands. 
B ASEN 1,:ss, great meanness. 
BASIS, the lowest part of something on which 

it rests, or any thing which serves as a bottom 
for some other thing to be raised on. 

To BASK, is to lie out in the sun. 
A BATH, is a large vessel of water in which 

one may bathe. 
To llATTER, is to beat down, or to bruise. 
A IlATTLE, is a great fight between two 

arrrnes. 
The BEACH, is the sea-shore, the sands. 
}3EAK, the pointed mouth of a bird. 
A BEAM, is a large long heavy piece of wood'; 

a beam, means al o a ray of lig-ld, ai, "hen we 
say, the beams of tlte sun. 

D 
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BEAMING, is bright, shining. 
A BE Au, is a m· n who dresses very gaily. 
The BEAVER, is a little arnpliibious animal fow1d in America; the beavers j oin togetlH' r and build themselves the most curious and convenient houses in the midst of the water. Beautiful hats are made of their hair, which is thick, soft, anrl shining. This animal is also called the Castor. 
The BEE, is that industrious little insect that makes honey and wa~: 
To BEGUILE a penon, is tf) cheat him. 
To BEGUILE tile time, to be amused, to make the time pass quickly and pleasantly. 
To BEHEAD, is to kill a person by cutting off bis head. 
To BEHOLD, is to see, to look at. 
A BEING, is any thing that lives: GOD is called the Great Being, men an<l women- are kwnan beings. 
A BELD-AM, is a very old woman. 
BELOVED, very much loved, ve -y dear. 
A BENCH, is a 1011g seat. 
A BENEFACTOR, is a man who does good to another. 
A BENEFACTRESS, is a woman who does good. 
BENEFICENT, means kind, doing good. 
BENEFICIAL, profitable, very good for some purpose. 
A BENEFIT, is a favonr, a kind action. 
Tu BENEFIT b,y an.7J thing, is to pr0fit by it. 
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BENEVOLENCE, is good nature, kindness, a 
disposition to do good to every body. 

BENIGN, kind, doing good. 
To BEREAVE, to take away. 
To be BEREFT of any thing, means to be 

deprived of it, to have it taken away from one. 
A BERRY, is any small fruit. 
To BESEECH, is to beg, to entreat. 
To be BESET, to be teazed, to be wearied by 

something round about us. 
To BESPEAK a tlting, to order it before. 
To BESPEAK a person, to speak to him. 
To BESTIR one-self, to be ver;y busy, to make 

a bustle. · 
To BESTOW, is to give. 
To BETIDE, is to befall or to happen. 
BETIMES, means early, soon: I hope you rise 

betimes in the morning. 
To BETRAY a person, to give him into the 

power of those who waut to hurt him. 
To BETRAY, to tell something which we ought 

to have kept secret. 
To BETRAY one's self, is to let people find out 

something we did not wish or inteud them to find 
out. · 

A Br ER, is a kind of carriage, on which dead 
people are carried to the grave. 

A Br LLO w, is a great wave of the sea. 
To BIND, to tie fast, to hinder, to tie t-o

gether.-BoU,nd, fastened: tied. 
A BIPED, is an animal with two feet, such as 

birds, 
:0 .2 
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BIRTH, the first coming iRto life. 
Bui.TH-DAY, the day on which any }Jody 

is born. 
BIRTH-PLACE, the place in which any one 

is born. 
To be BORN, is to come into life, to begin to 

be alive. 
A BLACKSMITH, a smith that works in iron. 
BLADE, the long narrow leaf of grass and 

corn is called a blade. 
The BLADE, is the sharp cutting part of a 

knife, or sword, or scissors, &c. 
BLAND, soft, gentle. 
BLANK, white, not written on, as Mank 

paper: a blank is an empty part, a paper not 
written upon. 

BLASPHEMY, is disrespect to God Almighty. 
A BLAST, is a sudden violent wind: blast 

sometimes means the sound of a trumpet. 
To be BLASTED, to be withered, to be struck 

with some misfortune or plague. 
To BLEACH, to make white, or grow white, . 
BLEAK, very cold and chill. 
A BLEMl•SH, is something which takes away 

the beauty of any thing, a disgrace. rro BLEND, is to mix together. 
To BLESS, is to make very happy. 
To BLESS, means also to wish happiness to 

:mmebody. 
'"fo BLESS, is to praise, to thank very heartily. 
A BLESSING, a great happiHess; a blessing 

js also a wish for another's lrnppiness. 
~ IlLIGHT, is any thiug which nips or liurt-s 
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plants so as to hinder them from coming to any 
good. 

To BLIGHT, to blast, to nip. 
BLISS, is very great happi11ess. 
BLITHE, gay, light, pleasant. 
A BLOCK, is a thick heavy piece of wood. 
A BLOCK, means also a heavy lUI-pp of any 

thing. 
· 'f'o be brough.t to tlte BLOCK, means to be 

beheadeq. . 
BLOOD of grapes, 'means wrnc, the juice of 

grapes. 
BLOODSHED, murder, killing. 
To BLOOM, is to have flowers or blossoms. 

BLOOMING, meansflowe1~1J, foll of blossoms; 

when we speak of persons, bloaming means young 

and beautiful. · 
· BLUBBER, is the fat of that great fish called 
the whale, wuich, being melted, is made into oil. 

BLUNT, not sfwrp. 
A BLUNT persoa, one who is rough or plain 

in bis manner of speaking. 
To BLUSTER, to ro~n, as the wind does m a 

storm. 
BLUSTERING, r 1de, restless, and noisy. 
To Bo AST, to speak very pro'udly of on~'s own. 

actions . 
A BOAST, proud words; somethiug of whic~. 

911e may be prol,.!d. · 
· A BoG, soft wet ground. 

BorsTEROU~, vi;le11t and noisy. 

IloLT, an iron b2:~ to fasten a doo~~ 
.. . D 3 ·' . 
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A BoND, any thing which fastens or ties. 
BONDS or BONDAGE, confinement, imprison .. incnt. · 
BoNNY, gay,handsome. 
BooTLESS, quite useless, of no advantage. BOOTY, things got by robbu1g people. 
To BoRE, to make a hole. 
To BORROW, is to take something from another person,, premising to return it. 
BoT ANY, is the science which teaches every thing curious about plants, trees, ~m~l flowers. 
A BOTANIST, is a person who studies plant~J to find out their different kinds and uses. 
A BouGH, is a branch of a tree. 
To Boo ND, is to jump, to leap about~ Bou ND, tied, fastened,. A BoUND, or a BOUNDARY, a bord~r, an edge. BolJNDLESS, exceedingly large. · 
RouNTY, kindnes, generosity. 
Bou NTEOUS, giving much, kind. 
Bou NTI FU L, bounteous, generous. 
A BowL, is a large ball rolled along t~ ground. · · 
To IlowL, is to roll along. 
A BRACE, is two of any thing, a pair. 
'fo BRAGE, to tie close. 
BRACKISH, having the taste of salt. 
To BRAG, to speak proudly. 
A BRAG, is a boast. 
BRAI:t,;S, the senses, the under5tandiug. 
/\ BRAKE, a place full of bushes. and bramble~ .I\ ~~ANDA is ~ ligbtci;I stick. 
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To BRANDISH, to shake backwards and for .. 

wards, to llourish about. 
BRASS, is a yellow metal, made by a mixture 

of copper and zinc. A smith who works in brass 
is called a BRAZIER. 

RH.AZEN, made of brass. 
IlRAV E, bolcl, uoble, full of courage. 
To BRAVE, to defv, not to car~ for. 
A BREACH, is a hol~, or opening brok~n iuto 

any thing. . 
A BREACH, sometimes means a quarrel. 
BREEDING, is education, manners. 
BRRVITY, means shortness. 
To BRIBE, to give a perso.n somethii;ig to make 

him do wrong. · 
A BRIBE, a reward for doing wrong. 
BRICKS; most houses are built of bricks~ 

Brir.ks are made of clay burnt in the fire. 
BRICK-DUST, bricks pounded into dust. 
RRICK-KILN, a place to burn bricks iu~ 
Brn EF. means short. · 
BRIEFLY, shortly, in a few words. 
BRILLIANT, ver.y bright, shining. 
A BRILLIANT, a very fine di,amond. 
The BRIM, is the edge of ;my vessel. 
B .RINE, i~ salt water. 
The BRINK, is the edge of any de.ep pJ~ce. 

B~ISK, gay, liv(}ly. 
BRISTLES, short, stiff, strong hairs. 
BRITTL_E, apt to break, or e~sily broken~ 

.glass and china arc brittle, 
J;5~o::'-l' z E, !Jra.5s, made o( brn,s& .• 
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To BROOD, to sit on eggs to ~rntcb them, as a 

lien does. 
To BROOD over any tliing, is to think of it with great anxiety. · 
A BROOD, the number of young birds bc1-tched 

~t 01~ce. 
A BROOK,.is a little stream of water. 
The BRO-\V, is the fore!tead.-Urow some-: times means the edge of a very high place; as when we say, the brou.( of a hill. 
To BR01,VSE, is to eat, to f?ed as goats and sheep. 
A BRUTE, is a beast; any creature witho~t sense or understanding is a brute. 
BRUTAL, like a brute, savage, cruel. 
A BUBBLE, a thin hollow g lobe filled with air; any round thing, you know, is a globe. 
A Bu CKET1 is a kind of pail, t~sed to carry 

\ water. 
A RuDGET, is a bag. 
A Bu FFET, a violent blow. 
'To Bu FFET, is to strike, tp beat. 
A nu FFOON, is a man whose trade it is t 0; ~ual,e people l~ugh. 
A Buf'n, i~ ::i round root; the roots of all plant~ ,it·b~ch are bulbs are co lied bulbous: tiirnips, apd onion1s, atJd hyacinths, have bulbous roots. .. 
BuLK, means the sizc, or bigness of any thing. 
BuL1;:y, vny large, of a grf>a1 size. 
A Bu L~ Y, is a ~oisy, bQa~ting, c1uarrelsome:1 man, 
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A Bu NG, is a stopper to fill up the hole in a 

barrel. 
A Bu NG LER, is a pers.on who does any thing 

cluu1sily and badly. 
BuoYANT, not sinking, floating. 
A BURDEN, or BuRTHEN, is a load, any thin~ 

which is heavy. 
BURDENSOME, heavy, troublesome. 
To BURNISH, is to polish, to make bright. 

To BURY, is to put into a grave, to hide under 

ground. 
BusHY, means thick, spreading, full of small 

branches: foxes and squirrels have bushy tails. 

A BUTCHER, is a person who kills animals to 
sell their flesh for food. 

To Bu·.rcH ER, to kill, to murder. 
To Buzz, to make a noise Jike bees, tQ hum. 

BY-AND-BY, means in a sltort time. 
A BY-ST ANDER, a person who Jo9ks on, with .. 

out meddling in what is going fonvard. 

c. 
A CABIN, is a small room in a ship. A Cabin 

sometimes m~ans a little cottage. 
A CABINET, is a little chest of drawers, to 

hold curiosities, or things oJ value; it also means 

a closet or small room. 
A CABTN~T-MAKER., is a ma~ who ma~e. 

nice work in wood. 
A CA.BLE, is a great thick rope used in a ship. 

CALAMITY, distress, n1isfo1'tune, s•rr•w. ·" 
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To CALCINE, is to burn, or to burn a thing so that it may easily be made into a powder. To CALCULATE, is to reel-on, to count. 
CALCULATION, means the art of numbering, 01· reckoning. 
CALLING; a person's calling is bis trade, his business. 
CAL LOU s, means exceedingly hard, without · feeling. 
CALLOW, without any feathers, like yo1111g birds. 
CALM, quiet, still. 

.A CALM, stillness. 
To CALM, to 1.1ake quite still. To CALUMNIATE, is to speak ill ' of a person without reason. 
CALUMNY, something spoken against a person wbicb is not true. 
CAMP, the tents in which soldiers live. The CANARY-BIRD, is a little yellow birdg which sings sweetly : it wa first brought from the Canary Islands. 
CANDI o, always ready to tell the truth. CANDOUR, truth, fairne s. 
CANES, are the stalks of a plant growing in the East and West Indies; when they are split, they are woven into chair-bottoms, cradles, and other things. 
CA.NINE, means like a dog: all dogs together are sometimes called the canine race. 
A CANNIBAL, is one who eat the flesh 0,f me1l, 
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A CANOE, is a boat made of a hollow tree. 
A CANOPY, is a coveriug above our heaJs. 
CANVASS, coarse open cloth. 
CAPABLE, means able to du some particular 

thiug. 
CAPACIOUS, means large, wide, and deep. 
CAPACITY, the power of doing something: 

a person of a good capacity, is a person who is 
clever, or who has abilities. 

To CAP AR ISON, is to dress out a horse very. 
finely. 

A.CAPER, is a jump. 
To CAPER, to skip about. 
CAPERS, are the berries of a plant which grows 

in warm countries; they make a nice pickle, when 
preserved in vinegar. 

CAPITAL, means.first, highest. 
C AP IT AL LETTERS, are LARGE !.ETTERS. 
The CA PIT AL, is the chief or greatest city in 

any cunntry : London is the capital of Great 
Britain; Paris is the capital of France; Madrid 
is the capital of Spain. · 

A CAP IT AL Crime, is a fault wl1ich is puni heel 
with death. 

A CAPRICE, is a sudden fancy, a whim. 
CAPRICIOUS, full of firncic , wh irnsica l. 
A CAPTAIN, a leader, one who has autliority 

over others. 
To CAPTIVATE, ii to win by pleasing qualities. 
A C. PTIVE, is one who is kept a prisoner. 
CAPTIVITY, bonds, imprisonment. 

:L 
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A CAPTURE, any thing whid1 1s taken y 
force. 

A CAR, a kind of carriage. 
The CARAT, is a weight by ·which people weigh 

diamonds. 
A CARCASS, is a dead body of any animal. 
The CARDIN AL PorNTS, are the East, TVest, 

J\.7ortlt, and South , if you turn your face to 1 he 
Sun, i.n the middle of the day, ) 'OU will have the 
South before you; the Kortlt will be behind )'Ou, 
the East on ,your left hand, and the J.Yest to your 
right hand. 

CAREER, means full speed; it also means a 
race, or the ground on which a race is run : 
career may also mean the life or actions of a 
person, as ,ve say, Death put an end to hii 
career. 

To CARESS, to indulge, to fondle. 
CARM r NE, a beautiful bright red colour. 
A CARPE~T ER, is a rnan 'who works in wood. 
A C RP ET; is any thing spread for us to 

tread on. 
A C ARRIAGE, is a coach. A person's car

riage, is his behaviour or manners. 
CARRION, _the flesh of omcthing which is not 

,good for human beings; such as the fie h of dead 
horses and asses : crows t:at carrion, and houuds 
fed on carrion. 

To C ~ RYE, to cut meat at table. 
To CARVE, is also to cut somet4ing out of 

i.vood, or stone, or ivory. · 
·A CASCADE, is a waterfal. 
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A CASKET, a little case or boxa 
To CAST, is to throw, to let fall. To Cast 

lneans someti,;:nes to make of some particular 
ihape. . . 

To CAST one's eyes on a thing, is to look at it. 
To be CAST down, is to be sorry, to be sad. 
To CAST up, is to reckon, to count. 
To CAST qff, to send away; or to throw away. 
CAsu AL, h~l'ppening by chance. . 
A CAT A LOGUE, is a list of name~ of things. 
A CATARACT, a fall of water from a very 

high place, 
A CATECHISM, something taught by questions 

and auswers. 
A CAVE, or CAVERN, is a hollow place in 

the ground. 
A CAVITY, is a hole. 
A CAUSEWAY, is a road taised above the 

rest of the ground. 
CAU1:iTIC, means burning. 
CAUTION, ii care and attention to what ma, 

happen. 
To CAUTION, to _ warn .1gainst danger. 
CA1JT1ous, carefnl, watchful. 
'fo CEASE, is to !~ave oft: to stop. 
CEASELESS, continual, always going on. 

To CELEBRATE, to praise very rnucb. Tq 
Celebrate sometimes means to do something in a 
wlemn and particular manner ; as, \Vill you cele .. 
brate your mamma's birth-day. 

CELEBRATED, very famous. 
CiL liRlTY, iii ireat quickness or swiftnes:t. 

"' 
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CELESTIAL, belonging to heaven, or like, 

heaven; as, when we say, Celestial goodness. 
A CELL, is ,t little cavity, or a little room. 
A CEMENT, is somethinr used to join two 

things together. Glue is a o"'ment, and ;;um is 
often used as a cement. 

CENSURE;, is blame. 
To CENSURE, to blame. 
The CENTRE of any thing, 1s exactly the 

middle of it. 
A CENTURY, is one bundre<l ye:us. When 

we say, " such a thing happened in the first cen
tury, or the sixth century," we only mean that it 
happened in the first hundred years after the 
birth of our Saviour JESUS CHRIST, or in six 
hundred years after the birth of JEsus CHRIST, 
&c. &c. King Henry the Fifth conquered France 
in the fifteenth century. We live in the nineteenth 
century. 

A CEREMONY, particular manner of doing 
something. 

CEREMONY, outward civility. 
CEREMONIO'J S, formal and civil. 
C ERT AIN, quite sure. 
C ESSATION, a stop, a leaving off. 
To C HAFE, is to warm with rnbbing. To 

Cltafe means also t0 fret , to rage. 
CHAFF, the husks of corn. 
CHAGRIN, ia ill-humour, vexation. 
T o CHALLENGE, is to call another out to 

fi~ht; or to call another person to a contes t, 
tha · is, to try who can do a thing best, as '' ~ 
~halleoge )'OU to nm a race," 
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A CWAMBER, is a room in a house. 
A CHAMPION, one who fights for another. 
A CHANCE, is an accident. 
To CHA N CE, to happen, to befal. 
The CHANNEL, is the hollow deep place in 

which a stream of water runs.-The channel of 
the river Severn is deeper and broader th,m the 
channel of the river Thames. The British Chan
fflel is the sea between England and France. 

CHAOS, a confusion, a mixture of every thing 
in which nothing can be distinguished. , 

CHAPLAIN, the clergyman who attends the 
family. 

A CHA PL ET, a wreath of flowers or precious 
stones to put round the head. 

CHARACTER of a person, means his disposi
tion, his good or bad qualities. 

CHARACTERS, letters in writing or printing. 
CHARACTERISTIC, belonging to something as 

a quality.-It is characteristic of a good and 
amiable disposition always to forgive those who 
offend us. 

CHARCOAL, pieces of wood burnt to a black 
cinder. 

A CHARGER, is a war horse. 
CHARITY, is a disposition ~}ways to think 

well of other people! Charity often means kind
ness, relief to the poor. 

CHAR IT AELE, kind, generous to the poor. 
A CHARM, is something in another pers9n 

which wins our love. · 
'fo CHARM, to please very much • 

.i. z 
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A CIIA RTl:R, is a writing which give~ ·p~t1° 
cular rights to some people. 

To CHASE, is to hunt, to drjve before us. 
A CHASE, hunting some animal. 
A CHASM, js a great hole or opening. 
To CHASTEN, or to CHASTIZE, mean~ ft, 

punish, or to make better by punishment. 
CHEAP, easy to be had, or at a low price. 
To CHECK, to stop something from going on, 

to 8cold for a fault. 
A CHECK, a stop, something which stops. 
CHEER, means eating and drinking. 
To CHEER, to comfort, to make glad. 
CHEERFUL, gay, merry. . 
CHEERLESS, uncomfortable, sad. 
'J'o CHERISH, is to encnnrage, to nurse kindly. 
A CHERUB, is an angel, a spirit of Heaven. 
To CHIDE, is to blame, to scold. 
CHIEF, meaRs highest, first. 
A CHIEF, or a C}llEFT AINt 1s a captain, a 

leader. 
CHIEFLY, above the rest. 
CHIME, the sound of bells. 
To CHIME, is to jingle, to sound. To Chime 

sometimes means to su.it with one another . 
A CHl MERA, is a wild fancy. 
A CHISEL, is a cutting instrument used hr 

~tone-cutters an.cl carpenters. 
CHOICE, curious, uncommon, excellent. 

Choice is also the power of choosing; as " lVly 
mamma gave me my choice of two books," that; 
is, gav~ ,µie leave to choose which I liked best. 
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A CHOIR, or a CHORUS, is a band of singers. 
CHORAL, sung by a number together. 
CHOLER, rage, anger. 
A CHORD, is the string of a musical instru

ment. 
CHRISTIANITY, is the religion which was; 

taught by J Esus CHRIST. 
A CHRISTI AN, one who is of the religion of 

JESUS CHRIST. 
CHRISTENDOM, all the nations, and coun .. 

tries, aud people, who believe in JESUS CHLUST. 

The CHURCH, besides 01eani□g the p lace where 
we worship Gon, means all the people who are 
C hristians. 

A CHURL, a rude surly man. 
CHURLISH, rude and ill-natured. 
C1 DER, is, 1ine made of apples . 
A CIPHER, is a figure used in numbering. 
A C rncL E, is- any round figure, like this O. 

A circle ofteu means a number of persons sitting 
round. 

C1 RCU L AR, in tiie shape of a cfrcle, round. 
A CIRCUIT, is a going round. 
To CIRCULATE, to move roun<l and round. 
The C I RCUMFERENCE, is the size of a thing 

meas11red ail round the outside of it. 
A CIRCUl\1Nt~VTGATOR, is a person who h(.ls 

sailed quite rnund the world . 
CIRCUMSPECT, very careful and attentive. 
CI RCUM.STANTI AL, telling every circum:.;tanOG 

itr particular. 
A !STE.RN, a large ves~el to hdd \\ atc1:. 

E 3 
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To CITE, or to QUOTE, to make tJSe of the 

~ 1ords of another person. 
A CITY, a large town. 
A CITIZEN, one who lives in a city. 
To CIVILIZE, is to make those gentle apd 

civil who were before ignorant an<l barbarous. 
To C~AIM, to ask somethirig ijS on~:s right. 
CLAM MY, mfaps sticky. 
CL AMOROUS, noisy, very loud, 
CLAMOUR, is poise. 
A CLAN, is a fa!llily of people; {l number of 

persons joineJ together~ 
A Ci. -4ss, is· ;:i nQmber of creati1re(ii or thingiJ 

i·anked in a certain order. 
c£A y, is a soft moist sticky earth. Of some 

kinds of clay, bricks a,re made; the beautiful 
rhina, which js sometimes painted with flowers 
and fruit, and Qrnament~d ~vitµ gold, is made of 
;i fine.r kin<l ~f clay, which is first forrn~d int9 a. 
p roper shape, ai;id tben p,1,1rpt in the ~r~, · 

To CLEAVE any thittg, means to split it. 
'fo C LEA YE to, s011,iethi~zg, to stick fast to it~ 

to be joined to ~t. ' 
· A C L E FT, is \i ll Qpening o~ crack. 

Ci,ElvfEN~Y, is p~ty ai:i~ ktndnes~ foI tbos~ 
\'iho have offend~d us. · 

T he Ct,ERGY~ ~H ~lergymnn tog~ther. 
A CLIFF, is a sterp· s~~rny hill or rock. 
A CLIMATE, is a ~9unt ry, or certain space of 

fhe earth, ~n~a~urfd geog1:ap h_i cally : this yo~ wil! 
under tand ·when yon learn Geographv~ · ,., 
' rrc . ! " <l Y. ·t- . , :i.ol?'.~ ~s ~o u~ ~r~ . : 
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A CLOG, something which hinders from going 
en , A Clog is sometirnes a wooden shoe, 

CLOTTED, hanging together in lurups. 
To CLOTHE, is to pijt clothes on some one. 
A CLOUD is a kind of mist or fog, so light 

that it rises up in the ~ir, and is driven about 
by the wind. 

CLOVEN, split or parted. 
A CLOWJ\f, is~ :i;-qde vulgtlr m&n. 
To CLOY, to make sick and tired with eating. 
A CLUB, is a gre~t heavy stick. A Club 

~om~tim~s qieans a number of pfople who as
semble together. 

A CLu ST ER, is a bunch, a number of things 
of the ·same sort growing togfther, or joined to
gether. 

To COAGULATE, to run into lumps, to clot., 
as milk will do if it be left to turn sour. 

A COARSE thing,. is son~ething which is neither 
fine, nor soft, nor delicate. 

A Co ARS E persqn~ is a n1de vulgar person. 
'l'he Co AST, the edge or side of the country 

\"Jhich is next the se~. 
COBWEBS, are nets ~mi,de py spiders to catch 

t]ies. 
A Co DE, is a book of laws. 
COFFE E, is made of the berries of a tre~ 

which grows in Arabia aud in the Vvest Indi~~. 
A CoFJYER, is a chest to hold monev. 
{::OGENT, meaus stroug, forcible. ., · 
To Co H E R E , to stick together. 
fQ!~E~~o.r-~~ a q_eing Joi1wct. toget~wrq_ 
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· OIN~ stamped money. 
To COINCIDE, 1rnmns to agree in any thing. 
COINCIDENCE, &greernent of se,·eral things. 
A COLLATIO N, is a meal, something to eat. 
A CoLLEAGU E, is a partner. 
To COLLECT, is to gathel· a number of thing~ 

tog~ther. 
A COLLECTION, is a quantity together. 
COLL lSION, is the act of striking two thing$ 

together. 
A COLONY, is a number of people, who leave 

their own country, and go to live in another 
far distant. 

A COLT, is a young horse. 
A CoMBAT, is a battle, a fight. 
To COMBAT, to fight against. 
A COMBATANT, one who fights. 
To C oMB ~N E , is to join together. 
COMBUSTIBLE; any thiug that ,can be easily 

pnrnt is call ed combust,ible. 
To COMMAND, is to give orders, to have au

th9rity. 
A C OMM AN D, or a COMMANDMENT, is SOillC

thing ordered to be done. 
To have the Col\1 MAND, is to be the first,. to 

lrnve power over others. 
To COMMENCE, is to begin . 
To CoIVCME _ D, _is to praise, or approve. 
Co :MMENDABLE, right, deserving prai e. 
CoMMER9 E , means the buying, and selling1 n.nd exchanging, tbe goods of one country for 

\he goods o\ some otJ1er country; for exa!+!p e, 
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there .are .great quantities of woollen cloths, and 
~tuffs, watches, knives, scissors, and otber thing, , 
sent from England in ships, all over the world ; 
and t!Jey bring back to us, tea from China; spices, 
ivory, and beautiful muslins, from r ndia; coffee 
and sugar from the West Indies, and a great many 
usef':ll things from many other countries ;-this is 
trade or commerce, and people who are engaged 
in commerce are called MERCHANTS. 

COMMERCIAL, belonging to merchants and 
tommerce. 

To COMMISERATE, i3 to pity. 
' To COMMIT an action, is to do an action. 

To COMMIT a person, to send him to prison. 
To COMMIT any thing to a person's can,, is 

to trust him with it, to give it to him to keep 
~afe. 

CoMMI~SION, is the act of doing something 
wrong. Commission often means something we 
trust another to do for us. 

COMMODIOUS, means convenient, useful. 

A COMMODITY, means any thing that 1s 

bought or sold. 
COMMON, sometimes means lJelonging to se

veral. It is comm.on to wasps and be6s to sting, 
when they are hurt or teased. 

The COMMON ALTY, means the commo:ra 
pe·opl~. 

COMMOTION, a disturbance, agitation. 
To COMMUNICATE, to tell soµ,iething to at\

,t~1er person, 
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COMMUNICATIVE, inclined to tell ev~ry thing 

one knows. 
A CoMMUNITY, is a number of people or 

animals living all together, and agreeing together 
in every thing. 

A COMPACT, is an agreement, a bargain. 
COMPACT, means close, strong, and tight. 
To Co MP ARE, is to look at, or thiF1k of, seve• 

ral thin-gs together, to find out in what they are 
like each other, and in what they ~re unlike each 
other. Compare a horse and an ass, and say what 
is the difference between them. 

COMPASS; the compass of a thing is the spaet 
m· room which it takes up: we say that any 
thing is in a large compass, when it is spread out 
and takes up a great deal of room; and that it is 
in a small compass, when it takes up little room. 

COMPASSES; a pair of compasses is an instru• 
ment to draw circles. 

COMPASSION, is pity for the misfortunes of 
others. 

COMPASSIONATE, tender, full of pity. 
To COMPEL, is to force, or to oblige another 

to do something which he does not like. 
COMPLACENCY, means satisfaction, pleasure. 
COMPLAISANCE, is civility, pleasing manners. 
COMPLEX or COMPLICATED, marle of a 

great many different parts, joined or mixed to
gether. 

To COMPLY, is to consent to do somethin~ 
which another person wishes one to do. 

'.fo COMPOSE, is to make something, by joilt-
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ipg several different things together: this earth ou 
which we live is composed of land and water. 

To COMPOSE one's self, to be quiet and still. 
COMPOSED, serious and quiet. 
The COMPOSITION of any tliing, the parts of 

which it is made. 
A COMPOSITION, any thing which is composed 

.-0r made of different parts. 
COMPOSURE, is quietness, seriousness. 
To COMPOU N D, to mix a number of things 

together. 
A COMPOUND, a number of different thing-s 

mixed together. 
To COMPREHEND, is to understand. To 

Cornpreliend often means to contain, as, Great 
Britain comprehends England, 5cotland,. and 
Wales. 

CoMPREHENSIBL E, easy to be understood._ 
CoM PREHENSION, is understanding. 
To COMPRESS, is to squeeze. 
To COMPRISE, is to hQlcl or contain. 
T o COMPUTE, means to reckon or count. 
A COMRADE, is a companion. 
CONCAVE, means hollow, and CONVEX means 

rising or bulging out in a round shape: the inside· 
· of a soup-ladle is concave, the outside of it is 
convex. 

To CONCEIVE, is to think, to understand. 
To CONCERN, to belong to. There are many 

things it does not concern you to kuow now, 
whi~h you will oe taught when you grow older·, 
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A pt1·son's conct1·m, means his Lusiness, liis -af~ 
fairs.-To speak concernir,g any thing, meaus tc, 
speak about it. 

To CONCERT, to contrive secretly. 
CoNCISF, means short. 
To CoNCILIAT E, to gain love. 
To CoNcLu DE, is to finil':>h) to end. To Con

clude, often means to determine in one's own 
mind: when I see a little girl mnch Lcloved by 
her friends; I always conclude that she is very 
good. 

The CONCLUSION, the end. 
A CONCOURSE, is a vast number of personi 

assembled together. 
To CoNctJn, to agree, to be joined with. 
To CONDE.MN, to order a person to be pu

nished. To Condemn also means to blame. 
To Co ND ENS!!:, is to make thicker and heavier. 

Hold a spoon, or a plate, or any thing else which 
is cold, over the top of a tea-pot or a tea-urn, 
so as to catch tue steam of the boiling water; 
the sudden cold of the plate will condense the 
steam, that is, will make it grow thicker and 
thicker, till at last at will turn to drops of water. 
In the same manner, soot is on I y smoke condensed1 

as you may find L,y holding something over tt 
candle; in a little while it will be covered with 
soot. 

To CONDESCEND, is to yield without being 
obliged to it, or to troul.ile one's self willingly, or 
to be famili,H' to people who are much benea1h 
os in rank. You should not ,O'lldti~~nll to rutlke 
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companions of the servants, though you m1.\st 
treat thein with kindness an<l civility. It would 
be thought great condescension in the King, were 
he tu speak familiarly to a beggar. 

CoND[TION, means rank, siination in life; a·, 
a person of high or low condition. \Vhatcver 
looks well , and is not broken, or torn, or hurt, 
or thin, or !'ick, or poor, is said to be in a good 
condition: t his horse i i:1 a good condition; this 
old cc.>.t of vo ur's is in a bad condition. 

To CONDOLE, is to lament with another per-
~ ~on. 

CONDUCT ; acting and Lehaving rightly is 
good conduct; the coutrary is ill conduct. 

To CONDUCT, is to lead, to go with another 
to shew them the way. 

A CONE, is a fi gure in lhe s1Jc1pe of a s11gar
loaf, the bottom or base of which is round, and 
tlie top ending in a point. 

To CONFER, to talk with a person. 
CONFIDE NT, posi tive, sure. 
CoN FI DENCE, trn5t in another's goodness. 

Co,rifi,dence sometimes means bo1<lness, positive..
ness. 

To CoNFIN E, to bind, to shut up. 
To Co N FIRM, means to sett le, to fix, to make 

stron~er or surer. 
A CONFLAGRATIO N, is a great burning. 
A C oNFL: cT, is a tight, a comlrnt. 
To CONFOUND, i · to entangle, to mix thiu~s 

togetl\er in a confused disorderly nrnHncr. 
E 
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To CONFOUND a person, to astouish and di -

· turb him. 
To CONGEAL, to harden by means of cold: 

ice is water congealed. 
To CoNGRAT tJ LATE, to compliment a person 

on his happiness. 
A CONGREGATION, is an assembly of people 

who meet together to worship God. 
To CONJECTURE, to guess. 
A CONJECTURE, a guess. 
CONJUGAL, belonging to hnsband and wife. 
CONJUNCTION: to do something in conjunc-

tion with another, to be joined with him, and 
assist him in doing it. 

To CONJURE, to beg, or to beseech in a iO
. lemn manner. 

']'o CONNECT, is to join. 
CON NEX ION, a joining.-A Connexion, a 

person who is related to us. 
To CONQUER, is to gain by figbting.-To 

Conquer also means to get the better of: never 
yield to ill temper, but always try to conquer it. 

A CONQUEST, something gained by righting. 
CoNS-CIENCE, the knowledge of our own 

thoughts and actions: to have a good Conscience, 
to know that " 'e have not done any thing wrong. 

To be C0Nsc1ous of any thing, to know it 
by thinking of it. 

To CONSIDER, is to think f something very 
carefollv. 

CONSIDERABLE, worth considering. 
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CONSIDERATE; a considerate person, on,e 

who thinks before he does a thing; one who 
thinks of others. 

CONSISTENCE: any thing is said to have con-. 
tistence, when it is not watery, but solid and 
thick. 

CONSISTENT, agreeing with. 
To CONSOLE, to comfort, to cheer. 
CONSPICUOUS, easily seen, famous. , 
To CONSPIRE, to join together to do a bad 

action. To Conspire, to agree together. 
CONST ANT, means certain, never changing, 

always the same. 
CONSTANTLY, always, continnally. 
To CONSTITUTE, to make, to compose: many 

villages, and towns, and great cities, full of people 
who all speak one language, constitute a nation. 

The CONSTITUTION of a person, is the state 
of his health. 

The CONST ITUT!ON of a natJon> is the form 
of its government. 

To CONSTRAIN, to force, to compel. 
CO NST RAINT, a being obliged to do some~ 

thing we do nut like ; confinement. 
To CONSTRUCT, is to build, or make. 
CoNTRUCTION, means the manner in which 

any tl ing is made: how neat and beautiful is the 
construction of a bird's-nes ! 
· To CONSULT, to ask a person's advice, tQ as~ 

his opinion. 
To CoNSUM,E is to waste away. 

F2 
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CONSUMPTION, a wasting away. 
Co NT AC:T, means touch: to be in r.ontact wit1-. 

any thincr, to be so near as to touch it. 
To CONTEMN, to despise, to pay no atten

tion to. 
CONTEMPT, is a mean opinion of other people •. 
CoNT.E.MPTIBLE, mean, low, wmthy of con

tempt: cuP.Qing is contemptible. 
CONTEMPTUOUS, full of contempt, despising 

others. 
To CONTEND, is to fight, to strive against. 
CONTENT, means satisfied, not wishing for 

more. 
To CONTENT, to please, to satisfy. 

· The CONTENTS of any thing, means what i! 
in it. 

CONTENTMENT, satisfaction. 
A CONTENTIO N , or a CONTEST, is a quarrel 

or dispute. 
To Co NT EST, is to fight, to Jispute. 
CONTIGUOUS, so close as to touch. 
A CONTINENT, is a very great extent of land, 

~10t separated by the sea. 
A CoNTI:WGENCY, is any thing which may 

happen by chance. 
A CONTORTION, is a twist. 
To CONTRACT, is to make shorter, or to grow 

shorter.--To Contract is also to make a bargain. 
To CONTRADICT, to speak against, to say a 

thitw is not true. 
CoNTRARY,,entirely <iifferent from some other 

thiui, not agree ing with it. 
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The CONTRAR Y, something which is quite 

d ifferent. 
T o C oNT RIBUT'<" , means to have a share il'\, 

doing something, to cau e : as, rising earl y, and 
wa lking before breakfas t, will contriqute to our 
l1ealth. 

A CONT RI BU TIO N , is money given by a 
number of different persons. 

CONTRITION, is sorrow for our faults. 
T o C O N TROL, is to check, to keep in con• 

straiot: control )'Our temper. 
A C o VE rT , is a twuse where a number of 

religions people live toge~her. 
Co Nv ERSA. NT : to be conversant with any 

th ing, is tu know it well, to be acquainted with it . 
T o CONVERT a thing, is to rnake use of it. 
To CONV ERT a pe1·son, to make him change 

h is religion, or his conduct. 
To C ON VE Y , means to carry, to bring fro m 

one p lace to auotber. 
Co~v EYAN CE , the manne,r of carry ing any 

t~iing fro m one place to another . 
To CoNvH, CE, is to make another person 

q •iie sa re of the truth of something which he 
d oubted before. 

CONVICTION, a being sure or certain of an:y 
thing . 

Co NV I V I AL, belonging to a foast, merry. 
To CoNVULS F, to agitate the hody. 
To Coo, to rna:{e a noise like a pigeon . 
To CooP, to shut up in ~ very small plzce.._, 

:i: 3 . 
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A CooP ER, is oue who makes tubs, pails, 
barrels, or casks. 

COPIOUS, abun<lant, in great plenty. 
C OPPER, is the name of a metal: sa ucepans, 

kettles, and boilers, are generally made of coppe1·, 
covered in the inside with another metal called 
tin. 

A COPSE, is a grove of young or shor t trees. 
CORAL, is white, black, or red, but t he red is 

by far the most commo11: it is fo und in t he sea, 
and is made by a kind of insect : necklaces and 
other ornaments are made of coral. 

CORDIAL, means kind, heart)' . 
A CORDIAL, is any-thiug that comforts us and 

makes ns cheerful. 
The CORE, is the iouer part of any-th ing. 
A C o RK, is a stopper for a bottle : corks are 

made of the bark or skin of a tree, called the 
tark-tree. 

The CORONATION, is the ceremon} of putting 
the crOl(!n upon the King'!.l head. 

CORPORAL, nie{1ns belonging to 1lie Lody. 
, A CORPSE or CORSE, is tLe dca <l body 0 f any 

creature. 
C o rrR EC T, means p roper, r ight, withou t 

mistake. 
' To CORRECT , is to alter fo r the better. 

Con.R ECTfO ~, punishnw nt to make 11 s better. 
To C oRRESPO ~•: D, to sliir, to agree with. T o 

Correspondl ofte;l meaus to writt! letters tQ oi:e 
auo.t!~(;)J._ -
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11ro C ORROBORATE, means to make surer or 

more certain. 
To CORRODE, to eat away by little and little, 

ns rust corrodes iron and steel. 
To CORRUPT~ is to make bad or wicked, 

to grow rotten. 
C ORRUPT, wicked. 
Con R UPTlON, wickedness, rottenness. 
CosT, is the price which any thing is bought for. 
C ST r. Y, of a vory great price, very fi11c. 
A Cn-r or COTT AG E , is a small mean house. 

A C 0 r r A GE R, is one who !iYes in a cotlHge . 

COTTON , grows 0.11 a tree whic!i is found in 
the E,1:,, t c.nJ West Indies: it is . pun, alld aficr

"' a rds woven into muslins and cloths of different 
,sorts. 

To CoucH, tn lie down squat on the knees. 
A C<rncH, is a seat to lie dowo on. 
A Cov t<:N A . ' T, is a pro mise, au agreemrnt. 
A Cov ERT, i:.; a !iiding place. 
Co 'i' ER T , means secret, hidden. 
To Ccv Et' , is to \\ i:,h very much fur somer 

thin~ whi ch belongs to another person. 
Cov ETO lJS , selfish, too fond of money. 
A Cou;,.,.c r L, is a n11111her of pcr~ons met 

t 1 l;.!, l •ie i', to c,rn::i ider aucl to Cln1su1t with one 
a11olbcr. 

t.> u. s EL, advice and instructi<Jn given to 
another pt:r--o.n. 

The C C CNl'i:£NAN C E , is the look of the facf' . 

To Cc:, 1; :-.. T ~ R.'\t: T } l? to qil\dcr ~01t1ct0i11.-.. 

fro1u !Jeiu~ done~ 
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CouNTERF ETT, not real, but done or made 

in imitat ion of some other thing. 
To CouNTERMAND, is to contradict an order 

that wa5 given before . 
Cou NTL ESS, in such great nn:T1ber that they 

a re not to i1e counted : the sands on the sea-shore. 
and the leaves on the trees, are countless . 

A COUNTRY, is any lar!:e extent of ianrl. 
The COUN TRY, uea )$ ~;ot the town, but the 

open fields.-TL,Jse who are born in the same 
co~rn.try with ns, are our counlr!Jmcn ·,1. <l our 
country-women. 

Cou1,TY; En kmd, \-Yal-es, Scotland, aucl 
Ireland, are each of them C:1.vided into several 
different parts called Counties or Shires: there 
are forty c ;1,• ~ies in England, tw h·e in ales> 
thirty in Sco u · uc., 1-d thirty-two in Ireland. 

A C o uPLE, is two of any thing. 
A Cou RSE, is c1 race, the act of mm•ing from 

one place "to u11ofon. 
The Cou rtsE of a river, is the track or line 

in wl1ich it r rns . 
The CouI:T, is the ) lace where the King lives, 

and those pe?·sons who arc ~enei al l,v al..HJ.u t hi1·1. 
A C OUJlT , is an open plaC'e before a ·1icuse. 

A Court, often means a 1,rnm!Jer o r' pe:·so1 s rn~ t 
t ogether to settle disputes c11 rl o iier a: air~ 
accordi;~?' to ccrt~1i11 fixed laws and rules; it i~ 
~hen gencnilly callee a Com·l of Justice. ' 

C, :u RTl:UH; s, ci r i!, polite . 
C ',"1?TL"CV ')

1
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A COURTIER, is one who lives in courts and 
attends on kings. 

A Cow ARD, is a person who is always afraid 
without reason. 

Cow AR DICE, foolish fear. 
CoY, modest, not impudent. 
CRABBED, of a sour, peevish, cross temper. 
CRAFT, is cunning, slyness. 
CRAFTY, artful, sly. 
A CRAGG, is a rougli pointed r<>ck. 
CRAGGY, rueans rough, full of points.. 
A CRANNY, is a little hole, a crack . 

. A CRASH, is a loud noise like many things 
-l,lling and breaking together. 

To CRAVE, to lleg, to ask ,·ery earnestly for 
somethillg. 

CRAZY, old and broken.- Crazy also rncam 
nnd, out of one's senses. 

To CREATE, is to make out of nothing: 
Goo is called the Creal or, because he made 

~every tliiu.g out of nothing, and all things which 
Gou made are called the Creation. 

CREDIBLE, what may be believed, what is 
likely t() Le true. 

CREDIT, belief: to give Credit lo any t!tirig 
is to believe it; to give G·erlit to a person, to 
trust him. 

CREDIT, often m~ans honor, respect: he is a 
pe,·son qf Credit, means he is a respectable peqon. 

To CREDIT, is to believe. 
A. CREDITOR, is a person to ·whom oue owes 

Jlloney or any thing else. 
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CRE DUL OUS, simp1e, believi11g every thing. 
A C RESCENT, is the new moon, or any thing 

in the shape of tbe new moon. 
A Cr.EST, is a tuft or ornament on t he top of 

the head . 
A CREVICE, is a cranny, a hole. 
A Cn. EvV, is a company of sailors, those whG 

manage a sbip. 
A CRI ME, is a very great fa ult. 
CRLMINAL, wrong, g uilty of a fault . 
A CRIMINAL, a man or a woman who bas 

committed a great fault. 
CRI MSON, is a dark red colour. 
A - C R l Tic, is a person who finds fault. 
CRITICAL, very exact, h, ppening just at a 

particular moment. 
To CR IT 1 C::I SE, is to blame, to find fault. 
To CROAK, to make a noise like a frog or a 

raven. 
'To CROP, to cut off t 1e ends of any thing. 
The CROP, is the corn after it is all cut <lo"vn~ 
CROSS-GU AIN"ED, :11eans peevish, vexati<)US. 
T o CROUCH, is to stoop low. 
The CROWN , is the ornament wl1ich the king 

,11,·ea rs on his be, d. 
The CRow 1, of any thing, is the top. 
To CRo w N, to cover with a crown.-To Crown 

som~times mean to fini-;b, t make quite co 11plete. 
A CRUCIFIX, is an image or a picture of our 

Saviour .J ESU s CuR rsT 011 the cro~ . 
To C v CIFY, is to kill a person by nailin (J' 

h is . ands and feet to a cros~. 
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, CRUClFORi',I, in the shape of a cross. 
. CRUDE, means raw, not changed by fire or 
by art. 

To CRUSH, to squeeze or press violently, to 
beat down. 

CRYSTAL, is a kind of stone very much Ji! e 
glas8, and extremely bright and clear. Crystal, 
means also beautifully clear and bright: as the 
crystal stream. 

A CuB, is tlie young of a wild beast. 
Cun: to chew the cud, is to chew the food 

over again which has been eaten before, as cows 
and sheep do. 

A CUDGEL, is a stick to fight with. 
To Cu FF, to strike with the fist. 
Cu LIN ARY, belonging to a kitchen and cooking, 
CULPABL E , means guilty of a fault, deserviug 

punishment. 
A Cu LPRIT, is a person who Jrns done wrong, 

and who is brought ont to be punished. _ 
To CULT IV A T E , is to plant the ground, or 

to improve it so that it may produce more plants 
and vegetables. 

To CULTIVATE tile mind, means to improve 
it, to fill it foll of useful knowledge. 

Cu LTURE, is the act of cu ltivati11g plants. 
CU MB E RSOME or CUMBROUS, means heavy 

and t roublesome. 
A CuPBEARER, is a servant who heJJ)5 people 

to wine at a feast. 
A Cu R, is a hi1~d of dog. 
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To CURB, is to check, to govern. 
-CtJl{D, is milk ,rhich has run into lumps: 

chee e is made of curds, pressed and salted. 
CuRrous: a cu1'ious person, is oue who is 

inquisitive, who wi -hes to know every thing. 
A Cu RI ous t.!iing, is a tl1i11g wbich is very 

stnrnge, uncommon, or made with great art. 
CURRENT, means pas ing from one person'ia 

hand to another, as current nwnfy. 
CuRRENT 1 also 11leans common, faslii onable. 
A Cu RR ENT, is a stream of water. 
A Cu RRI ER, is a man who dres es ieather. 
•ro CuRsE, is to wish mischief or hurm to 

some one, to torment. 
A CunsE, is an affliction, a sorrovv. 
Cu RSOR Y, means quick, lrnsty, careless. 
T,) Cu RT AIL, is to makes 1cr!er, to cut short. 
A CURVE, is any thir.g which is bent. 
Cu RV ED, crooked, Le:1t. 
CUSTODY: t o be in Cllvtody, is to be confinen, 

to be in prison; to give some! bi;w iuto a person's 
cuswdy, is to give it into h is care to be kept 
safe. . 

A CusTo . r, is a habit; s meth!ng which is 
commonly done. 

Cu STOMARY, common, usual. 
A CUTLER, is a persuu who makes knives, 

scissars, ,md other cultiug instruments. 
, CYLINDER, wha t is in the shaµe cf a pencil, 

or a roll ing- s t 0 1v-'. or a cand!e.--(y lindtrs n:aJ 
be hollow or solid. 

r 
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D. 
To DABBLE, is to play in water or mud . 
DAILY, happening every day. 
DAINTY, pleasant to the ta~te; affected amf 

0ver-nice in eating. 
A DAINTY, is any thing very nice to eat. 
The DAIRY, is the place where milk is made. 

into butter and cheese. 
The DA :'-1, is the mother of beasts. 
To DAM up a river 01· a stream, to confine tltf'!' 

water, and prevent it from running any fortl1cr, 
by making a bank across. 

DAMAGE, is mischief, harm. 
A DAME, is a mistress of a family, or a11y _ 

woman. 
DAMP, rather wet. 
To DAMP, to make wet, to chill. 
A DAMSEL; is a young woman, a girl. 
To DARE, means to have courage to do a 

thing; n()t to be afraid. 
DARING, Lolci, full of courage. 
A DART, is a kind of arrow, which is not shot 

from a Low, but thrown from the hand. 
To DART, is to move quickly and suddenly. 
The DAT E of a letter, is tf1e day on whicl1 it 

,vas written, gtnerally marked at the uegiuning 
or the end. 

DAT E , means also the time when any particu .. 
lar thing lrnppened. 

To DAUNT, is to frighten. 
DAuNTLESs, is bold, not easily fri-ght~ned. 

G 
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'The DAWN, is the first appearance of light, 

before the sun rises in the morning. 
Tu DA w N, is to begin to grow Jjght. 
To DAZZLE, to confound with a blaze of light, 

as the sun dazzles our eves when we look at it. 
D •, ADLY, killing, lrni·tful, very mischievous. 
DEAF, not able to hear. 
A DEAL, is a quantity: a great deal, is a great 

•prnntity. 
DEAL, means also the wood of the pine aud 

fir trees. 
DEALINGS, onr actions; our conduct to·wards 

.other people: we should be true and just in all 
our dealings. 

A DEARTH, is when there is a great want of 
bread, or when food of any kind is very dear. 

DEATH'S-DOOR: to be at Death's-door is to 
be very near dying. 

To DEB ASE, is to make low and mean. 
A DEBATE, is a dispute, a quarrel. 
To DEBATE, to dispute, to consider ,vithi 

one's-self. 
To DEBI LIT ATE, to make faint, to take 

away a person's strength. 
A D E BT, is something which we owe to an

other person. 
A DEBTOR, is one who owes money to an~ 

other man·. 
To D ECAM P, is to run away. 
To DE CAY, is to waste away; to grow bad, or 

to grow rotten. 
DECEASE, means deat!t. 
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DECEl'P, is cunning, want of truth. 
DECEITFUL, artful, not true. 
T o DECEIVE a person, is to cheat him, tG 

make him believe what is not true. 
DECENT, is fit, proper, modest. 
DECENCY, fit and proper behaviour. 
A DECEPTION, is any thing which cheats or 

deceives us. 
To DECIDE, is to fix, to settle; to determine 

in one's own mind. 
A DECISION, is something which is settled or 

determined. 
DECISIVE, makiug any thing sure and fi xed, 

which was uncertain before. 
To DECK, is to dress out, to adorn. 
The DECK, is the floor of a ship. 
To DECLARE, is to shew, to tell every body: 

as, " The works of GoD declare bis goodness." 
To DECLIN E , is to bend downwards, to fade 

avvay. 
To DECLINE any thing, is to refuse it, to 

avoid it. 
To DECRE ASE, is to grow less, or to make 

smaller. 
A DECR EE, is a rule, a law, something which 

is fi xed . 
To DECREE, is to fi x, to appoint. 
DECR E PIT, means old, worn out with old age. 
To D E DICATE, to give to some particular use. 
To DEDO CT, is to take away a pa.rt from ai1y 

thing. 
A~ DEED, is an action, any thing which is done, 

G2 
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To DE EM, means to think, to be of opini-on: 

as, " I deem it necessary for your happiness, that 
JOU should be good." 

To DEFACE, is to hurt, to destroy, to spoil. 
To DEFEAT, is to destrO)', to nrn ke of no 

use, to bring to nothing. 
A DEFECT, is a want, a fault. 
DEFEC'TIV E, wanting something, full of faults. 
DEFENCE, is any thing which saves or pro• 

tects us. 
To DE FR ND, is to save, to guard. 
To DEFER, is to put off till another time. 
A DEFICIENCY, is a want. . 
DEFI CIENT, ·means wanting S()rnething. 
To DEFILF, is to make dirty, to make cor

rupt. 
A DE VILE, is a narrow passage. 
To D EFI NE, is to mark out the qualities, or 

the size, of any thing. 
To DEFORM, is to make ugly. 
D!!:FORMITY, mrans uglinel-s. 
To DEFRAUD, is to cheat a person out of 

something. 
To DEFRAY, means to pay the expence of 

any thing. 
To DEFY, is to call to fight; to defy also 

means not to care for. 
To DEGENERATE, is to grow ba<l and un

worthy. 
To DEGltADE, is to make lower: to degrade 

one's self is to do something which makes us less 
esteemed than we wen~ before. It is a very dc
f,Tading thing to tell &n untruth. 
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DEGREE· the dPcrree , 0 

tuation in life; thus there 
gree and of low degree. 

of a person is; his s·
are people of high de-

DEGREE, means also measure or quantity. 
By DEGREES1 means by little and littl~, not 

alJ at once. 
To DEJECT, to grieve, to make sad. 
DEJECTION, sorrow, sadness. 
To DEIGN, is to condescend. 
The DElTY, means God. 
To DELAY, is tp put off, to hinder. 
A DELAY, a stop. 
To DELIBERATE, is to consider carefully; 

t o think, that we may choose properly. 
DELIBERATE, means slow and careful. 
DELICIOUS, very delightful, very sweet 
To DELINEATE, is to draw the form or shape 

of any thing. 
To DEL 1 v ER, rn~aqs to save from some rnis

fortnne. 
To DELIVER a thing, to give it into a prr

son's hands. 
To DELIVER, 3Jso means to speak or to tell, 

~s " the boy delivered his speech weJ l."--My 
little friends will observe, that very often the 
same word has many different meaniugs, and that 
there are several different words "'hich mean 
~1early the same thing. The exact meaning of a 
word can only be found out by paying grea t at
tention to what comes before aud after it in the 
~en tence or paragrnpb iu which it is used. 

A :P ELUG E, is a great flow of waters. 
. ' G 3 
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To DELUGE, to cover wilh water, to drow• • 
. A Dl!:LUSION, is a cheat, sometl1iug ,rhich de

ceives us. 
To DEMAND, to ask fur something as our 

right, to ask. 
The DEMEANOUR ef a person, means his 

manners, or his behaviour. 
To DEMOLISH, is to put an epd to, to destroy 

entirely. 
To DEMONSTRATE, to shew that a thing is 

certain. 
DEMURE, very grave an.cl serious. 
A DEN, is the cave of a, wild beast, 
DENSE, means close, thick, a1.1d heavy. 
To DENY, is to say a thiug is -not,. to refuse. 
To DEPART, is to go aw~y fn:>m a pla(;e, to 

lea ve. 
DEPARTURE, is a going away. 
To DEPEND upon a persor~, is to trust to 

him. 
DEPENDANT, often 1.ncans oue who serves or 

is ullder auotber person : " your father trea ts hi~ 
servants and dependunls wit!~ kin<l,11ess.'' 

D L<:PLORA nL E, very sad and t11ise raLle. 
To DEPOPUl,ATE, is to take away all the 

people out of a country. 
To D E POSE a /(ing, means to take a,.,,ay hi,s 

rank and power, and 11iake him king no longer. 
A DEPOSITE, i!:l souietb ing wltich is trusted tD 

tl1e care of anotlier. 
DEPOS ITE D, pnt carefully into some place._ 
l)EP~4 v E.{), u1ea11 e~cf:edingl~ l;>acl •. 
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DEPRAVITY, wiokedness, corruption. 
DEPREDATION, is the act of robbing, spoil~ 

iug, ~nd wa~ting. 
To DEPRIVE, is to take something away from 

another. 
DEPT~, th.e deepness of ~ny thing. 
The DEPTH of winter, means the middle of 

winter. 
A DEPUTY, is a person who does b.usiness in 

the stead of another person. 
To DERIDE, is to make game of, to mock at. 
DERISION, contempt,. the act of despising or 

laughing at another. 
DERlVE; to oe derived, is to come from, or 

be caused by, some other thing. All the bless
ings we have are derived from Gon. 

To DESCEND., to coJ11c dowo from a high 
place . 

A DESCENT, is a coming rl')wn upon. 
To DESCRY, means to SJ>)' out something at 

a distance. 
A DESERT, is a wild <l1 ""mal lonely place, with

out houses and without µ1,ople 
'fo DESERT, to leave, to go a,,vay from. 
A DESIGN, is something we intend to do, a, 

plan. 
'l'o DESIGN, to intend to d9 ~ou1~thiug. 
D ES[G ' EDLY, 011 purpose. . 
To DES IRE, is to wish very rnQ.ch._ 
:O ES rnous, \\ ishing or longing for sor}Jething, 
DESO.l,,ATE;, \l}eqns. lQOd.)\ cti.smal, wiJhout 

reopfe. ·. 
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To DESPAIR, to have lost all hope. 
To DES PATCH a tliing, is to do it quicldy. 
T o DESPATCH a person, means to 1:;end him 

aw:.iy in a hurry, or to kill him. 
DES PER A T E, without hope, mad, forionq, 
To DES PISE, to have a mean opinion of ano• 

ther . 
D ESPICA BLE, mean, contemptible, unworthy. 

Lying is despicab,le as well as wicked. · 
To DES POND, to be very sad, to be without 

hope. 
D ESPONDENCY, despair, sadness. 
To DESTINE, to intend for something, to ap-, 

point. 
DEST ITUTE; to be destitute is to be ip want of 

every thing. 
D ESTR UCT I ON , means waste, destroying. 
DEST RU CTIVE, very hurtful, mischievous. 
To DET ACH, to separate or part one thing 

from another. 
To D E T A I L, means to relate t he particulars. 
To DET A IN, means to keep back. 
To DETECT, to find out a fault. 
To DETER; is to o iscourage or fr ighten a per .. 

on from doing son::.ething. 
To DETEST, to h 1te ve ry mnch . 
DETZSTABLE , very b,1d, hatefu l. 
D ~TRI MENT, means hurt, mischief. 
DE TRIM E1 T AL, doing li arrn . 
DEVASTATIO :r , means destruction, was c. 
'I'o D EVI:LOP~ is to find out something tt1a · 

was hidden. 
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To DEVIATE, to go out of the common. 
way. 

DEV rous, wandering, rambling. 
To DEVISE, to coutrive, to invent. 
A DEv ICE, is something which is contrived 

cunningly. 
DEvo:10, without any thing, empty; as, de

void of sense, means without sense. 
To DEVOTE, means to give up to some pur-

pose or use. 
DEVOTION, piety to God, religious behaviour. 
DEVOTIONS, prayers to God. 
DEVOUT, religious, full of piety. 
DE w, is the wet which rises OHt of the earth 

and falls again in small drops on the ground, and 
on the leaves of plants.,. 

The DEW-LAP, is the flesh which hangs down 
,from the throat of bulls and cows. 

DE WY, means wet with dew, or like dew. 
DEXTEROUS, means haudy, ready, artful. 
A DrADEM, is a crown, an ornament worn on 

the heads of kings. 
A DIAGONAL line, is a line reaching across 

from one corner to anoth~r. 
The Dr AL, is that part of a watch or clock on 

which the numbers are marke(i, which shew the 
hours and minutes. 

DIALECT, means language, the words whioh 
a person makes use of in speaking. 

A PIAl,OG u E, is a contJersalior1t between se,~. 
veral people, 
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PrAMETER, me-ans the length of a ny thing 
measured exactly through the middle or centre, 
a-s in this figure 

DICTION, means. the words in which any thing 
is spoken 9r written. 

To D1 E, sp aking of any creature, means to 
be without life, and ,vithout breath ; to be coldll 
still, and unabie to move. 

To DIE, speaking of plants, means to witherll 
to fa<le quite away. 

To DrE, also means to make of some colour; 
as, this velvet is d-ied black, this carpet is died of 
several different colours. 

DIET, means foo d, victuals. 
To DIFFER, :s to be different from, not to be 

t he same ; as, H ow much does a painted flower 
differ from a real one ! 

DIFFICU LT, hard, not easily done; not easily 
pleased . 

· DIFFIDENT, means uot proud, 11ot sure of 
one's sdf. 

Tu DIFFUSE, to pour out upon something, to 
spread out, to scatter widely about. 

To DIGEST, is to melt or soften in the sto
mach. 
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To DILATE, means to make ·wide, or to spread 
out. 

DILATORY, lazy, slow in doing any thing. 
DILIGE N T, not lazy, always at work, indus• 

trio us. 
Dr M, means dull, not clear, not bright. 
DIMENSION; the dimensions of a thing arc 

the sizes of its different parts. 
Tu DrMINISH, to grow less, or to make 

smaller. 
D1MI NtJTIV E ; small: very little. 
A DIN, is a loud continual noise. 
A DINT, is a mark made in any thing _ by 

itriking it. 
The DIPSAS, is a Very venomous serpent. 
DIRECT, means plain, straight forward. 
To DIRECT, is to shew the way ; to order 

something to be done. 
The DIRECTION of any tlting, i5 the way 

which it points. 
A DIR EC T I ON, is something which is desired 

to be done. 
DIRE, or DI R EFUL, shocking, horri I, dread

ful. 
To DrsA BL E, is to take away strength, to lame. 
A DI SA DVAN TA GE, is an inconvenience, some .. 

thing which canse.s us hurt or loss. 
To DISAP PEAR, means to go oul of sigb t, t 

be hid. 
A DIS AS T ER, is a misfortune, a sad a~cidcut. 
D rs A. TROl1 s, 1,iiscrable, vel")' uulucl ,). 
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To DISBELIEVE, not to believe, not to think 

a thing true. 
To DISCERN, to see, to spy out. 
To DISCHARGE~ means to do something which 

we are desired, or which we ought to clo. To 
Discharge also means to pay th·e money which 
is owing for something. 

To DISCHARGE a person, not to allow him to 
shw with us. 

•l~o D rscH ARGE, means also to empty, or
ponr out. 

A DISCIPLE, is a person ,, ho is taught, a 
scholar. 

· DrscIPL lNE, means teaching, instruction; pu
nishment to make people better. 

To DISCLOSE, means to tell or to show some
thing wl.iich was hidden before. 

To DISCOMPOSE, fs to put out of order, to 
disturb. · 

DISCONSOLATE, very much grieved, very sor-
r O\\ ful. 

T o DrscoNTI Ku E, means to leave off. 
DrscoRD, means qm1rrelling, disagreement. 
To Drscov ER, means to find out, to show, to 

tell. 
A D1scovERY, something which is found out. 
To D1scoURAG E, to frighten a person from 

cloing ~1ny tbi11g. 
DlscouRsE, means ta1k, conversation. 
DISCREET, mean carc!"ul, always considerin~ 

what we ouglit to do. 
DrscRETIO , means ca refulness. 
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DISCRETION, iometimes means the power of 
doing exactly as one likes, without being checked. 

To DISCRIMINATE, is to observe the differ-
ence between several things. 

To Discuss a thing, is to talk about it. 
DISDAIN, is proud contempt. 
To DISDAIN, means to think any thing mean9 

unworthy, and below us.-Y ou disdain to tell 
an untruth. 

DISEASE, means sickness, a disorder. 
To DrsENGAGE, means to part one thiog from 

another. 
To DISENGAGE, to disentangle, to get out 

0f some difficulty. 
To DISGORGE, to pour out of the mouth. 
To DISGUISE, means to _hide the real shape of 

any thing, to hide the trut b. 
To DrsGUISE one's self, to put on an uncomQ 

rnon dress that people may not know us. 
DISGUST, very great dislike to something, ill 

humour. 
DISHONEST, not true, not fit to be -trusted. 
DISHONOUR, means d isgrace. 
DISHONOURABLE, shameful, disgraceful, not 

honest. 
D1s l>'NTERESTED, not selfish, thinking more 

of others than of one's s~lf. 
To D1sJOJN, is to break, to separate or part. 
DrsK, the disk is the face of the Sun or Moon. 
To DISLODGE, to remove something ont of a 

place. 
To DlsMA Y, is to frighten, to terrify. 

H 
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DISMAY, fright. 
To DISMISS, means to send away. 
To DISMOUNT, is to get off a horse. 
'I'o DISOWN, is to deny. 
To D IS PENSE, rueaus to give out, to deal 

out to otflers. 
To DISPENSE with any thing, to excuse it, 

to do without it. 
To DISPERSE, to 5eatter about in different 

places. ' 
DI-SPIRITED, sad, without courage or strength. 
To DISPLAY, means to spn~ad <)pen, to show. 
To DISPOSE, means to put iu order, to settle, 

to give. · 
. To Drn1~osE of any t/ting, is to se11 it, or 

give it awr,y.-To have rm.7J thing at our Dis
posal, is to be able to do what we like with it. 

'f o D1 s gu1ET, is to disturb, to make uneasy. 
PISQUIETUDE, ,·exation, uneasiness. 
To DISSECT, means to cut or divide any 

thing into several parts, in order to examine i-t 
better. 

To DISSEMBLE, means to preknd; to hide 
the trn th. 

DrssENSION,--is quarrelliog, a rl isputc. 
To D rssEv ER, to separate or part iu two, t~ 

break: 
To D1 s s1P ATE, to scatter about, to waste. 
DISSIPATION) meaus idlencs'3 and plttasnre, 

too great a fonJness for amusement, and inatte.H• 
t,i.on to those things which we ou~ht ta do. 
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To DrssoLVE, is to loosen, to break.-T" 

is.solve often me~~ns to melt away; as ice will 

dissolve Lefore the fire, or as a lump of sugar 

:will be dissolved when it i., put into water. 

To D1ssu ADE, is to persuade a person not 

to do something. 
To DISTANCE, means to leave behind in a 

r-ace. · 
DISTASTE, means dislike. 
DisTEMP ER, means sickness, c;t. djsorder, a 

disease. 
To DISTEND, means to stretch out, to make 

bn~ad. 
To DISTIL, means to fall in drops. -To 

Distil, is also to gather or collect the steam of 

something which is heated. 

[In explaining words t.o little boys and girls, 

it ,,rill sometimes happen that we are obliged to 

nu,1ke use of words which they do not under

stand: whenever they meet with a ,word which · 

they do not quite understand, they should always 

ask the person who teaches them, to tell them 

the meaning of it.] · 

DISTINCT, means not confused togetI er, ut 

easy and plain to be seen.-Distinct often .eans 

not the same, but difterent.-Dist-inct also means 

not together, but parted. 
A DISTJNCTION, is s<lme mark by which 

we may know one thing from another.-Dislinc

tion also means something ·which raises u& above 

other prople, and makes us greatu or better than 

they are. 
HZ 
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To DISTINGUISH,, is to mark the difference between things.-To Distinguish also means to know one thing from another, to see it plainly. 
To DISTORT, means to make somethini Jook ugly, by twisting it out of its right shape : as passion and anger di~tort the countenance. 
To DISTRACT, is to confuse the mind, to make one mad. 
DISTRACTION, confusion, disturbance, madness, 
To DISTRIBUTE, means to give or deal out something amongst a number of others. 
A DISTRICT, is a part of a cotmtry. 
To DISTRUST, llOt to trust a person, not to believe the truth of a thing. 
The syllable dis at the beginning of a word, generally means not, or different from; as in ,dis-honest, which lneans not honest; to distrust, not to trust; to dis-please, not to plea~e; to dis-agree, not to agree; and in many others. A DITTY, is a song. 
To DIVE, is to go under the water to get something: the people who dive for coral, and pearls, (which are found in a kind of oyster,) are called divers. 
To DIVERGE, to point different ways from one middle: as the points of a star. 
;Div ERS, several, more than one. 
D1vERSE, me21.ns different from one another. T.o DrvE~SIFY, to make differeµi. 
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DIVERSIFIED, marked with different colouri 
or different shapes. 

To DIVERT, means properly, to turn some
thing aside, or out of the way it was going ; or 
to tnrn the mind from _any thing we were at
tending to.-To Divert, is also to please or 
amuse. 

To DIVEST, means to strip, to take sOUJe
thing off another thing. 

To l)IVIDE, means to part one thing into 
·several diffe1·ent pieces.-To Divicle, also means 
tQ stand between two things, to part them, as the 
A.lps divide. Italy from France. 

A DIVISION, is any thing which is divided, a 
part of any thing. 

Dru RN AL, meaqs done in a <lay, or done 
every day. • 

To Dn:'ULGE, is to tell som~thi)1g which was 
secret. 

Do c rLE, means easy to be taught, or easily 
n\anaged. 

A DocK, is a place where ships are built or 
kept safe. 

DOCTRIN E, means any thing which is taught. 
Do G:>,IATXCA L,_ positive, i_n the tone of a 

1Tiaster. · 
D oLEFl.J_L, means sad, sorrowful, dismaJ. 
Do MA rNs; means the <;ou_ntry 'Yhich any one 

p,ossesses or governs. 
· A Do:vrnsnc person, is one who is fond <>f: 
~t~)~in~ at hom.e. 
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DOMESTIC animals, are those whieh are 

tame, not wild. 
A DOMESTIC, is a serv;mt who lives in the 

Jiouse. 
To DOMESTICATE, to make fond of the 

bot se, to tame. 
· DoMJNION, means pow~r, authority over 
others. 

The DOMINIONS of a person, are the coun~ 
try which beloµgs to him and which he rules 
pver. 

To have DOMINION over any thing, is to 
lrnve the righ t of doing as we like with it. 

A DoNATlON, is ~ny thing which is giv~n, 
~ gift. 

DONATION, the act of giving away. 
To DooM, to copdemn to some punishment& 

Qr to settle what is to become of any tl1ing. 
PoRMANT, means sleeping. 
DOTAGE, is foolishness. 
To DOTE, to be foolishly fond, to love 

~xtremely. 
To DOUBT, not to be sure of a thing, to be 

afraid, to hesitate. ~ 
pouBTFUL, means not sure, not certain. 
A Dov E, is a pigeon. 
DouGH, is paste before it is bak d. 
DowN, soft feathers, as swan's dozen. 
DowN, soft wool, or soft hair; as the dow'R 

o( the ~0tton-tree, thi> down of the beaver. 
· :Qow RIGHT, ahyays ~pe;iking plainly anq 
trul1. 
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A DozEN, is twelve.-H(J,lf-a-doien therefo~ 
must be six. 

To DRAIN, to empty something by little and 
little, or to make it quite dry, by drawing the 
wet from it by degrees. 

A DRAMA, is a story which is not told, but 
11cted and spoken by different persons. 

A DRAPER, is one who sells cloth. 
DRAPERY, means the dress, or cloth of any 

kind m.ed to make dresses. 
A DRAUGHT, means a quantity drank at 

once.-A Dt·a11:ght al~o means a drawing.-A 
Draug!tt often means a quantity of fishes caught 
in a net all at once.-( Draught is sounded 
Draft.) 

A DRAUGHTS-MAN, is a man who is em
ployed in drawing pictures. 

DRAUGHT-HORSES, are horses used to draw 
carts and carriages. 

To DRA w L, is to speak in a slow disagree-, 
able tone of voice. 

DREAD, means great fear.-D1·ead means 
~lso striking us at once with fear and respect. 

To DREAD, to fear very much. 
DREAR or DREARY, means gloomy, sad~ 

dismal, · 
The DREGS, are the grounds which are left 

at the bottom, when any liquor is poured off. 
To DRENCH, is to steep in wet, to soak. 
DRIFT, onr ~11eaning or intention in doing or 

~aJ·in? any thing. '~ I do not understand \t\e 
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drift of what you say," is the same as-" I do 
not understand what you mean by saying that.'' 

To DRIFT, to drive in heaps, as saow lS 
drifted by the wind. 

To DRIP, is to fall in _drops. 
DROLL, comical, apt to rnake us laugh. 
The DR.ONES, are thos-e bees which make 

no honey, and have no stings; they live in the 
same hive with the working bees, but when the 
summer is over they are alrno~t a ll. turned out 
and left to starve by t.bfir companion5, who do 
not think it fair that the idle drm'J,,fs shonld eat 
up all the honey whiclJ th(ly ha,;e gathered witb so much p,qins and labour. 

A DRONE, means sometimes an idle lazy 
person. 

DRoss, is what is left of any metal after it is 
n~elted.-Dros:1 :~1eans als_o whatever is of uo use, 
the leaving of any thing. 

A DROV-E, is a l:;irge number of :sheep or 
other cattle, which a.re drivrn along. 

DROUGHT, means very dry weather, when 
rai1~ is wanting.-DrouiM also means thirst. 

DROWSY1 means sleep)', lieavy with want of 
sleep. 

To DRu B, to give one a beating, to thump. 
To DRU OGE, to work very harrl. 
A. DRUDGR, ~ne 'l'\'.ho ts employed in mean 

l''Ork. 
DRUDGERY, mean anrl hard work of any kind. 
~ D R_u G, is s01Uelhing 1lscd in rn,ct.k ing pbJsici.. 

,~ lll d ymg colo~rs., 
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Du1nou~, means not sure or certaie, llOt 

plain or clear. 
DUCTILE, means ea,ily dnnvn out into wire, 

or into long threads: gold is very ductile. 
DUE, means that which we have a right to. 
DuE, owing; as prayer is due to GOD.

Due sometimes means exactly, as when we say 
the wind blows due north. 

A DUEL, is a fight between two people. 
Du MB, not able to speak, silent, not speaking. 
A DUNGEON, is a prison under ground. 
A DUPE, is a person who is cheated. 
Du.RAB LE, lasting for a long :while; not 

rotting or wearit1g out soon. 
DURATION, means the length of time that 

any thing lasts or continues. 
DusK, the beginning of cJarkness. 
DusK or DusKY, rather dark, of a dark colour. 
DUTEOUS or PUTIFUL, obedient, doiug what 

we are bid. 
DUTY: our duty is any thing which we ought 

to do, as, "duty first, and pleasure afterwards." 
-It is our duty to obey our parents. 

A DWARF, is a person much less in size than 
most people are. 

Dw AR FISH, smaller than it ought to be; 

very little. 
To DWELL, means to live in a place, to be 

fi-xed or settled on something. 
To DWELL upon any thing, is to specik about 

it, or think of it for a long time. 
To p w ! ND LE, is to grow little, or thin. 

/ 
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EAGER, wishing very much for ~omcthing. 
EAR: an ed'r of corn is the part which con

t~ins the grains or seeds of the corn. 
To EARN, means to get or gain something by 

working for it. 
EARNESTLY, means not in jest, but iu a se

rious and aflectionate mam,er. 
An EARTHOUAKE, is wlJen the earth tremble~ 

and shakes m~der our feet m a violent manner; 
sometimes deep hollow places open in the earth, 
from which come water, fire, and smoke, ,•.ith 
a noise like thunder.-Earthquakcs scarcely 
ever happen in this country, Lut in some 
countries there have Leen earthquakes so violent, 
that whole cities have been t.hrown down, and 
thousands of people dashed to pieces or swal
lo~ ed up. 

The EAST, is tliat part of the sky where the 
sun rises in the moming.-11ie East· means also 
those countries which. are towards the East; as 
"the best spices come from the .t..ast." 

EASTERLY, coming from the East. 
EASTERN, being towards the E~st, or belong

ing to the East. 
The EA v ES, are the edges of the roof of a 

house. 
EBULLITION, is a bubbli11g and boiling up 

with heat. ' 
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ECCENTRIC: an ecant1·ic person is on~ of 

strange manners and strange habits, one who i: 
not like other people. 

ECCLESIASTIC, belonging to religion or the 
church. 

Ec:ONOMY, rheans the management of a 
family.-Economy also means the proper ma
nagement of our money, so as not to spend more 
than we can afford. 

EcsTACY, means very gre·at pleasure or Ull

light. 
An EDICT, is 1'0me rule or order whiclt -i,~ 

published or told aloud to all the people, so 
that they may pay attention to it. 

AN EDI FI CE, is any thiug which is built: 
this house is an edifice. 

To EnucATE, i!:i to teach little boys and girls 
what is proper for them u:> know. · 

To EFFACE, means to rub out or blot out th~ 
marks of any thing) to make it no more to b,e 
seen, as you efface the marks of a lead pencil 
with Indian rubber. 

An EFFECT, is any thing which is caused by 
another thing. 

To EFFECT, is to cause, to make sumethini 
done. 

EFFEMIN A T,E, soft, teuder, like a woman. 
EFflCAClOUS; any thing which is strong 

enougb, and which can do what it was iuten<le<i 
·to do, is efficacious. 

EFFULGENT, very bri~ht, as the ejjul{j·cnt 
sun. 
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EFFULGENCE, great brightness. 
Au EFFUSION, is any thing which is poured 

8r spilled out. 
EGRESS, is the going qut of a place; as Ingres, 

means the going into any place. 
To EKE, i~ to make any thing Iast longer by 

adding something else to it. 
ELABORATE, done with a great deal of pains 

-and labour. 
To ELAPSE, is to pass away, as time does. 
EL AS TIC; those things are called elast·ic 

which, when they are bent out of their proper 
shape, spring back to it again : Indian-rubber i5 
elastfr, and whalebone is elastic. 

ELA TE, full of joy and pride. 
ELDERS, are those who are older than others. 
ELDERLY, means rather old. 
To ELECT, is to choose one thing or one 

person out of a great many others, for some 
purpose. 

ELEGANT, is pleasing and beautiful, not rude 
nor coarse. 

An ELEGY, is a melancholy piece of poetry, 
generally written on the death of somebody. 

ELEMENT: earth, air, fire, and water, ar~ 
generally called the four elements. The word 
demmt properly means, the first beginning of 
any thing, somethiug of which another thing ia 
made. · 

To ELEVATF, is to 1:aise up high. 
ELEV AT ION., mean,s height, the state of b~int 

raised, or lifted up. _ 
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An ELL, is a measure of one ya1'(1 antJ a 

'}Uarter of a _yard. 
To ELOPE, is to run away. 
ELOQUENCE, is the power of speaking much 

and well. 
ELOQUENT, speaking much, and at the same 

time properly and agreeably. 
To ELUCIDATE, is to make quite plain an l 

easy to be understood. 
To ELUDB, to get out of danger by -some 

trick, to get away cunningly. 
EMACIATED, withont flesh, quite thin and lean. 

To EMBARK, is to go on-board of a ship. 

To EMBARK any thing, is to put it into a sliip. 

To EMBARRAS, is to tease, to entangle. 

An EMBASSY, is a solemn and particular 

mess.age sent" from one country to another, or 

from one king to another. 
To EMBELLISH, is to make something more 

beautiful than it was before. 
An EMBLEM, is an image or a picture intended 

to give us an idea of something which we cannot see. 

Yon know vve cannot sec Time, but the figure of 

a very old man, with a scythe in his hand, and a 

bald head, is used as an ernblem of Time. 

To EMBRACE a person, means to press him 

in one's arms with kindness, to hug him. 

To EMBRACE, means to accept, or ta-ke with 

JJleasurc. 
E MBROJD:ERY, is flo,wrs and fignres of any 

ki~1d, worked upon cloth wilh a needle. 
I 
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The EMERA LO, is a precious stone, of a inost 

beautiful green colour. 
To EMERGE, is to rise out of a biding place, 

or to rise out of darkness, as the moon em.erges 
from the clouds. 

An EMERGE -cy, is somethiug , \' bicb happens 
suddenly and unhappily. 

To EMIG RATE, is to remove from one place 
to anolher. 

El\frNE1 T, means high, raised above others. 
EMINENCE, means height. 
An EMl ENCE, is any high place, as a hill. 
E-MOLUMENT, means profit, something which 

is gaiued. 
EMOTION, agitation of the mind. 
An EMPEROR, is a ruler of a· country who 

ranks higher than a king~ 
EMPHASIS: in speaking and reading it. is pro

per to sound some words stronger than we do 
Qthers; this is called speaking them with emplw.~is, 
or laying ao emphasis npon them. 

To EMPLOY one's seif, is to do something. 
T,> EM ·rLOY a person, is to make him do 

something for ns. · 
To EMPLOY a tking, is to make nse of it. 
EMPLOYMENT, meaus business, something 

whicu we are about. 
To ErvruLATE, is to try to be like somebody 

who is Letter or greater tbau ourscl ves. 
EMULATIO~, is the wish we · feel to imitate 

those who are better than we are. 
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EMU LOU s, wishing to be as good as, or Letter 

than, some other person. 
ENCHANTING, very delightful, extremely 

pleasing. · 

To ENCHANT, is to charm and delight very 

much. 
To ENCLOSE, is to make hedges or fences 

:round fields, to part them from other grounds.

To Enclose, also means to sbut up. 
To ENCOMPASS, is to shut in by putting 

1omething all round; or to go quite round any 

thing. 
To ENCOUNTER, is to meet face to face, Ly 

accident. 
To ENCROACH, is to take by little and little, 

something which we have 110 1 ight to, m· to get 

into some place where we have no right to go. 

To ENDEAVOUR, is to try to do something. 

ENDLESS, without an end, lasting always. 

To E N DURE, is to last or continue. 

To ENDURE a person or a thing, mean5 t.o 

bear or suffer them. 
An ENEMY, is one who is not our friend~ 

one that hates us, and would do us harm if he 

could. 
E N ERGY, is force, strength, power to do 

iometbing. 
To EN ERVATE, is to make weak, to take 

away force. 
To ENFORCE, 1s to make strong, to gh . 

force to. 
1Z 
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ENGAGE: to be engaged is to be busy, to be 

employ€d. 
To ENGAGE, sometimes means to fight. 
An ENGAGEMENT, is something we are obliged 

to. An Engagement often means a fight, a 
battle. 

An ENGINE, is a contrivance in which many 
different movements and parts are made to produce 
one effect: thus we say, " clocks and watches are 
very ingenious engines.'' If you look at the inside 
of a watcb, you will see tbat it is composed or 
made of springs, and many different wheels, which. 
turn round, and all together produce the effect 
of telling the hour of tbe day. The ar of con• 
triving and making engines, is called mechanics 
and mechanism: the meaning of these words you 
cannot yet exactly understand. A person who 
works at this art is called a mechanic. 

To ENGRAVE, is to make deep marks or cuts 
upon any hard thing, as copper, wood, or stone. 

An ENGRAVI:KG, is a picture which is first 
marked or cut on a plate of copper, or on a block 
of wood; aftenvards the e lines are filled with 
ink, and when the copper is pressed on paper with 
a machine made on purpose, the ink which was in 
the lines ticks to the paper, and leaves a mark or 
impression. Engravings on copper are often 
called copper-plates; engraving on wood are 
g ner,1lly called prjnts or cuts. You may see en
gravings in many books. 

,. 

To ENHANCE, is to raise higher in prica or in 
•alue. 
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An EN lG MA, is a riddle, a puzzle. 

To ENJOIN, is to order or direct somethrng 

to be done. 
To ENJOY, is to feel with pleasure. 

To ENLARGE, is to make larger. 

To ENLIGHTEN, i to make light, to till with 

light. 
To ENLIVEN, is to make merry and active. 

EI\ M l TY, is great dislike, hatred, a wish to do 

mischief to some other person. 
ENORMOUS, means exceedingly great, uncom

mouly large. 
E -oRMTTY, very great wicke<lne5s. 
To E NRAGE~ is to put into a pa_ssi_on~ to1mkc 

very i ng ry. · 

To ENRTCH, is to make rich. 
To .E ' SUE, is tu happen afterwards. 

To ENTANGLE, is to twist, to confo5e or 

1n1zzle. 
To Ei TER, is to come into, or to g() int,)\ 

any place. To Enter sometimes means to set 

down i, writing. 
An E NT ERP RISE, is some difficult thing which 

we try to do. 
To E NTERTAIN, i5 to amuse, to plcase.-To, 

Ent er lain means also to feast at table. 

An EN TERTAINMENT, is something whid1 
amuses us; it also 1r.eans a.feast. 

E r T IRE, n~eans whole, not b(ok~n, not 9i
vided in to parts. 

To ENT ITLE, 1s !o give one a right to .3Ujs 

thiug. 
I 3 
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ENTRANCE, is the act of coming or going 

✓into a place. 
The ENTRANCE, is the way by which we go 

in: a door is an entrance to a house or room. 
To ENTREAT, is to ask, to beg. 
ENTRY, means the same as entrance. 
The ENVIRONS, are Hie places round about 

or near us. 
ENUMERATION, means a counting or reckon

ing over. 
T9 ENVY, is to bate another person for being 

better or happier than we are ourselves. 
ENVY, is the mean ill nature some people feel 

when they see others happier and better than 
themselves. 

Au EPISTLE, is a letter written to some per
soa. 

An EPITHET, is a word which serves to mark 
the good or bad qualities of any thing; a:., a 
beautiful nosegay, a sour apple. 

EQUAL, means the sa1ne as another in any 
thing: twenty shillings are eq_ual to a pound. 

Egu ESTRIAN, means on horsebacl,. 
To EQUIP, is to make ready, to dress out. 
An EQU IPAGE, is a carriage, with servants to 

attend it. 
EQUTV AL ENT, worth as much as some ot 1er 

thing-; as, twelve pence or peuuies are equiL z.,nt 
to a sbii!ii~g. 

Egu1voc L, meaning different things, not 
_plain, nor sur~. 

To EQUIVOCATE, is to speak in such a man-
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ner that vve cannot tell exactlv what is meant, 
not to speak plainly and truly. · 

To ERASE, is to rub or scratch out. 
ERE, means before. 
ERE L ONG, before long, in a liitle while. 
ERE WHI LE, means a short time ago. 
To ERECT, is to build, or set any thing up

right. 
J~ RECT, means not bent, not leaning, but uµ"" 

right and straight. 
To ER R, is to go wrong, to make mistakes. 
An ERROUR, is a mistake, something which 

we do wrong without intending it. 
An ERRAND, is a message, something we are 

sent to do. 
An ERUPTION, is a sudden bursting out, or 

a Lreaking out of auy tbing. 
To EscA PE, is to get out of danger, to run 

away from, to get safe from sometbing tbat woul<l 
Jrnrt us. 

To Es PY, is to fin d out something, or to see it 
at a d istance. 

An EssL ·cE, is the chief properties of som~ 
herb or p lant ex tracted or drava1 from it: it also 
means a perfume. 

EssENTI AL, me:ins quite neces~ary. 
To EsTABLIS i, is to make any thing quitt!l 

st•rc and certain, to fix or settle a lliing. 
An EST ATE, is the laml which belong, to a 

person. 
To EsTEFM a person, is to think him good 

:and hone$t~ to have a good opinion of him. 
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ESTIMABLE, what is worth 3. ~reat deal, worthy and good. 
To EsTIMATE, is to settle what a thing is 

worth. 
ESTIMATION, means good opinion of some person. 
ETERNAL, means lasting always, without a be• ginning and without an end. 
ETHER, means, properly, air which is exceed

ingly thin and pure, and clear. 
To Ev Acu ATE, is to nrnke empty, or to go out of place. 
To Ev ADE, is to slip away cunningly, to avoid. To Ev APORATE, is to turn into steam or vapour. 
An EVASION, is an excuse to deceive a person. 
EvE, and Ev EN, are sometimes used instead of the word EvENlNG, which means the end of the day, and the be:;inning of the night. 
An Ev ENT, is aoy tbi;1g tbat happens. 
EVERMORE; for evermore means c1 lways. 
EVIDENT, means plaiuly tp be seen. 
EVIL, is any thing which is bad, w1cked, hurtful, or unfortunate. 
To Ev I NCE, is to shew that a thino- is true. 
EuROPE ,~Y, belongino-to E urope, wl.ich is the quarter of the ,~·orld we liv in. 
An EuROPEAN, is one \v b is born in "Europe. 
EXACTLY, means very carefu ll y, or very nicely. To E 'A CT , is to ask a:1y th. ng as our riglJt. 
T? £xAGG.ERJ\.'l'h : \ ~1>11 pco1;'e, ~n spc· l,ing of 
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~my thing, make it seem greater,. or better, or 
worse, than it really is, they e:caggerate. 

To Ex ALT, is to raise up high. 
EXALTED, means bigb ; exalted virtue, is very 

great goodnesi, . 
. EXALTATION, me~nsheight,greatnessofrank, 
or greatness of power. 

To E.xAMI E, is to look at any thin~ care
folly,. to look at every side and every part of a 
thing. 

To EXAMINE a person, to ask him question~ 
in order to finci out the truth. 

Au EXAMPLE, is something whieh we are to 
imitate or copy.-Fm· example is used ,..,hen we 
want to explain one thing by mentioning some
thing else that is like it. 

To EXASPERATE, is to put one into a passion. 
to provoke. 

To EXCAVATE, is to make hollow, to cut into 
:holes. 

To ExcEED, is to go too far, to go beyond 
bounds. 

To ExcEL, is to be better than another, or to 
do something better than another person; as, Y OLl 
excel in writing. 

To ExcEPT, is to leave out. 
ExcEPT, ·unless. 
An EXCEPTION, is something which is left 

t>ut. An Exception is also an ohjection. 
Exc:Ess, means more than is enough, too much 

ef any thing. 
Tu EXCLAIM, is to cry out loud. 



E X. I 
An ExcLAMATlON, is something which is said 

ip a loud and violent manner. 
To ExcLu DE, is to shut out, or to leave out 

on purpose. 
An EXCRESC ENCE, is something which grows 

out cf c1nother thi:1g without any use, and with
out belonging to it; as a wart, or tlie idrge umps 
which we often see growing on the trunks of trees. 

An ExcuRsroN, is a ramble to sum@ <listant 
11lace. 

To EXECUTE, is to do what was intended to 
be done. 

Ex EMPT: to be exempt from any thing, means 
to be free from it, not to be su~ject to it: Who 
is e.r:empl from sickness and from death 1 

To ExEUCISE one's self, is to do something 
often, that we may do it well. 

EXE CJSE, meaus walking, running, jumping, 
or dancing, for the good of one's he.11th. 

An Ex "!.:RTION, is something which is done 
with trouLle, or by using force: running is an 
exerf.fon. 

An EX HALATION, is steam or vapour which 
rises. 

To EXHAUST, is t0 make quite empty, to 
draw out what is in any tbing till nothing is Ieftr 
When we say, we are ea.'kausted, we mean that all 
our breath, or ali our strength, is gone. · 

To EXHIBIT, is to show. 
To Ex HI LARATE, is to make gay and merry. 
To Ex II ... E a person, is to drive him ont of his 

swn country, and not aliow him to come back. 



EXP 

Ex IT : this word you often med with in pla)•S; 
it means that a person is to go out. 

ExoRBITA NT, means enormous, too great. 
EXOTIC: those plant~ are called e.-cotics wbich 

do not originail · grow berc naturally, but come 
from a foreign conntry. 

To ExP AND, is to spread open, as a rose-bud 
1 f.J.'Pands its leaves. 

ExPANSICN, means wideness, something which 
is spread out. 

To ExP E CT a person, is to wait for him, to 
think he will come. To Expect a th.ing, is to 
tl.i.ink _tliat it will happen. 

An EXPEDIENT, js any thing we make use of 
to help us on in ~omething we are doing. 

EXPEDIENT, means fi t, convenient, useful. 
To EXPEL, is to drive ou t, to fo rce out. 
To EXPEND, is to lay out mo:iey, to spend. 
Ex PE NS 11:, is cost, something which is .spent. 
ExPENsrv r:, what costs a great <lea! of money. 
To Ex PERIENCR, is to !-:now by trying. 
An EXPERIMENT, is a trid , any thing whiclt 

we do to find 01.;t t tbe truth of something wbich 
we are not quite sure of. 

To EX PIATE, is to make amends for a fault 
by being· very good. 

To-EXPIRE, is to die, to breathe no more; to 
be quite at an eud . 

EXPIRATIO N, somefones means e11d, as when 
we say, at the e:tpirai·ion of a year yon will reac! 
hetler tl-ian yo u du nov .... 
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To EXPLAIN, is to make a person understand 
any thing. 

EXPLICIT, what is spoken plainly. 
To EXPLODE, is to drive out, or burst out_ 

violently, and with a great noise. 
An EXPLOSION, is a bursting out with violence 

and noise. 
Tu EXPORT, is to carry some1hing out of a 

cot1ntry, as to irnport means to uring sometbi11g 
in.to a country.-We say that a great quautity of 
wool is expm·t-ed, and a great quaJ1tity of tea is 
imported, every year. 

To EXPOSE, means to put in cknger of 
,omething.--To Expose also meaus to shew or to 
tell what was hidden. 

'f o Ex PR Ess, is to tell something in speali i1 ig 
or in writing, or to show the likeness of son~ethiog 
in a picture or an image.-To E :r 1ress ai5o 
means, to squeeze out: wiue is the e;cpressed juici: 
of grapes. 

To EX);'RESS one's self, is to make use of words 
or ig11s to show wbat we mean. 

Exgu1snc, meam; exceedingly exce1l 0 ;1t. 

To EXTEND, is to stretch ont or to spread 
out, to make larger and wider. 

.EXTENS IVE, ~wide and large. 
The E.-TEr -T of any tiling, 1s the length an~ 

breadth of ii". · 
ExTERTOP.., means outside. 
To EXTERMINATE, is to root cut, to drive 

quite away. 
EXTERN AL:, means outward, r:.ot inside. 
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To EXTINGUISH, is tJ:> put out a fire or ~ 
I• I 1g11t. 

To EXTOL, is to praise very much. 
To EXTORT, is to get something by force 

from another person. 
To EYTRACT, is to draw or squeeze something 

out of another thing. 
ExTRAOl:{DJNARY, means not common, dif

ferent from most things, strange. 
EXTRAVAGANT, means wasteful, 11pending too 

much money. 
The ExTR EMITY of any thing, i5 the part 

which is furthest off from tl.e miJdle of it, the 
end. 

Exu BERANT, is too abundant, or more plenti• · 
fol than is necessary. 

To Exu LT, is to be very glad of something. 
Exu LT ATION, is great deli_g!it and gladness. 
To EYE a thing, is to watch it, or louk at~ 

tentivel y at it. 

f. 

A FABLE, is a story whid1 is not true, l;,ut' 
which is intended to teach somelhing by example. 
-[Ask yonr papa or your mamrpa to let you read : 
afable, an<l then you will understand better what 
it means.] 

To FACILITATE, is to make easy to be done. 
F ACI L TTY ; l o do ,1 thing with facility 1 means 

to do it easily and readily. 
K' 
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A FACT, is somethiRg which has ·really hap;. 

pened, something which is true. 
FAcu LTY, means the power of doing some

thing, as wbe1,1 we say, "Brutes have not the ja-
c1.tlty of speech.''. ' 

To FAIL, is to miss doing something which 
we intended to do. To Fail sometimes means to 
s1nk, to grow less, to fade away. 

FAIN, means gladly, with pleasure. 
FAI~T, may mean weak, not s~rong; or pale, 

and not bright, as faint coloars; or not loud, as 
aja·int sound, ajaint voic·e. 

Tl.le FAT R, sometimes means all ,rnmen. 
FAITHFUL, is true, honest, that may be d!l

pende<l upon. 
FALLACIOUS, means deceitful, Eiausing mig-. 

takes. 
F A.LLOW LA =-rn, means the gro1md which 'i11 

ploughed, but not sown with seecl. 
FALSE, what is not true, nor honest. 
A FALSEHOOD, is a lie.' 
FALSEHOOD, want of truth. 
To FALTER, is t<l hesitatt in speaking. 
FAMILIAR, common, what we are accustomed 

to. 
A FAMINE, is, when there is a great waut of 

something to eat, or no fond to be had. 
To FAMISH, is to starve, to kill with hunger. 
FA:NG; the long teeth of boars, and the long 

crooked nails of any great bcru t, are called fan£,· . 
FANTASTICAL, foll of whim, and fauci~s, ocat.I. 
FARE, is iowethifi:; to ~,11~ 
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A FARM, is land which a person may cultivate 
and ha ,·e the u:}e ot~ by paying a certain sum of 
money every year. 

To FARM, is to cultivate laIDd. 
A FARMER, is a perso11 who cultivates land. 
FASHION.: the fashion of a thing is the shape 

of it, tbe manner or way in which it is made. 
To FASHIO N , is to inake of some shape. 
To FAST, is to keep from eating any thing. 
FATAL, destroying life, deadly. 
FATE, death, or any thing that must happen. 
FATIGUE, what tires us, weariness. 
FATIGUED, means tired. 
FA v o u R, is kindness, or kiod he 1 p to any 

body. 
FAVOURABLE, means kind, affectionate. 
To FAVOUR a person, is to he good and kind 

to him. 
FAWNS, are young deer. 
FEARFUL, easily afraid; sometimes fearful 

m~ans terrible, dreadful. 
FE ARLESS, bold, not afraid. Th.e syllable les. 

at the end of a word always means wit/tout: thus 
fear-less means .properly, without fear; care
]ess, without care; corn fort-less, without com-
jorl, &c. &c. 

F E ATH E RS, are the covering of birds. Birds 
are Cf.I.lied the feathered race, because feathered 
ruea11s covered with feath ers. 

A F E ATU B. E, is ,rny single part of the face, as 
the nose, or the mouth. 

F E~B L E, means weak, without strength . 
~ 2 -



r E ELL· G, cannot be described iu words; we 
' know what we feel ourselves, but we can never 

tdl exactly what other people feel. · 
To FEIGN, is to be deceitful, to seem to be 

what in reality we are not. 
FELICITY, is plensure, happiuess. 
FELL, means cruel, very savage. 
To FELL, is to cut down, or to knock down~ 

83 people fell trees. 
FELT, is a kind of thick cloth made ~ wool or 

hair, not woven like the cloth of any gown, but 
rather stuck together. 

A FEMALE, is a woman, or the she of anyani• 
mal. 

FEMININE, means like a woman, soft, tender. 
A FENCE, is a hedge or railing round a field 

or garden. 
FEI~ocrous, is very wild, fierce, and cruel. 
FEROCITY, is great fierceness and cruelty. 

· _}'EH.TILE, means fruitful, plentiful. Ground 
which prodnces much corn, and vegetables, and 
fruit, is calledfertile or fruitful, 

To FERTILIZE, is to make fertile. 
1'~ERVENT, means very Wllrl11. 
FERVID, is hot, burning. 
FESTIVE, means gay, merry, full of pleasure. 
A FESTIVAL, is a day of joy and pleasure. 
FESTl v ITY, cheerfulness, merriment. 
FETID, what has a strong and very bad smell. 
FEW EL, is any thing that serves to make a fire1 

~ wood and coals~ 
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A FIBRE, is any thing in the shape of a thiH 
string or thrt:!aQ. 

FIBROUS, made of fibres or threads; the roots 
of aJl kinds of grass arefibrons. 

F1 CKLE: afi<;kle person 1s one who is always 
changing, one v,1110 does not know his own mind. 

FICTION, means what is not real nor true, 
but only invented or pretended. 

F ICT I nous, not real or true. 
FIDELITY, means honesty and truth. 
FI ERC'E, very angry, savage, and furious. 
FIERY, meaus bot, IJurniug like fire, or made 

of fire. 
Fr Gu RE, me~s the s~1ape of any thing. 
A fILAM E~fr , is a long thin thread. 
FILIAL, what belongs to a son or-·.daughter. 
FJLIAL DUTY, means the love, obedience, and. 

respect, which all childt·en O"l\.e to their father 
and mother. 

To FILL, is to put ~s 111uch into any thing a~ 
it will hold. 

A FILM, is a thin skin. 
PILTH, is dirt. 
FILTHY, very dirty, nasty. 
FrN AL, means last, belonging to the end. 
F1 NE, not coarse, but tbiu, smootb, and delicate. 
i.\, FINE, is money which auy one is obliged tq 

pay as a punishment. 
. 1''1 NERY, is fiue clothes an<l ornaments. 

FIR EING, is fewel, any thing to burn. 
FIRM, ,v h&t is fi xed and strong~ what is no~ 

Qft µq~· easily· sh~~eu. 
, .. I, K 3 



The FIRMAMENT, meaus the. sky, ·the atmo• 
Sj)liere. 

FISHERY, means the trarle or business of catch
ing ti h. The greatest fisheries are the whale 
fisliery, the salmon fishery, the herring .fishery, 
and the cod fishery, whicu employ a great number 
of people, and are very profitable. 

A FISSURE, is a crac;k, a narrow hole. 
FLAGJTIOUS, exceedingly wicked. 
A FLAIL, is a large stick with another stick 

hung at the end of it, used to beat out the g.rains 
of corn from the ear: this is called, thresking corn. 

A FLAP, is any thing which h~ogs down broad 
~nd loose, like theffop of a coat. 

A FLASH, is any sudden quick blaze of light, 
which is gone in an instant; as a flash of lightning~ 
or 1 he fiaslt of a gun when it goes off. 

A FLASK, is a kind of bottle. 
To FLATTER, is to praise any one t00 much, 

to praise untruly; sometim flatter means to 
coax, to please very much. 

FLATTERY, is praise which is not deserved. 
To FLAUNT, is to be dressed looiely and 

finely. 
FLAuNTING, too fine and gay. 
A rLAW, is a break, a crnck,. or a fault, in 

u1y thing. 
FLAX, is the name of a plant. The stalks of 

fia,;c, wliich consi t of a nmnbet of long and very 
fine thread , or fibres, are first steeped in water, 
then beaten witl1 beavy wooden hanmier, cleaned._ 
~~ sp.~rn into thread ~vith a pinnin~~whcel. Tl,1is. 
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thread is afterwards woven into linen and cambric, 

or made into beautiful lace. 
To FLAY, is to strip tbe skin off. 
To FLEDGE, is to cover with feathers. Little 

l>irds, when they first come out of the egg, are 
'Im.fledged, that isJ they are without feathers, and 
cannot fly. 

To FLEE, is to run away from danger. 
FLEECE, the · wool which grows on a she~p's 

back. 
FLEECY, cq_vered with wool. 
FLEET, very quick in running. 
To FLEET, is to pass away quickl}'. 
A FLEET, is a number of ships together. 
FLEXIBLE, not stift~ nor soon broken, but 

easily bent, or ·easily managed. 
FLIGHT, means the power of flying, as birds 

do.-Fliglit, a moving from some place to ano• 

ther. 
To talce FLIGHT, is to fly away, or to run 

away. 
FLlMSY, thin and mean, not strong. 
To FLING, is to throw something out of the 

hanrl with great force. 
FLI N T, ~is the name of an exceedingly hard 

stone, of a dark colour, which strikes fire when it 
is struck i;lgaio s.t a piece of steel. 

FLINTY, means hard lik,e fl int, cruel, not 

kind. 
To FLO AT, to swim, not to sink in any fluid. 

A F L OOD, is a gr~at quantity of water cov riug_ 
the earth.. . 



F O .D 
FLORID, of a red colour. 
A FLORIST, is~ person who is skilled in flew• 

ers, and one who cultivates flowers to ~ell. 
To fLOUJlISH, is to prosper, to be lucky or 

happy. To Flourish is also to grO\f w~ll and 
:strong. 

To FLOW, is to nm smootply along, like 
\vater. · 
· FL.OW ING, what hangs long, loose, and waving; 

as, when we say, " ,a horse with ajlowing mane." 
A FLow E RET, is a little flower. 
FLOWERY, full of flowers. · · 
To FLUCTUATE, is to move backwards and 

forwards, to .be uncertain, pr PPt. apJe to <leteT
J:nine. 

FLUENT: tv speak fluently, or to read flu
ently, means to speak .or to r~ad readily, easily, 
::ind wit!.wqt h~sitatipn. · · · · 
· FLU ID: water, milk, wine, blood, are fluids, 
iind ther~ are q1any other fluids besides tbese; 
things ~an sink or swim 'in .fluids; what is fluid, 
is not solid; flu-ids run or flow, and they cau be 
poured from one t}1ing t!) another; what is s{)lid 
must be of some shape, butfluids are not ·of an)' 
~hape, they take the shape or figure of whatev~r 
they are contain~d iq. 

To FLUTTER, is to fly about. 
A F o AL, is a ~Q~pg ho!~~, or ~ yo~ng ~ss. 
FoAM, froth . · . 
FODDER, is the food which is laid up to feed 

the horses, cows, and sheep, in 1µe winter, w4eri 
giere is no fresh grass. 
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A Foe, is a thick mist near the grouml. 
A FOLD, is a place where sheep are lrnpt. 
To FOLD, is to double up, to crease. 
To FoLD sheep, is to shut them up in a fold 

for safety. 
FOLIAGE, leaves. 
FOLKS, means people, a number of persons. 
FOLLY, means foolishness. 
A FoLLY, is a silly action. 
FooTING, is ground where there is room 

enough for the foot to rest on. 
A FoP, is a silly man who is proud of his dres~. 
To FORBEAR, is to leave off doini something 

which we wish or like to do. 
To FORBID, means to desire any thing not to 

be done. 
FoRCIBLE, what is strong, or done with force. 
A FORD, is a part of a river, or a stream of 

water, which is not too deep for any one to walk 
through. 

To FoREBODE, , is to think of something be-
fore it happens. . 

FoREF.I\THER: our forefathers are those who . 
have lived before us a long time ago. 

FOREIGN, what does not belong to this thing, 
or this country. 

A FOREIGNER, is a person who is bom in 
another country, a stranger. 

FOREMOST, what is first in place. 
l<oRENAMED, what was spoken of before. 
FORESIGHT, aud FORETHOUGHT, generapy 

mean careful attention to what may happen. 
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A FoRFEIT, is any thing which we lose, or 

which we are bliged to pay, because we have 
do!!e wrong. 

To FORFEIT, is to lose something by a fault: 
we say, by givi ]g way to ill ti:mper, you willforq 
feit the love of all your friends. 

A Fo RG E, is a place where iron is heated red 
hot, and hammered into different shapes. 

To FORGE, is to hammer iron to make it 
soft. 

To FORGET, means not to remember, or not 
to tbink of a thing. 

FoRLORN, means sad, miserable, and mean. 
The Fon i of any thing, is the shape or 

fignre of it. 
To FORM,. is to make something of a particular 

shape. 
FORMATION; the formation of a thin,,. ii 

the manner or shape in which it is made. ,::, 
FORMER, means the first of two thiugs, and 

latter means the last of two. things which we 
spec:k of. · Suppose ) 'OU bad a plum tmd an 
apricot, you might eat the former, and give the 
latter to your sister.-Former also means past,· 
as we say informer days. 

FoP. M ERLY, means long ago, in timt's long 
past. 

FORMIDABLE, is terrible, frightful, dreadful. 
To FORSAKE, is to leave, or to go away from. 
FORTH, means out, as the leaves burst forth 

~n spring.-Forth means also, out of a place, out 
f dqors. . 



To FoRT!FY, is to make strong or firm. 
FORTITUDE, is strength of mind to bear mis-, 

fortunes or pain. 
FoRTU NE, is the good or ill which happen, 

tg a person.-Fm·tune 1m1y mean also money. or' 
riches belonging to a person. 

Foss IL ; all those things ,1/hich ate found by 
digging into the earth, are called fossils, such 
-as metals, stones, &c. 

To FosT ER, is to imrse and take care of any 
thing. 

FouL, tneans what is not clean, not bright, or 
1tot clear; what is very dirty and hateful. 

To Fou ND, is to make, the first beginning ot 
any builcling, such as a house, a church, or a 
bridge; to lay the ,foundation of it . 

.The FOUNDATION means the lowest part of a 
building; the part which is first begun to be built, 
and which serves for the rest. of the building to 
stand nn.--The fou,ndation is generally built ·un
der-grournl, that it may be stronger. 

A Fouwr, or a .Fou NTAIN, is the place where 
water springs out of the grouud.-Fountain 
sometimes 11ieans the first beginuing or cause of 
something_: we say, "GoD is the jomzlain of 
go_odHess." 

To FRACTURE, is to break a bone . 
F'RAGILE, what is easi ly broken or hurt, what 

is weak. 
A FRAGMENT, is a piece of something which 

ii 4roken. 
Fr:.AGR \~CE; ·a delightful scent. 
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FRAGRANT, ~mel!iog very sweet. 
FRAIL, means weak, easily hurt, or apt to do 

wrong. 
To FRAME, is to, make or contrive ~omething by joining and fitting .different parts together. 
A FRAME, is any-thing which is made of 

diflerent parts fitted together; as we say, the 
ltuman frame, that is, the body of a human 
creature. 

FRANK, means ~peaki1Jg freely, plainly, and 
kindly. 

};'R1'.TERN AL, like brothers. 
A F ATERNITY, is a rnmber of persons who liw together, and are like brothers. 
FRA u D, means trick, cuirning; any thing 

wLirh is done to cheat other people. 
· Fr.EE, not sbut up, nor confined by any thing, 

but able to do as we like, and go w_herever ''"e 
please. 

FREE from, means without: we say, Who is 
free from jault?~that means, Wl10 is without 
faults 1 

To FREEZE, is to turn to ice, t !nakQ hard 
with cold.-Frozen, what is !lle!.Qe Si>·:<l or harrl 
witb cold: ice and sn.ow are j1·ozen water. 

To FR.EIGHT, is to load a sJ1 ip. 
~REQUENT, means often done, or often bap-

penmg. 
'l'o FR.t·•QU ENT, to be often in any place. 
FREQUENTLY, rneam, oftco, many times. 
FRESH, what is clean, cool, .and new.--Frrslt 

}. 
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often means what is not salt: we say fresh 
meat, freslt, butter; the ,,,ater of the sea is 
salt, but the nater of rivers and streams is 
fresh. 

To FRET, to vex, to be angry and peevish. 
FRETFUL, angry, ill-tempered. 
FRICTION, is a rubbing two things together. 
FRIGID, means very cold. 
To FRISK, is to skip and jump about mer

rily. 
FRIVOLOUS, what is trifling, of no use, and of 

no ~onsequence. , 
FRO : to and fro means backwards and for

wards. 
The FRONT of any thing, is the part which 

is turned towards us. 
FRow ARD, angry and ill-humoured. 
FRIJGAL, not wasteful, not spending mud,, 

but careful and sparing. 
FRUITLESS, of no use or advantage. 
To FRUSTRATE, is to disappoint, to rnake 

what any person wished or intended to do, of no 
use. 

FUGITIVE: a fugit-ive is oue who runs away 
from his home and his friends, and wanders 
about; or one ,vho runs away for fear of being 
punisherl. 

To FULFIL, to finish enti rely. 
To FULFIL our duty, is to do what we ought 

to do.-To fulfil tbe wishes of our parents, is to 
do what they wish us to do.-To fuljil the 

,!:. 
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commands of Gon, is to ooey him, to do as be 
has commanded us. 

FUME, smoke, vapour, or sieam. 
FUNCTION, 111eans what a person has to do.

Fzfncti n 1 eans also power, what any one is able 
to do. 

F _P.;NERAL, is the ceremony of burying dead 
persons. 

I•'uR, means soft warm hair. 
A FuR, jg a skin of' some beast covered with 

soft air, which is used in dress. Furs are much 
worn in col I countries, on account of their being 
so warm and soft. 

To FURL, is to draw up, Or close up into a 
~.maller space, as we fur l an umbrella, or as they 
.furl the sails of a ship when they are not wanting. 
T o unfurl is to spread out. 

A FURNACE, isa fire which is shu t np ina 
close fire-place. Furnace11 are used w ben a very 
great heat is wanted ; as iu melting metals, making 
glass, &c. 

FURNITU RE, means all the goods and different 
things which are in a house, such as chairs, tables, 
·beds, carpets, &c. 

A FURROW , is a long, narrow, bnt not ver-,-
deep cut, or hollow place. 

FuR Y, is very great anger and rage. 
FURIOUS, marl, raging, in a great passion. 
FURZE, is the name of a very prickly plant 

with )1ellow flowers . 
To FusE, is to melt. 
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FUSIBLE, what can be melted. 
FusroN, the state of being melted, or made 

qtiite soft by heat. 
I FUTURE, means what is not now, at this pre-
sent time; but what will be some other time which. ,P 

is to come. 
- FUTURITY, means th~ time which is not yet 
come. 

G. 

To GAIN, is to get, or reach something, or 
to win sornethi1~g. 

GA1N, means what is gotten. 
GAIT, means the manner in which any persos 

walks. 
GALE: a gale, is n wind which Llows strong, 

but not stormy; a brisk gale, is a very strong 
wind. 

GALL, means any thing which is excessively 
bitter. 

To GALL, is to hui;t, to tease, or to vex. 
GALLANT, means fiue, bold, and brave. 

1
1 

A GALLERY, is a long walk or passage in a 
house. 

A GALLEY, is a small ship which is rowed 
along wilh oars. 

A GARLAND, is a ·wreath of flowers or 
leaves. 

L2 
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A GARMENT, 1s any thing which ,~e p11t on 

to cover us . 
GARMENTS, clothes. 
A GARRISON, is a great number of soldiers 

who are placed in some town or castle, to 
rl . gua:.-~ 1t. 

A GASH, fa a deep and wide cut. 
To GASH, is to cut deep1y. · 
To GASP, is to open the mouth wide to catch 

breath. 
A GATE, is a large door or opening into any 

place. 
To GATHER, means to heap up, or bring 

together into one place.-To gather means also, 
to pick or take; we say, to gather flowers. 

GAUDY, means too gay and too fine. 
GAUNT, very bony and thin. 
To GAZE, is to look at something with fixed 

attention. 
A GEM, is a precious stone of any kind. 

Gems are of many different colour~; greeu, as the 
emerald; or red, as the ruby; or blue, as the 
sapphire; or of no colour, like water, as the 
diamond, which is the finest of all. Gems are 
exceedingly bright and beautiful, and very un
common. 

GE _ ERAL, what is not particular, what doe§ 
not belong to one, or to a few of any thing, 
but to a great number; or what is done by most 
people. 

A GENERAL, 1s a p-ian ·who commands au 
armv of soldiers. - ., 
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GENERALLY, means often, mostly. 
A GE:t ERATION, means all tte people in the 

world, who are born nearly at the same time, and 
die nearly at the sam~ tf me. The present ge◄ 
nerativn mean:; tbe people who are living now, 
at this time : the rising generation, means all 
those who are now children. 

G ENERous, not mean, nor selfish, no,r ,(:O• 

veto11s; bnt noble, good, and kind. 
GENTEEL, polite, civil, hanri some. 
GENTLE, not rnde, or rou,gh, but soft, tame, 

~n<l tender. 
GENUINE, not mixed with any thing whic.h 

is bad or untrue. 
GEOGRAPHY, teaches us every thing which is 

curious and amusing abou t the world, and de
~cribcs the different co,rntries am places which 
are in it, and the manners of the people who live 
in every country. (Wh.en my little friends learn 
Geogruphy they will find tl1at it is one of tl1e 
most agrc able and useful studies, and hat it is 
quite necessary for every one to know s01pething 
of it.) . 

A GESTURE, i_s any act-ion or attitude of the 
body. 

GHASTLY, very pale and honfole looking. 
GHOST, means soul or spirit.- To gi-ve up t!te 

Ghost, is to die. 
A UTANT, is a man wh.o is much taller and 

larger than other men. 
A GIFT, is any tbing which is given, a prc"rnt. 
T<;> GrL.i:;>., is to.cover ·with gold, to 1µ~kc bright. 

I,, 3 
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GILT, covered over with gold-leaf, so as to 
look like real gold. 

Tb~ GILLS of q, fislh are the openings on 
each side of its head, 

G 1 NG ER; the spice called ginger is the root 
of a plant growing in the East ar:d West Indies. 

To GIRD, is to tie something round us, to 
dress. 

A GIRDLE, is a belt, any thing fµsteped round 
the waist. 

A GLANCE, is a sudden, quick ligLt, or 
briglitness.-A. Glance is also a short quick look 
at 0ny thing. · 

To GLANCE, to shine brigh.tly and uddenly • 
._-To Glance, to look at something for a moment. 

GLARE, is bi:ightness which is too great fox; 
the ·eyes to bear. 

GLASS, is made of sand and a kind of alt 
called soda, melted together qy a very grec1t 
heat: glass is very beaµtiful ancl very meful. 
(I dare say you can think of ~ great many thing~ 
~,hi~h are maJe. of glass.), 

To G ~A ZE, is to cover with glass, to make 
shini·ng and smooth. 

A GLEAM, is a sudden, quick light. 
T-o GLEAM, is to shine, to sparkle. 
To GLEAN, is to pick t1p the cars qf rorn 

whjch lie scattered about lhe fieJq. whcu the 
biuv st is reape<.l or cut, . 

GLEE, means gladness, joy, merriment. 
/\. GI.E:rf, is ~ -yalley, a deep plac~ p~hyeeJJ 

lill3o . : . l 
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To GLIDE, is to move gently, smoothly~ a~d 
quickly along. 

A GLIMPSE, is a short qQick sight of some-
thing, when you cannot entirely see it. 

T-o GLITTER, is to shine, to look bright. 
GLITTER ING, bright, sparkling. 
A GLOBE, is any thing which is ronnd like a 

ball: a marble is a little globe, and this world 
we live in is a very large globe. 
. [When little boy§ al:]d girls grow older, they 
will be taught the use of tlie terrestrial and ce
lestial globes. A terrestrial _globe shows tl1e. 
shape of the earth, -and the situation of all 
the different countries on ii: the celestial globe 
is u ed to show the siluation of tlie -lrl.ars i'n 
the sky.] · 

A GLOUULE, is & very little globe. 
GLOBULAR, of a round shape lik~ a glolJe. 
GLoO l'_,'1, darkness, d~11lne$S. 
GLOOMY, rather dark, sad, dull, and dismali 
To GLORI FY, is to praise an<l wor~hip, as we 

glorify GoD. 
GLORY, is honour, great praise~ ~t also means 

great brightness. · 
GLORIOUS, very much prl;lised ; very bright 

<J,nd beautiful. 
To GLORX in any thing, ii. to be prou~ 

of it. 
(iLO,SSY, very smooth an<l shining. 
To GLo w, is to burq and spine witl~ ~ verY) 

~r~at heal. · . ' 
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The GLOW-WOR:'\'I, is a little crerping worm 
wliici1 shines ~ery bright in the <lark. 

GLUE, is used to stick wood and other things 
togdher; it is made by boiliog the skins of ani, 
vials iiJ water till they turn to a kind of jelly. 

GLUTINOUS, meaus sticky, like glue. 
A GLUTTON, is one who eats a great deal too 

much, one who is too fond of eating. · 
To GN Aw, is to l.Jite cl □d tear with the teeth. 
GODLY, means good, religious, doing our 

duty towards GoD. 
GOLD, i the name of a metal; it is of a 

beautiful yellow colour, Yery heavy, ve;·y soft, 
and ea~i!v 1ueltl-:,::\ ami it can be Leaten with 
!11:"!:,:;!:~rs "into leaves th inlier than paper. Gold 
is called a pe1:fecl- metal, because it cannot Le 
con.rnmed in the foe, not· can it be hurt by the air 
ipr ,~·ater, for it never rusts : it is tlie least com
rn nn, aild the most vallrnble of all 111etals.--.- . 
Gold sometimes means money, richr . ./ 

A GoLDSM ITH, is one 'fvbo makes tbiug of 
gold. 

GOODLY, means ueautifu l, fine. 
GORE, is another name for blood. 
GORGEOUS, means very fine, very bright. 
To GovhRN, is to lJe tbe head over others, to 

manage or rule, or to l·eep people iu order. 
GRACE, means kindness, goodacss, or for

giv.eness.-Gruce means (l}~o Leauty, or wha~ 
p · r:a:-es us. 
' To GR ACE,, is to orn~ment, to mal1~ beau·eifol" 
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GRACIOUS, means kind, merciful, good to us. 
A ORA DATION, is a going reguhnly forward 

or higher, step by step, or little by little. 
GR ADU AL, going on by degrees, slow. 
GRADUALLY, not all at once, by little and 

little. 
To GRAFT, is to join a branch of ol1e tree 

on the stalk of another tree of a different kind. 

GRAIN, means corn of any kind. 
A GRAIN, is a seed, or any small part .of 

something; as we say, a grain of sand.-Grain 

sometimes means the fineness or coarseness of any 
thing; we say, steel has a finer grain than iron. 

GRAMMAR, teaches us to use words properly, 
to speak and to write correctly. 

GRAND, means fiuc, great, noble. 
GRANDEUR, greatness, splendor. 
To GRANT, is to give something ,to a person 

which he has 110 right to; to allow. 
GRAPES, are the fruit of vines. 
To GRASP, is to catch or hold fast m the 

hand. 
GRATEFUL: when we say that a person is 

gmtejul, we mean that he is thankful to those 

who have been good to him: when we say that 

any thing is gratefid, we mean that it is pleasing 

or agreeable; we should be grateful to those 

who instruct us: the smell of a rose is grateful. 
GRAT ITU DE, is thankfulness and love to those 

who have been good to us! 
'}.'o GRATiFY, is to indulge~ to please. 
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GRATIFICATION, means great pleasure. 
A GRATUITY, is any thing which is given. 
The GRAVE, is the place where dead persons 

are burierl. 
GRA v E, means serious. 
GRAVITY, means seriousness.-Gravity means 

also, the weight or heaviness of any thing. 
To GRAZE, is to e~t grass. 
GR EASE, is soft fat. · 
A GREEN-HOUSE, is a house where thosl! 

plants aucl flowers which came from warmer 
countries, and which could not bear our winters, 
are sheltered from the cold. 

To GREET a person, is to go up to him and 
speak to him kindly or respectfully. 

GRIEF, means sorrow, sadness, misfortune. 
To G TI.I EVE, is to be very sorry. 
To GRIEVE a person, is to make him un

happy. 
GR1 Evous, very painful, what causes us 

sorrow. . 
GRIM, having a horrible ugly face. 
To GRIND , is tu ,irnkc any thing into a 

powder, as cot,1 i nrou11d into flour.-To Grind 
is also to sha1 peu ti1e edges of thinss, by rubbing 
th:m against a stone, &li they grind knives and 
sc1ssars. 

To GRIPE, is to hold something fast in the 
band, to squeeze, to pinch . 

A GRIPE, js a pinch, a fast hold of some~ 
Hiing. 
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To GROAN, is to make a low hoarse noise 
like one in pain. 

A GROOVE, is a long hollow place cnt in any 
thing. 

To GROPE, is to feel our way when we can
not see it; as we grope about in the dark. 

GROSS, means thick, heavy, coar?e, dull; not 
delicate, not fine and pure. 

A GRoss, is twelve <l ozen of any thing. 
A GROTTO, is a kind of place made in tl1e 

earth for coolness. 
A GRou P, is several things or persons clustered 

together in one place. 
!o GROWL, is to make a low grumbling 

1101se. 
To GRUDGE, is to murmur and be sorry when 

any thing good happens to another person, to be 
umvilliug that another should have something. 

GRu OGE, is anger, spite. , 
GRUFF, means sour-looking, rudcly ill-na

ttued. 
To GRUNT, is to make a noise like a pig. 
A Gu AR DIAN, is a person who guards or 

kindly takes care of anotlaer. 
A Gu EST, is a person who is entertained m 

the house of another person. 
To GUIDE, is to show any one the right way1 

to manage or direct. 
A GurnE, is one who shows another person 

the way he is to go. 
Gu r LE, J,Ueani <nummg, deceit ; secret 

cheating. 
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GUILELESS, true, fair, without cunning. 
GUILT, an offeuce, a crime. 
GUILTY~ not innocent: to be guilty of a 

fault, is to have done it. 
GUILTLESS, innocent. 
Gu ISE, means the manner, looks, or dress of 

a person. _ 
To GUSH, to stream out violently. 
A GusT, is a sudden violent win<l. 
A GUTTER, is a narrow place for water to 

Jass through. 

H. 

HABILIMENT, means dress of any kind, 
clothes. 

H A BIT, sometimes means dress, clothes.
The word habit has another meaning; \Yhen we 
have done something a great many times, we do 
it more easily than we did at first; we say that we 
are in the habit of doing it. 

A HABlT, is any thing we do very often. 
Some habits are good and some are bad : tli~ 
habit of attending·to what we are about is good ; 
makiug faces, and putting our fo~gers in ou'r 
mouths, are bad ltabits. 

A H A BlTATlO N , is a place to li,e in. 
H A BITU A L, what we do very ofteu: what " ·e 

are used to do. 
To HA CK, is to e,ut in pie~es, to thop. 
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A HAG, is a name for a wiclied ugly old we

nian. 
HAGGARD, pale anrl ugly, wild-looking. 
HAIL, i~ drops of rain which are frozen or 

1nade hard by the cold before they fall. 
HALLOW ED, means prai:.ed and holy. 
'l'o HALT, is to stop.-To I-fall means also to 

walk as if one was lame. 
The HALT, meam the people who are lame. 
A HALTEH, is a rope to go round the neck; a 

.rope to hang people with. 
A HAMLET is a small village : a few houses 

built near to each other make a hamlet; where 
there are a greater number of ho.uses, it is called a 
village; when there are more houses, and many 
people au<l streets, and a market-place, it is called 
• town; a very large town is c~lled a city. 

A HAND-M AID, is a maid servant. 
HAPLY, means perhaps. 
HAPLESS, unfortunate, miserable. 
An HARANGUE, is a speech. 
To HARASS, is to tire very much, to vex, to 

disturb. 
A HARB GUR, is a place where ships are safe 

from stornis .--A Harbour also means a lodging 
or slielter of any kind. 

To HARBOUR, is to shelter in some place, or 
to give shelter to something eise. 

HARDWARE, thiugs which are made of iron, 
steel, and brass. 

HARDY, means strong, bo1d, and brave. 
HARK! means listen ! hear! 

M 
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HARMONY, music.-Harmony al o mean:! 
agreement: sisters should live together in har
mony, that is, they should agree together, they 
ipould not quarrel together. 

HAR~IO N IOUS, musical. 
HARNESS, is the leather straps with which 

bor&es are fastened to carriages. 
A HARROW, is made of several large pieces 

q( wGod put across one anoth~r and stuck full of 
stroug iron spikes: it is drawn over the ground 
which has been ploughed, to break the ha.rd lumps 
anJ clods of earth. 

HARSH, means sour to the taste, or disagree• 
able to the ear.-Harsh also means peevish, 
rongh, and cross. 

H ARV EST-HOME, is the feasting anrl rejoicing 
which farmers make when the harvest is gathered 
in; that is, when all the corn is cut down, and 
laid up safe . 

HATCH; to be hatched, is to come out of eggs 
as all young birds do. 

A HA v E N, is a harbour, a safe place fo sheltei: 
and rest in. 

HAUGHTY, means proud and insolent. 
To HAUL, is to pull along by force, to drag. 
To H AUN T, is to be oflen in some place, or 

11ear some person; to vi it often. 
A HAUNT, is any place where one often goes. 
HAV OCK, means g ·eat waste ur destruction of 

l. any Llnig. 
H Y, i grass dried in the s n to serve for food 

for the cattle iu wiuter, 
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HAZARD, means chance, or accident, or da11ger. 
HAZARDOUS, dangerous. 
HEADLONG: to fall headlong, is to fall with 

the head foremost.-I-Ieadlong means also care◄ 
less and hasty. 

To HEAL,. is to cure some sickness, or some 
hurt. 

To HEARKEN, is to listen, to pay attention to 
on1£tbing. 

A HEARSE, a sort of carriage in which dead 
people are carried to the grave. 

The HEART of any thing, is the inside part 
of it: !lard-hearted me~ns cruel. 

HEATH, is the name of a piant. 
A HEATH, is a wide place all overgrown or 

j:OVered with heath. 
HEATH EN: those people who do not worship 

the true Gon, or know JESUS CHRIST> are called 
!teat hens. 

To H EA v E, is to lift something from the 
ground.-To !leave means also to rise and sink 
again, to swell. 

HEAVEN, is that happy place where Gcd and 
his angels dwell, and where good people will go 
when they die.-Hcaven, or the Heavens, some-
·times means the sky. · 

B EAVINEss, sometimes means sorrow, sadness. 
HEAVY: what pr.esse<:r downwards when we lift 

it is in general called !Leavy.-1-Jeavy also means 
dull, slow, stupid, or lazy. 

HEBREW, is the language which was spoken 
by the Jews, and the language in which the book 

M2 
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of the Old Testament were first written t the 
Jews are sometimes called Hebrews. 

To HEED·, is to mind, to be attentive aud 
careful. 

HEED, is attention, care. 
Take HEED, means be cm·efnl. 
HEEDLESS, very careless. 
HEEL: the heel is the hind part of the foot. 
To take to one's HEELS, is to run away as fast 

as possilJlc. 
AH EI FER, is a young cow. 
HEIGHT, n;eans the distance of something 

above the ground. 
A HEIGHT, is a high place, a hill. 

· To HEIGHTEN, is to make higher, or to make 
better, or to make more. . 

An HEIR, is a person who will have any thing 
after tile person who has it now is dead or gone 
away. 

HEINOUS, means ,1ery wicked, very bad. 
A HELM, or HELM.ET, is a kind of cap which 

s0,ldiers wear to guard the head when they fight. 
A HELM of a ship, or boat, is an iustrnment 

p laced at the b:1ck part of a ship, which, by being 
turned to the right or the left, guides the vessel 
the wa-v it should o-o . ., ::, 

A H EM ISPH .ERR, is exactly the half of a globe. 
[Look for the word Globe.] 

HEMP, is the name of a plant wh ich is some
thing like flax, ouly much coarser; the stalks of 
it are made into cparse cloth, ropes, aed browu 
paper. 
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HENCE, means from this place.-1-lence also 
iueans for this reason. 

HENCEFORTH, means.fi'om this timefcrrward, 
HERB: smail plants of any kind are called 

herbs. 
HERBAGE, means grass. 
A HERD1 is a number of !Jeasts together. 
I--~EREIN, meaus in this. 
HERETOFORE, means formerly, in past time. 
A HERMIT, is a person who lives quite alouell 

(!.ntl spends his time in reading and praying. 
· A HERO, is a man who is much braver aud 
bolder than other men. , 

! 

HEROIC, belonging to a hero. 
Hr.Ron: E , a brave nnd courageous woman. 
To HE vv, is to cut down, to chop, or to cut 

into shaFe. 
' A HEXAGON, is a figure which _has six angks 
or corners, like this A 

I I 
V 

The cells whic,1 bees make to hold tl1e.ir honey 
are cailed hexagonal, that is, in the figure of a 
hexagon. ·· 

A HIDE~ is the skin of some animal. 
HIDEOUS, mtans frightfully ugly, dreadful. 
A HILLOCK, is a little hill. 
HlLT, the handle of a sword. 
HING E S, are the joints which support a dc.9f' 

or g~1te, on which it turns backwards and forwards. 
To HIRE, is to })ay mof1ey f~~ the use of a~r:.t 

thing. 
MS 
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To 1-frRE a person, is to get him to <lo ~orr:c
thing for us, or to serve us, by paying him money, 
as servai11s are hired; the money which we pay 
to any person for serving us, is called Mre or 
wae;es. 

fhsTORY, is an account of thii'1gs which have 
happmed in the world, or of the great actions 
wh ich bave been done by men. 

Naltlral HI STORY, is an <lccount of every 
thing reurnrkable in J\a ture: it tells us a ll that j5 
cmio11s about the earth, and about tlie difforcnt 
a11imals and plants whicu are found on it. · 

HITHE R, 111eans to this place. 
fIITII :ERTo, means to thii time, till llOW. 
A Hrv.E, is a place for L13es to li ve in. /live~ 

arc sometimes nrn de of g lass, but" !!encral!y of 
stra w. I □ Egypt, h~e-hive~ are rnide of ·clay 
baked in the su n. 

I-loAR, means white, or grey . Hoary bas the 
same meaniug: we say hoary ltair, au<l hoar
frnst. 

To H o !I. RD, is to lay up something very care-
folly, to keep s_omethi n~ secre t_ly . . , 

A Ho All D, 1s any thmg wh ich 1s carefully laid. 
up. 

tI o A RS E, ha \'ing a rough voice or sound. 
11 o L LO w, not so li 1!, or not filled np: a ball: 

is solid, a b~s011 is hollow. · 
• A I-loLLOW, is a bole. 

lloLY, means good, religi_o.us.-lloly mean~ 
3,l o ~1!iat µ~longs to G od, or to religion. 
· H;o:r4ELY, not beautiful, pl~\D~,coarse. 

,I • ~ • • 
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IIoNhST: an !tonest person is one who alwnp. 

tells the truth, and who floes not take or keep 
what belongs to other people. 

Ho:r-;IED, sweet, foll of honey. 
HONEY, is the sweet food which bees gatl er 

from the flowers. 
HONOUR, means truth, goodness, honesty.

Ilonowr mear.s also the praise and respect we puy 
to people wbo are greater or better than we ~re. 

-flmwur rneans also something wliicb we rnuy 

Le prnud of;, we say, a good boy is au !ton our to 
his fomi!v . 

To l1oNouR, means to pay respect and 

oucdience; as, " Hoaour thy father and tliy 
mo ther." 

HooF: if you look at the feet of horses or 

CO}Y S, or sheep or deer, ) 'OU will see that they 
liavc uot toes aucl claws, Jil~e the cat ,:rn<l dog: 

"·bat grows. on 1l:e feet of cows aud horses i.:5 ' 

ca!!ed a hoof. The hoofs of cows, sheep, and 

<lee~, are d ivided or parted in tile middle; th ey 
me µartcd-l10ofed a1Jimais: the hoofs of hor~cs 

and ass·:::s are. not divided; they are whole-hoofed 
a:,inrnls. 

A H ooK, is any tliin~ which is bent round so 

as t o c·atch hold of somdhing else. 
HoRIZO JTAL and PERPENDICULAR: the~e

two ,vords cannot l.;~ well explaiued to little boys 

and girls in words; they .rnust ask the person 
who is fracliing them, to sllRw them what pe1:pen
diculai ·.' arn1 lwrizont al mean. W c call the tloor, 

' ., ' . 
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of a room ho~·izontal; and the walls of the house 
are " ·hat w ca' l per1H1ulicular. 
This is a horizontal line 

This is a perpend icular line I 
HORRIBLE, means dreadful, shocking, terri• 

blc . 
Uo:d.H D, means the same as horrible. 
1-IoRRe> R , is gr::at fo,u , mixed with great ha

tn'd.-B.-;1Tor somejmes ruearis darkness and 
rn1: ery. 

A 1-Io,..sEMAN, is a m an who rides on horse
b2. k. 

HosPlTATI LE, means ki id to strangers. 
An Hosr ITAL, is a place ·where poor sick 

p eople a re taJ...cn i;;are of. 
A BosT, i:- a pcr!::.0:1 who entertains people is 

}t;s lionse.-A Hnst means also a tz :·eat 1mmber 
of soldiers , an army.-A Host son7etimes means 
auv O I eat nrn: lwr. · • 0 

Tbe HosT of lJerwen, is the suo, moon, aad 
stars. 

U 0STIL , mea•1s not friendly to u ; fighting 
a!!ai:1st 0?1e anclher . 

.... A Hovr:L, is a lit11c miscn1ble mean bouse. 
To llov:zR is to hang fluttcrino- in the · ir 

ov<>r !JPad, as "·c somrtimes see the birds do. · 
-"~ Ho i\'D, is a dog n ed to bunt oilier ani• 

m~ls. 
A HorsEUOL D, i~ a number of per ons living 

L;~t~cr ·q one house, and making one family. 
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A HOUSEWIFE, is a woman who manages fa

mily affairs carefully aucl properly. 
HousE'WIFERY, those things ,vliich women 

ought to attend to, such as the proper care of the 
family, &c . &c. 

To HowL, is to make a noise like a dog when 
it is hurt, to make a frightful noise. 

Hu E, means colour. 
HuG E, means very great, exceedingly large. 
To Hu M, is to make a noise like bees and 

flies. 
HUMAN, means like a man, belonging to m~m. 
A HUMAN creature, is any man or woma1_1: 

all the men and women and children in the world 
are called ltuman-kfad. 

Hu 1\-f AN E, kind, good-natured, not cruel. 
Hu:MANITY, tenderness and kindness. 
HUMBLE, 111e<1ns modest, not proud nor sauey. 

-Humble means also 1ow, not fine or high; as, 
"an humble cottage-.'' 

HUMILITY, modesty, not conceit. 
HUMID, means wef, watery. 
lIU:71<IP-BACKED, or HUNCH-BACKED, with 

a crooked back. ' 
To BUNT, is to run after wild animais to catch 

them, or kill them . 
. To HUNT fm· a thing, is to seek or look for it. 

A HVNTER, or a Hu N'rSMAN, is 8: man who 
hunb animals. · -

To HURL, is to throw any thing with ~r~at 
force. 

4,. HURRICANE, is a ,·iolent storm of wiud . 
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.A HusBAN-DMAN, is a farmer, a man wh• 

cultivates the a:round. 
HusK, the '"'outside skin of any fruit. 
A HUT, is a poor mean cotlflge. 
A HYMN, is a song of praise to Gtrn. 
A HYPOCRITE, is a cunning deceitful persoJl 

who preteuds to be better tban he really is. 
HYPOCRISY, cunning, deceitfulness. 

I. 

IDEA: to have an idea of any thing is to think 
of it, to imagine it. 

An ImoT, is a fool, a pers()!) without under
standing. 

An IDOL, is an image of something, which is 
worsbipp-ed instead of tlie trne and only Gon: 
the people who are so wicked and so foolish as to 
worship and pray to images, are called idolaters> 
or idolatrous nations. 

IGNOBLE, is mean,. unworthy. 
IGNOMINIOUS, disgraceful, mean, shameful. 
IGNOM INY, i~ shame, <lisp-race. 
IGNORANT: to be ignorant of any thing, is 

not to know it. 
An IGNORANT person, is one who is not 

lean.1ed, one who lrnm :, nothing. 
ILLEGAL, \ •hat is done contrary to the la v. 
ILLITERATE, not karned in books. 
To ILLUM E, ILLUM:iNE, or ILLUMINATE, 

js to fill with light, t~ make bright and light. 
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An ILLUSION, is something which deceives us 

by seeming different from what it really is. 
To ILLUSTRATE, is to explain, to make sonie

thiug plainer and easier to Le unrlerstood. 
ILLUSTRIOUS, means great aud good above 

the rest. 
To IMAGINE, is to fancy, to think to one's 

self. 
To 1:MBIBE, j to suck in, or draw in; as, earth 

or sand will irnbi"/Je the water which is poured oo it. 
To IMBITTER, is to make bitter, or to make 

1mhappy. 
To lMIT ATE, is to copy, to try to be like 

another. 
Au IMI1.'AT·ION, is something which is copied 

from another thing. 
' IMMATERIAL, of no consequence, of no mat-. 

ter. 
IMMATURE, not ripe, too soon, too early. 
IMM ENSE , very great, large, and wide. 
lMM :CNSITY, exceeding ~reatness. 
IMMINENT, means very near, just at hand: 

" a little girl ,yho was playing with fire, was in 
imminent danger of burning herself to death." 

IM MORT AL, what can never be at an end, and 
never die, what will Eve for ever and ever: Goo 
is immortal. 

To IMPAIR, is to make something le.ss or worse 
than it was, to do harm to any thing. 

IMPALPABLE, wh, t is S(J fme tl.iat it cannot 
be felt. 
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To IM 1' A RT, is to tell something to another 
person, to give something. 

IMPARTIAL, not more indulgent to one than 
to another: thus, Yonr mamma behaves impar
tially towards her children; that is, she ioves them 
equally, and treats them as they deserve, sh,; 
does not indulge one more than another. 

IMPATIENT, not able to bear pain or trouble. 
-Impatient sometimes means wish ing very much. 
for something, in a great hurry for something. 

To IMPEDE, is to stop, to hinder. 
An IMPEDIMENT, is a hindrance. 
To IMPEL, is to drive on, or push forward~. 
IMPERCEPTIBLE, what we can neither se~ 

uor.feel. 
IMPERFE CT, not complete, nor quite finished. 
An l~IPERFECTlON, is a fault. 
IMP ER IOUS, proud: commanding others in a. 

haughty manner. 
lMPERT I NENT, troublesome and medd liug. 
IMPERVIOUS: any thing which will not allow 

somet hing else to pass throu<rh it, i called imper-
1:ious; we say, "a stone wall is impervious to the 
ligh t." 

IMPETUOUS, violent. 
IMPIOUS, not religious, very wicked. 
An IMPLEMENT, is any thing which is used 

to do or to make some other thing: thu , spades 
and rakes are gardening implements; bruslies and 
p aints are the ilmplements of a painter. 

To IMPLORE, to beg, to cutreat. 
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To IMPOltT, is to bring something into 2 

~<>tmtry. [Look for the worrl E.rport.] 
IMPORTANT, of great consequence. 
IMPORT UN ATE, continually asking fot some-

thing in a teasing troublesome manner. 
To IMPOSE upon a person, is to cheat him . . 
IMPOSITION or IMPOSTURE, cheating, deceit. 
An IMPOSTOR, is a person who rleceive~ 

people, by pretending to be different from what 
IJe really is. 

IMPRACTJC,<\BLE, what cannot be done. 
To IMPRESS, is to fix deep in one's mind. 
IMPRESSION: when any thing ltard is prrssed 

upon something which is soft, it sinks into it aud 
makes a mark on it, and thni mark is called an 
impression; as, when we seal a letter, we pre~ 
a seal, which is hard, on melted sealing-wax, 
which is soft, and the mark which the seal leaves 
on the wax we call the impression of the seal.
Whatever is fixed in our minds, and that we 
remember, is also called an impression. 

IMPROBABLE, what is not likely to happen, 
what we <:an scarcely believe. 

To IMPROVE, is to make better, or to grow 
better. 

IMPRUDENT, not careful, not considerate. 
IMPUDENT, too bold and forward, not 

modest. 
IMPUNITY: 'with -impunity means without 

being puuislJed. 
INACCURAT1', means not accurate, not 

CKact. 
N 
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IN Ac·nvE, not active, idle, lazy.-The sylla .. 

b1e in put hefore a word, almost always means 
not, or contrary to; thus-Inhumanity, means 
cneelty, the contrary to kumanity.-lncapable, 
means not capable.-/naUentive, means not 
attentive; and Inconvenient, means not con .. 
veriient . 

. IN ANIMATE, means without life. 
To INCENSE, to provoke, to put into a rage, 

to make very angry. 
INCESSANT, means never leaving off, not in .. 

terrnpted., continua!. 
An INCIDENT, is something which happens. 
An INCISION, is a rut. 
To IN CLINE, is to bend, to lean towards auy 

thing. , 
To INCLUDE, is to enclose, to contain; as 

Great Britain includes England, Wales, and 
Scotland. 

INCOMMODIOUS, inconvenient, troublesome. 
INCOMPARABLE, very excellent. 
INCOMPREHENSIBLE, what cannot be un-

derstood. 
INCONSIDERABLE, not worth. considering, 

not of any cousequence. 
INCONSIDERATE, means careless, inattentive. 
INCONSISTE NT, means contrary to, not agree

ing with some other thing, not suitable. 
IN CO NST A T, not constant, always changiH~ 

and altering. 
I N CONT~STIBLE, what i-s quite certc:1in. 
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To lNCORPORA TE, is to mix different thin~s 
together till they make but- one thing. 

lNCORR E CT, means not proper, not exact. 
To I N CR E ASE, is to make greater, or to make 

morle.-To Increase means also to grow larger. 
I NCR E DIBLE , what we cannot believe. 
I NC R E DULOUS: an incredulous person is one 

who will not believe what is told him. 
INDEBTED: to be indebted, is Ito be obligecl 

to a person for something, or to owe something 
fo a person. 

INDEFATIGABLE, never tired. 
IND ELI BL E, what can never be blotted out. 
I N D E PENDEN T, not belonging to any other 

thing ; not obliged to any person, or forced to 
obey any person. 

INDCAN, wl1at belongs to the country called 
India. 

To I N DIC AT E , is to poiiat out something. 
I N DI GENT, means very poor, and in want. 
I N DIGNA N T, very angry. 
INDI GNATIO N , is anger n~ixed with contempt. 
I NDI SCREET, careless, not cautious. 
I NDISCRETI O N , is careles.,ness. 
I NDISPENSABLE, wliat is q uite ne~ssary. 
I NDISPOSE D, not well in health. 
I ND IST I N CT, meaos nut plain to be seen, 

confused. 
IND I VIDU AL, one single thing 0f any kind, or 

one siugle person is ca lled an individual. 
f N DO L ENT, lazy, idle, care less. 
I NDO L E-NC E, is laziness, inactivity. 

N 2 
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l N DU BIT ABLE, means quite certain and true. 
To INDUCE, is to persuade b:y reasons. 
lriDULGENT, kind and good to us. 
INDUSTR rous, not idle. 
INEFFECTUAL, means of no use. 
INEVITABLE, what must happen, what we 

cannot esc.ape from. 
INEX.HAUSTIBLE, ~-hat cannot be wasted 

away or emptied. 
IN EXPRESSIBLE, what cannot be told in 

words. 
INF;\.MOUS, exceedingly bad and wicked, very 

shameful. 
I NFAMY, great ,11,,ickedness. 
I NFANCY , meaus the beginniug of our lives, 

when we are little infants. 
J NFELICITY, misery, unhappiness. 
INFERIOR, means not so great, or so high, or 

w good, as some other. 
To I NFEST, is to plague, to <listurb. 
! NFIR¥, not strong nor healtliy, weak. 
l.N FIHM ITY, is fault or weakness. 
To L l•'LA!>LC , is to set on fire, to nrnke bot. 
INFLAMMABLE, wlrnt easily catches tire. 
INFLEXIBLE, wliatcannot be !Jent or altered. 
lNFLUE 1 CE, is the power which Yve rnay 

}ia,'e ovc.:r other people, to direct tliem, and lo 
make them do as we think proper; as," rny mama 

· has great i1(fiuence over me," that i ·, slie can 
easily persuatk me to do as she wislies me to do. 

To IN FORM, is to le t a person know son e~ 
H-1in~ which lie did not 4ucw before. 
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INFORMATION, is what we know) or \vhat we 
ar_e told. 

INFUSION: an infusion is what is made by 

infusing, or steeping something in any liq nor: 

tlie tea which we drink for breakfast is an infu ion 
of tea-leaves in boiling water. 

NGENIOUS: an' ingenious person~ is one who 
is clever, one who contrives or invents' things well. 

An ingenious t/iing, _is an_y thing wl ich is well 
contrived. 

I N GENUITY, means cleverness iri contriving 
sorn'ethiug. 

I N GENUOUS, means fair and true, not cunning. 

I N GRATITUDE, is unthankfulness to tbo~e 

who have b tn gcod and kind to us. · 

To IN HAlHT, is to live in a vlace. 
An INHABITANT, is a person who lives in 

~uy place: we say; the inhabitants of a house, 

the inhabitants of a country, the inhabitants of 

the cart h. 
I TD'lIT ABLE, what is so excellent that it 

can r; ot be copied. 
I ~ I gu ITY, means wickedness. 
I 1-: t 1' [AL: in gen~ral, the first letter of a word 

1s caUed initial, and the last letter of a word 

i~ ca! fed final. 
J 1 JUDI.ere us, not ,•.,ise, not careful. 

An I N JU N CTIO N , is a con:mana, an order. 
To IN JUR ,, is to lrn_rt, to do wroug or nus .. : . ~ . 

chief to any tbi~·,g. 
lN Ju E Y~ n 9aus ban1:1 or 1~1iscll~ef. 

~ 3 . 
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INLAND; places whic!J are at a distance from 

the sea are calied inland. 
·A1i INMATE, is one who lives i11 the house 

with another. 
A1i IN N, is a house where travellers are lodged. 
I NN OCENT, uot wicked or hurtful, not aule 

lo do any harm. 
lN1'.UM E nABLE, so many tLat one cannot 

count them. 
INOFFEI ' STVE, means not hurtful, harrnle s. 
'fo INQUIRE, is to ask questions about any 

thi1~g. 
lNQUT StTIVE, means curious, wishing to know ,, hat is secret . 
!FSATIABLE, '\lery greedy, never satisfie<l. 
To l NSC RIB E, is to write 11pou any thing. 
An i.'-SCR I PT ION, is somcth iug ,, hich is ,uit

ten or eugraved on tomb stone , coin ·, &c. 
11, SE · srnLE, ,,.,itiiout feel ing, \': itl!Gut seme. 
'l'o INS E RT, is to put sometbiug in c1mongst 

~tlier things. 
1 1 ' SIGN~I FIC , NT, mean, of no consequence. 
lNSLfID, means without taste.-lnsipid, wheu 

we speak of a book or a person, meaus clnll, not 
l)Jeasing. 

I ~SO L ENT, speaking proudly and rudely. 
An L !-:,T A}l CE, means an example of so1 .1 e• 

tl~ing: 
l .N STAN1'ANEOUS, very quick, clone m an 

instn.n t. 
~~-s-~ INCT; \>y ·f,:,stinc~ 1s gen rallY, u.1c;:int, 
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the sense which GoD has given to brute animals 

instead of reason or unrlcrstandiug, to do what 

is good for them, and to avoid what is hurtful or 
bad for thern, without 1Jei11g taught by men. 

To INSTITUTE, is to fi.'I:. or settle. 
To Ir-;sTRUCT, is to teach. 
lNSTRUCTION, any tliing which we are laught, 

or told to do. · 

l 1 STR·u MEN'I i au · instrument is any thing 

whicb we make use of to do somethiug: knives 

anu sciss;1rs are cutting instrztments, a pii:ino is 

a musical instrnment, and a pen is an instrument 
to write with. 

A~ l NSU LT, is a rude insolent ,-vord or action~ 

To INSULT, is to treat with great rudeness. 

INTEGR ~TY, means truth and honesly. 

INT ELL ECT, means understanding, mind. 

I NTELLECTUAL, belonging lo the miud .. 

INT ELL tGE NT, means seusiule, not foolish, i10t 

ignorant. . 
INTELLIGENCE, means ne\\'S, what is told us. 

-Intelligence, is also mind and uuJers1anding. 

INTELLIGIBLE, what can be easily under

stood. 
1 NT ENSE, means in a very great degree.

Intense cold, is exceeding great cold.-Intense 
heat, means very grei:lt heat. 

INTE N T, means vt>ry busy and atteutive. 

Au INTE N T or an INTENTION, is any thi1jg 
wl1ich we intend or mean to do. 

To lwr En, is to bury under ground. 
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To INTERCEPT, is to hinder, or stop some
thi1, g from coming any farther. 

INTERCOURSE, means acquaintance or com
mnnication between different persons or coun
tries. 

INT ERil\I: in th.e interim, means <luriug this 
time, or in the mean time. 

INTERIOR, in the inside. 
The INTERIOR, is that part of a country 

which is not near the sea. 
INTERMISSION, means a sto1, or a leaving 

off for a little while. 
INTERN AL, rneans inside, not outward. 
To INTERPRET, is to expla'n what is s~id in 

a different langtrn.;-- to a person wb.o does not na-
derstand the language spoken to them. · 

To INTERROGATE, is to ask questions. 
INT ERV AL, means tbe time wbid1 comes be

tween; as, I intend to go ii to the country Hex t 
v:eel{; in the interval (that is, between this 1 ·rne 
and the time I intend to go). f will be very indus~ 
trious and lose 1 o time. 

To lNTERV ENI<;, is to come bct\\·cen. 
INTESTINE, 1,1r.ans in the in.:;ide, net outward. 
INTll\L\TE, means ac 1uainted with one a1JoQ 

tber, f n iliar. 
To I N T I!vl AT£, is to give a hint of something. 
To L·11TIMIDATE, is to make <lfraid. 
INTOLERABL , , what is too bad to be en-

dun.•d. 
To h~TOXICAT•~, is to make drnnk. 
l.!'.T !l,EP!D~ not foarful, very bold and braveo . . . l . 
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. INTRICATE, means entangled, fonfused. 
INVINCIBLE, what cannot be conquered. 

INVISIBLE, not to be seen. 
INVOLUNTARY, not ~y our own choice, not 

according to our own will. 
INURE: to be inured to any thing, means to 

be used or accU::,tomed to it. 
IRE, is great anger, rage. 
IRKSOME, means troublesome, teasing. 

I Ro N, is the n~me of the most useful Qf all 

the metals. 
To IRRADIATE, is to make shining and bright. 

IRRATIONAL, means without understanding: 

we call all living creatures except mankind irra
tional. 

To IRRITATE, is to tease very much, to make 

angry. . 
An Is LAND, is a place or a country whioh is 

quite surrounded by _water. Great Britain is an 

island. 
An IsL E, means the same as an Island. 
To Issu E, is to come out. 
I voR Y, is made of tl.ie tusks of the c1ephant: 

if you do not know ,,,hat an elepl.iant is, you mu~t 

ask the person ,, 110 teaches yon to show you the 

picture of ouc, au<l to tell you which are its tusk,. 

J. 

JARGON, is lauguage or talk which one cannot 

understand. · 
J ~ALO US; to be jealcr~& of a person, is to~ 
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afraid that he should be mere loved, or bette1·, 
or greate1·, than we are ourselves. . 

In JEST, means i1J play, not real, not in earnest. 
JET, is the name of -a kind of stone of a deep 

black colour: we often say, "as black as jet.'' 
JETTY, means black likejet. 
A JEw EL, is an ornament made of precious · 

stones. 
To JoIN, is to put things close together, to 

make them stick together. 
JOLLY, means gay, merry, plump, and healthy. 
JOVIAL, merry, gay. 
A JOURNAL, is a written account of what 

happens each day. 
A JouR~EY, is a travelling or going from one 

place to another by land. Travelling by sea is 
geuerally. called a· voyage. · 

Jo Y, gladness. 
JOYFUL, means glad. 
A JUDGE, is a person who has the power to 

determine whether a thing be rigbt or wrong, or 
whether a person is innocent or guilty of a fault. 

To JUDGE, is to determine in one's own mind 
whether something be right or wrong. 

JUDGEMENT: to act wi.tlt jndgement, is to 
act wisely and sensibly; to act without judge
ment, means to act foolisbly.-Judgement means 
properly the po,.,·er of distinguishing riglit from 
wrong. 

JUDICIOUS, means wise, sensible. 
A JUGGLER, is a man who plays tricks to 

amuse and deceive people. 
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To JUMBLE, is to mix together in a confused 
manner. 

Ju NIOR, meaµs yotmger than another person. 
JusT, means good, honest, giving to every 

body what they have a right to.-Ju~t means also 
exact and proper. 

J UV EN ILE, means young. 

K. 

The KEEL, is tbe bot.tom of a s11ip. 
KE EN, means sharp, rutting, piercing.-J(een 

sometimes means very cold; we say a keen air. 
A KEN E L, is a place for dogs to lie in. 
KERN E L, tlJe inside of any kind of nut. 
A KEY, is an instrument to open a lock.

A · Key, or Quay, also means a high bank of 
earth raised on the sea-shore, that ships and boats 
may be more conveniently loadctl or unlm~ded. 

A KICKSH Aw, is a dish of meat cooked in 
such a fanta.stical manner tha t one cannot tell 
what it is made of. 

A KT D, is a yonng_goat. 
To Km KAP, is to steal children, or to steal 

m en and women. 
A K r L N , is a place where bricl{s, or lime, or 

ware made of chw, is burnt. 
To Kr ND L E, \s to set on fire, or to catch fire. 
KINDRED, or K1~, means relations, people 

who are of the ame family . 
A KINGDOM, is a country governed by a king. 
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A KINSMAN, or a KINSWOMAN, is a man or 
.a womau related to us, or of our family. 

A KITE, is a kind of bird which e<).ts chi-cke.ns 
:iind small animals. 

A KNAPSACK~ is a kind of bag which a soldier 
carries on his back. 

A KN AVE, is a cheating dishonest p_erson. 
To KNEAl>, is to work and mix together any 

kind of stuff, such as paste, which must be well 
kneaded before it is made _into bread. 

L. 

LABORIOUS, what is done by working hard, 
and taking a great deal of pains. 

A LABORIOUS person, is one who works very 
hard. 

LABOUR, means very ha.rd work. 
To LABOUR, is to work hard, and take pains. 
1'o LACERATE, is to tear. 
LADEN, means loaded, having a weight to 

c;arry. 
LAIR: the bed or den of any wild beast is 

called its lair. 
A LAKE, is a large piece of water, \>vith land 

all round it: you ha Ye seen a fish-pond; a lake is 
.yj<e a pond, but infinitely larger. 

LAME, not able to move or walk without pain 
or ditEcultv. 

To LAMENT, is to be very sorry, to grieve. 
LAMENT.ABI.E, w.1.iat makes us sorry. 
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A LAMP, is a light made with oiL· 
LAND, means ground, or earth. 

~ I 

To LAND, is to come out of a boat or ship on 
to the dry ground. 

A LANDLORD; is a person who has land and 
houses of his own, which other p~ople have the 
use of by paying money for them: those people 
who pay money to a landlord for the use of his 
houses or land, are called his tenants. 

LANGUAGE, means the words which people 
use in speaking or in writing: there are many 
different languages in the world, for the people 
of almost every different country speak a different 
language. The language which we speak is called 
\he Enp/ish language, because it is spoken in 
Eugland; in France they speak the French Zana. 
i·vage; in Italy they speak Italian. 

LANGUID, means weak at)d foint. 
LANGUOR, is want of strength, dullness and 

·weakness. 
To L ANGUISH, is to he no louger strong and 

lively, to grow weak and fai11t. 
To LAP, is to lid· up ally thing, to drink with 

the tongue as cats do. 
A LAPIDARY, is ::t man who polishes precious 

itones; au<l cuts them into a proper shape. 
LARD, is the fat of pigs. 
LARGE, means big~ wide. 
To be at LARGE, is not to be shut up, to be 

able to go ·where one likes. 
A LAss, is a iirl, 

Q 
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A LAST, is a piece of wood cut into the shape 

of a foot, on which shoes are made. 
LATE, means · not early, after a long time.

L ate, put before the name of a person, shows 
that he is dead: the late king, means the kiug 
who is dead.--Lale also means last: we say , t he 
late inl abitants of a house; that means, the per
s-Ons \.Vho liverJ last in it. 

A LATH, is a long thiri narrow piece of wood. 
LATI TUDE: this word will be explained to 

little boys aud girls wheu they learn geography. 
The LATTER, means the last of two things. 
LAUDABLE, means right, deserving praise. 
LAVISH, means wasteful. 
To LAVISH, to give away too much. 
To LA UNCH, is to push a ship or a boat from 

the land into the sea. 
. A LA w, is a rule which must be obeyed. 

A LAW-GIVER, is a person who makes laws 
for other people to obey. 

A LAY, is a song. 
A LAZARETTO, is a house for sick people. 
LEAD, is tbe name of a metal. 
To LEAD, is to go before people to show them 

the way .-To Lead is also to entice or prevail on 
a person to follow us. 

A L EADER, is one who goes first, a com
·rnander. 

LEADI JG, means first, of the most conse
quence. 

L EAGUE D, joined with other persons to do 
·iometb.in.g. 
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A LEAK, is a hole which lets in water. 

LEATHER, is thg skins of animals prepared in 
il- particular manner. 

LEAVE: to have leave is to be allowed to do 
aoy thing. 

A LECTURE, is a discourse spoken by a per

son to instruct ot ers on some particular subject. 

To LECTURE, sometimes means to instruct 

another in a severe disagreeable manner, to scold. 

LEES, the grounds, what is left at the bottom. 

LEGAL,' means lawf 11, what is allowed by the 

laws of the country. 
A LEGER, or LEDG:J<:R, · is a large book to 

keep accounts in. 
LEGIBLE, means plain enough to be read. 

A LEGION., is a number of soldiers.-A Lt
gfon also means a very great number of any thing. 

A LEG ISLA TOR, is a person who makes laws. 

LEGUMINOUS PLANTS, are those which we 

usually eat the seeds of, such as beans and peas. 

LEI SU RE, means time enongh to do any thing. 

'fo be at LEISURE, not to be busy. 
To LENGTHEN, is to make longer. 
LETT E RS, means learning. 
A M an of LETTERS, is a learned man. 

LEV EL, means flat and even, what is 'not higher 

in one part than in another. 
To be on a LEVEL, is to be just as high as 

som~ other thing, to be exactly on a line with it. 
To LEVEL a gun, is to point it at wh;,i.tever 

one wishes to shoot. 
02 
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A LEVElt, is a bar of wood or of iron, which 
i5 used to lift heavy things. 

Lr RAL, means generous, not ll)ean, not 
t11elfish. 

LIBERALLY, means plentifully, generomly. 
LIBERTY: to be at liberty, is ,to be aL1(3 to 

do a5 we like, aud to go where we please. 
A LIBRARY' is a nqmber of books all togeu 

ther. . 
A LID, is a cover to any thing. 
LI.EVE, means lvillingly; as, I had as lieve 

have none. · 
LIFELESS, without life or strength, dead. 
LIGHT~ what is not heavy, what is easily lifted 

and moved.-Ligltt means also not darli. 
LIMBS, the legs and arms. 
LIMIT, the border. 
LIM! TED, confined, not wide, not spread out. 
To LIMP, is to walk lamely. 
A LINE, is a very long stringl 
To LI E, is to cover something on the inside. 
LINEN, is cloth which is made of flax or hemp. 
To LINGEJ{., is to be a long time.-To Lingei' 

weans also to be a long time in pain. 
A LINK, is one of the rings of a chain. 

: LINKED, means joined together. 
LIQUID, means nearly the same as Fluid, 

,:1ihich has already been explained to little people. 
In general, liquids are those fluids which wet any 
thi1 g which is dipped in them., 

LIQUOR, what is not solid, but liquid or fluid" 
what (:an be pol{red9 · 
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To LrsP, not to speak plain. 

LITERAL, according to the exact meaning of 

every word. 
LITERATI, means l_earned men. 
LITERATURE, is learning, acquaintance witl:i 

books. 
A LITTER, is a brood of young ones.-A 

Litter is also a kind of bed which is carried or 

drawn about. 
LlTTER, straw spread on the ground for ani

mals to lie upon. 
A LiVELIHOOD, is enough to live upon. 

LIVlD: when we get a hard blow or a bruise., 

the part which is hurt becomes livid, that is, of a 

blileish or yellowish black colour. 
The Lo ADS TONE, is the magnet, the stone 

that c;tttracts iron. 
A Lo AN, is any tQing wh~ch is lent to another 

person . 
LOATH, means not willing, not liking to do 

something. 
'_fo ~OATHE,, is to hate and rlislik~ very much. 

LOATHSOME, sh0cking and hateful. 

LocAL, what is in some particular place, or 

belo~igs to some pa,rticular pla,ce. 
LOCUSTS, are a l~ind of insect like a grass

hopper, but larger; they eat every thing that 

comes in their way, and do a great deal of mis

chief in hot countries. 
To LODGE, is to fix or put something in any 

place.-1'o .Lodge is also to Ji\ e in a place fo1: ~ 
fo~c!. 

o. 3 . ., 
\ 
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A LODGING, is a place to live in. 
LOFTY, means high: sometimes lofty m ns 

proud . 
A LoG, is a great piece of wood . 
To Lorr ER~ is to idle, to be loDg about any 

thing. 
LONELY, means alone, withoq.t people, wantQ 

ing company. 
LONGITUDE: my little friends will know the 

111eaning of this word when they learn geograpby. 
A LooN, is a mean clumsy fellow. 
'To LoP, is to cut off som~thing. 
Logu ACIOUS, talking too much. 
LOQUACITY, too much talk, prattle. 
LoT, means fortune, or chance. 
LOVELY, mean:; beautiful and amiab!e. 
To Lou NGE, is to go about idly and h:1zily~ 
To LOWER, is to look d~rk and clouded.-

To Lowff is also to look sullen, to pout and 
frown. 

LowL Y, means not high, n.ot proud. 
LoY AL, dl{tiful and true to ot.1r king, or mas~ 

tei-. 
Loy ALTY, faithfulness to the king. 
A LUBBER, is a fat, lazy, awkward, fellow~ 
LUCID, meaus bright and clear. 
iucRATIVE, profitable, bringing mon~y. 
!,up1c:rwus, merry, comical, mahing on? 

laugh, 
· To Luc, is to (lrag violently along. 

Lu KEW ~RM, means rather war~11, not ye, .,. 
w~rm, 
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To LULL, is to sing any person to sleep. 
LUMBER, what is heavy aud troublesome, and 

of no use. 
A LUMINARY, is any thing that gives light. 
LUMINOUS, means shining, giving light. 
LUNA, the moon. 
L U NAR, belonging to the moon. 
To LURK, is to go about . secretly, to be 

hidden. 
LUSCIOUS, too sweet. 
LUSTRE, means great brightness. 
LUXURIANT, too pl~utifol. 
LuxuR1ous, fond uf eating and drinking, 

f~ncl of pleasure,-Luxurious is also very deli
cious. 

LUXURY, is too great fondness for pleasure. 
A LuxuRY, is any thing which is extremely 

delightful and pleasing, but not necessary. 

M. 

:MACHINATION, some cunning contrivan.ce t0 
do mischief. 

MACHINE, any piece of workmanship which 
has many parts, an engine. [ Look for the word 
E ngine.] 

A MAGAZI N E, is a place where provisions 
and other things are laid up to be kept afe. 

A MAG I&T RAT .E, is a nrnn who has authority 
to see that every thing is done right, an<l i tS.1! 

punish those \'ho do vrong. 
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The MAG NET, is the loadstone. 
MAGNIFICE_ T, means exceedingly fine and 

grand. · 
'fo MAGNIFY, i-s to make any thing seem 

greater, 
A MAGNI FY ING GLASS, makes every t□ ing 

which is seen thrnngh it appear much larger than 
it really is. 

MAj EST IC, very grand and stately, filling us 
with respect. 

MAJ ESTY, is power and grandeur.-Speaking 
of a king or a queen, people say His or Her JJ1a
jesty; speaking to them, we say Yout iVlajesty . 
. MAIMED, wanting a limo, lamed. 

To MAINTAIN a thing, is to keep it, to hold 
it safe and fast. · 

To. l\'f 4 1 NTAIN a person, is to support him, 
to give ~1i111 meat and drink and clotl~es. 

lVLHNTEN A -cE, what is necessary to support 
life, such as foo<l and clothing. 

MAI z E, is a kind of corn which grows in India; 
it is also called Indian wheat, or Indian corn. 

MALEVOLE i CE, ill-natur~, bad disposition. 
MALICE, ill-natu re, a wish to do mischief to 

ther people. 
MALICIOUS, ill-natured and mischievous. 
MALIGN A T, enyious, mischievous and ill;. 

natured. 
MALLEABLE, what can be spread 011t by 

\)eating or hammering: all metals are malleable 
except qnick ilver,. !Jut gold i~ the most mal/ep,QlJ?. 
uf all meta~So 
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A. MALLET, is a large wooden hammer. 

MALT, is barle:y steeped in water, and after, 

wnrds dried; it is used in brewing beer. 

MAN: this Yrord sometimes means all people, 
as when we say, Gon made rnan to be happy. 

A MA T of TVar, is a ship useJ in fighting. 

MANE, the long hair which hangs down from 

the neck of some animals. 
MANFULLY, strongly and boldly. 

l\'IANGER, the place where. the corn or ha:v 

is put for the cattle to eat. 
To MA NG LE, is to cut or tear in pieces. 

MANIFEST, means plain and easy to be seen. 

MANKIN D: all the people in the world are 

called mankind. 
A MANSION, is a house, a place to live in. 

A MANTLE, is a cloak, . a covering. 
MA NU AL, what is done by the hand. 
A MANUFACTURE, means properly something 

which is made by the hand, ·but we call those 

things manufactures which require a great deal 

of contrivance and cleverness and industry t-b 

make them : we do not call bread a manufacture, 
though it is made by the hand; but we say that 
paper, and glass, and china ware, and cloth, are 
manufactured. 

A MANUFACTORY, is a place where any thing 

is made or manufactured. 
MANURE, what is laid on the groijnd to make 

the plants grow better. 
A MAP, is a ,kind of picture of seas and coun .. 

tries, which ~re drawn according to their size.11 
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shape, and situation. [ Ask th~ person who 
teaches you to show you a map, and explain the 
use of it to yo u. J 

M ARBLE, is a kind of stone of which statues, 
chimney-pieces, and ornaments, are made: there 
are several kiuds of marble, black, white, green, 
red, and veined with different colours. 

MARGIN, the edge of any thing. 
M ARINE, belonging to the sea, or got out of 

t he sea. 
A MAR INER, is a sailor. 
MARITIME, belonging to the sea or ships.

Mariti1ne a lso meaus near the sea; we say, a ma
r'ttim~ country, a maritime town. 

MA RKET, the place where people meet on 
particular days of the week, to b uy and to sell. 
Afair is a very large market which is only held 
Qn particular days of the year. 

A l\1ARSH, is wet ground. 
1\lARSHY, \Vet. 
T o MARV EL, is to wonder, to be snrprised. 
MARVELLOUS, mea.1s strange, wond(:;rful. 
A MASK, is something put over the face to 

hide it. 
A MASQUE, or a M ASQUERADE, is an enter

tainment in which the company wear masks and 
strange dresses. 

A M ASON, is a nian who builds houses with 
3tone. 

A Ji Ass, is a lump of any thing. 
M ASS AC RE, killing, n urder. 
",fo MASSACRE, is to kill . 
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MAsstvE, or MASSY, means heavy and big. 
A MASTIFF, a large kinJ of dog. 
MATCH: when one thing suits another thing, 

or is exactly like it, we say that it is a match. 
A MATCH, is a slip of wood, the ends of 

which are dipped in brimstone, that it may catch 
fire easily. 

To MATCH, is to be like some other thing. 
MA'TERIALs, means whatever a thing is made 

of. 
lYIA TERIAL, what is of consequenc:;_e. 
MATERNAL, kind and good like a mother. 
A MATRON, is an elderly lady. 
:MA TU RE, means ripe. 
MATURITY, ripeness. 
A MAXIM, is a rule, a true saying: "Do to -~ 

others as you wish they should do unto you," is 
a very good ma.1:irn or rule. 

A MEAD, is a meadow. 
A MEADOW. is a field of grass. 
MEAGRE, thin, looking hungry and starved. 
A MEAL, is what we eat at one time. 
MEAL, is corn which is ground. 
To MEASURE, is · to find out the s12c or tbe 

quantity of any thing. 
A MEASURE, is a quantity. 
The MEASURE of a tliing, is the siie of it. 
A MECHANIC, is a workman. 
MEDICAL, belonging to physic. 
MEDICINAL, good for physic. 
MEDICINE, any thing which is given to people 

wbo are sick iii order to cure them, 
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To MED IT ATE, is to think of something. 
ivlEDIT-ATION; is thought, attention. 
:MEEK, not proud, gentle, of a soft temper. 
MELA CHOLY, means sad, gloomy, dismal. 
MELLOW, soft from being ripe. 
MELODIOUS, of a delightful sound, like music . 
. MELODY, is music. 
MELT·: to melt, is to make something which 

was bard or solid, soft and fluid, by means of heat. 
MEMBERS, the limbs, the parts of the body . 
A MEMBER, is one of a society or company. 
MEMORABLE, what is worth remembering, 

what ought not to be forgotten. 
A MEMORIAL, is something to make us re

member. 
A MENAGERIE, is a place where a number of 

different animals are kept. 
MENTAL, in the mind. 
i\tIE TAtLY, in thought, in one's own mind. 
To MENTION a thing, is to speak about it, 

or write about it. 
· MERCHA DIS E, any thing which is bought 

or sold. 
MERCI-IA 1 T : look for the word Commerce. 
A MERCHANTMAN, is a suip which is used to 

carry goods from one country to another. 
M E RCIFUL , kind, pitying and forgiving the 

faults of other people. 
MERCURY, is a name for quicksilver. 
MERCY, is kjndness, good ne s, forgiveness. 
MERE: "You arc a mr1·e child/' mean tbat 

you am not,kin&· but a child. 
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ifERELY) means on~lJ-
MERIDIAN, 1100n, the part of the sky whete 

the sun is at twelve o'clock in the day. 
MERIT, is_ excellence of any kind, goodne1ts 

which deserves praise or reward. 
To MERIT, is to deserve. 
MERITORIOUS, good, deserving praise. 
A MESS, is a dish of meat. 
METAMORPHOS ED, changed from one shape 

t9 another, quite altered. 
METHINKS, is the same as I tltink. 
METHOD, means the manner of doing any 

thing.-JWetlzod also means order and regularity. 
METROPOLIS, the capital city, the first or 

greatest city in a country, as London is the me
tropolis of England. 

l\tlIEN, the looks or manner of a person. 
MIGHTY, means very strong, very puwerful. 
MIG:RATION, means a going from one place 

to another. 
MILCH: a milch cow, is a cow that gives milk. 
MILD, means gentle and kind, not violent and 

not cruel. 
:MILITARY, belonging to fighting and soldiers. 
A MI LIT ARY rnan, is a soldier. 
A MILL, is a contrivance to grind corn and 

other things; there are wind-mills, water-mills; 
and lw .d-mills. 

A MIMIC, is one who copies the manners, or 
actions, or voice, of another person, to make 
people lau~h at them. 
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To MINCE, is to cut a thing into very small 
pieces. 

To MIND, is to attend, to think of what we 
are zbont. 

A MINE, is a deep place in the ground, out of 
which metals are dug. 

A MINER, is a workman who digs the metal 
out of a mine. 

A MINERAL, is any thing which is dug out of 
the ground. 

To MINGLE, is to mix together. 
A MINISTER, sometimes means a clergyman. 
MINT, the place where money is coined or 

stamped. 
MINUTE, very little, exceedingly small.

iVIinute also means very particular and exact. 
MIRACLE, any very wonderful thing which is 

done. 
MIRACULOUS, what is done in a most wo,:i-

derful manner. 
MIRE, dirt, mud. 
A MIRROR, is a looking-glass. 
MIRTH, cheerfulness, gaiety, pleasure. 
MISCHANCE, misfortune. 
MISCONDUCT, is barl behaviour, bad conduct. 
A 1v1IscREANT, is a very wicked person. 
MISDEED, is a bad action. 
A MISER, is a man who is vefJ covetous of 

money. 
MISERY, is misfortune, nnhappiness. 
MIS: the syllable mis put before a word means 

'trong or ill. Thus, to mis-apply means to put 
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to a w-rong use; to mis-place is to place wrong ; 
to rnis-lead is to lead wrong; to rnis-understandis 
not to understand rightly; and in many otherwords. 

1.\-IrsMANAGEMENT, is bad management. 
To MIST AKE, is to take one thing for another, 

to think wrong. 
To MISTRUST, is to doubt, not to believe. 
A MITE, is a little animal found in cheese. 
To MITIGATE, is to soften,io make less violent. 
To MOAN, is to cry, to be very sorry~ 
A MoB, is a great croud of vulgar people. 
To MocK, is to make game, to mimic. 
~fODEL: a model is a small thing made exactly 

·in the shape of something which is very large. 
If a piece of cork or wood were cut into a shape 

exactly like this house, it would be n. model of 
this house: yeiu have probably seen the model of 

a ship. 
A MODEL, is also auy thing which is to be 

copied or imitated. 
MODERATE, not violent, not very large, not 

too much: we sav, a moderate sized house, tliat 

means, not a very large house; a cup of milk is 

a moderate quantity for one person, but a pail
ful would be au im-moderate quantity. 

MoDERN, means not old, what has been done 

or ma<le lately, or what has happened a short 

time ago. 
The MODERNS, are the people who live in 

these times. 
MorsT, rather wet. 
MOISTURE, wetness. 

~~ 
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To MorSTEN, is to make damp, t\:l make 'nl-

ther wet. 
To Mo LEST, is to trouble, to <listurl>, to vex .. 
MOMENT, a small space of time. 
Of MOMENT, means of consequence. 
A MoN ARCH, is a king, a governor. 
A MONSTER, is something which is very large 

and very ugly, very wicked or very miscbievon,. 
MO N STROUS, uncommonly large and ugly. 
A MONUMENT, is something to make us re

member things or persons; as~ the monuments in 
Westminster Abbey. 

M o o -BEAMS, the light of the moon. 
A MooR, is a large tract of -watery ground. 
MOPI N G, sad, not cheerful. 
MOROSE, cross, of a bad peevish temper. 
A MORSEL, is a little piece of any thing. 
Mo RT AL, what must die or pass away some 

time; what cannot live or last for ever.-Mortal 
also means what causes us to die; thus we say, a 
mortal poison; a mortal blow. 

A MORTAL, is any man or woman. 
MORTAR, is a mixture of lime and sand and 

water, used to join bricks or stones together ·i11. 
J:rnildiug. 

To MORTIFY, is to vex. 
MOTTON, means a moving. 
Mo.TIONLESS, quite still, not moving. 
A MOTIVE, is a reason for doing any thing. 
MOULD, the ground or soil in which any thing 

1p·ows. 
· MOULD, means form or shape, or iomethi~i 
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which is used to form any thing in. The house

keeper puts jelly into moulds, in order to form it 

into the pretty shapes we sometimes see: 

To MoULD, is to make of some form or shape. 

To Mou NT, is to rise up high, to climb, to 

get on horseback. 
· A MoUNT, is a mountain.-The word 11fount 

is generally put before the name of a mountain ; 

we say, Mount Etna, Mount Vesuvius. 

A .MOUNTAIN, is a very high hill. 

To MOURN, is to be very so1-ry 1 

Mo URN FUL, sad, sorrowful. 

MouRNING, the dress which people wear 

" ' hen any of their relations or friends a re rlead. 

MouTH ef a River, the place where it fall~ 

into thP fea. 
To Mow, is to cut down grass with a scythe. 

Mu LT I PLICATION: look for Aritlimetic. 

MULTIPLICITY, means a great many. 

To MULTIPLY, is to make many; to m<1ke 

rnore.-To ivlultiply, is also to grow many; tQ 

grow more iu number. 

A MULTITUDE, is a very great number; a 

crowd. 
MUNIFICENT, generous, giving much. 

To MURMUR, is to make a low noise; t(,) 

grumble. 
To MusE, is to think. 

A Mu SEU M, is a place where a great .u;iai:ty 

curiosities are collected together. 

A MUSKET, is a kind of gun. 

Mu~TY, spoiled l;>y the da1p_p._ 

l' ~ 
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Mu'T .e, means silent. 
To MUTILATE, is to break or cut off the useful parts of any thing. 
To MUTTER, is to grumble; to speak in such a manner, that people cannot bear or understand. 
MUZZLE, the moutli.-To 1Vluzzle, is to tie up the month of an animal, so as to hinder it fr9m biting. 
A MYRIAD, is ten thousand, or any great number. 
A MYSTERY, is something which is secret; something that canuot be understood, or found 

out. 

N. 
A NAG, is a little horse. 
~ AP, a kind of soft woolly or downy stuff on cloth. 
A NARRATION, ora JARRATIVE, isanacu count of something which ba happened. 
NARROW, means uot Lroad or wide, close. 
To look NARROWLY at a thing, means to look at it attentively and closely. 
NATION; a great number of people who are governed by the same king and the same la" s, and wh0 live in the same count ry, and speak tlic $ame language, are called a Nation. 
NATIVE: our native land, means the country 

wf: were born in.-A l\ative is a person wlio was born in any place; \\·e say, a native of London, 
~ native of Frauce.-Any thing ,rhich was first 
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fo,md in some particular place is also called a 
flative: the tea-tree is a native of China. · . 

NA v AL, belonging to ships. 
NAVlGABLE: a navigable river, is a river 

which is deep enough to allow ships or boats to 
pass on it. 

To NAVIGATE, is to sail on the sea; to pass 
from one place to another by water. 

NAVIGATIO N, is the art of travelling on the 
:water in ships and boats. 

A NAVIGATOR, is one who travels by sea. 
NAUSEOUS, very disagreeable to the taste. 
A N A VY, is a great number of ships. 
NE AT, what is clean, smooth, and in order. 
NE CESSl T OU S, means poor, in want. 
N EC ESSIT Y, is want, poorness. 
T he N EC ESSA R I E S of L ife,. are those thing.i 

vhich are not only useful and pleasant, but abso• 
!utely necessary ; such as food and clothes. 

NE CT AR, sometimes means honey.-Nectar 
also means the sweet juice in flowers of which the 
bees make their honey. 

NEED, means want. 
T o NEED, is to want; to be necessary. 
N EED Y, means very poor. . 
N EEDLESS, not necessary; not wanting. 
T o NEG L ECT, is to forget carelessly; not to 

pay attention to. 
NEG L E CT, means carelessness, inattention. -
N EGLIG E N<.: E , forgetful ness, carelessness. 
NEGLIGE NT, fo rgetfu l an<l carelcs_s. 
A ~EGRO, is a ,b lack person. 

I 
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A NEIGHBOUR, is a person who lives near to. 

another. 
NEIGf-IBOURHOOD, means the people who Jive 

near us, or the places which are not far from this 

place. 
NEIGHBOURI NG, means near, not far off. 
tJ E .P fl E w, the son of a bmther or a sister. 
N EW-YEAR's - GIFT, a presrnt which is made 

on the first day of the year. 
The NIB of a p en, is the point of it, 
To NIBBLE, is to bite by little and little. 
NI E CE, the daughter of a brother or sister. 
A NIGGARD, is a mean covetous person. 
NIGGARDLY, selfish and covetous; not giving 

much away. 
N IMBLE, quick, active, and light; not heavy 

~nd slow. 
NOBILITY, greatness of rank. 
The NO BILI T Y, means the persons who are of 

qigh rank. · 
NOBLE, means of high rarrk.-Noble some

times means generous and great.-Noble also 

m eans grand and stately. 
A NOBLE, is a nobleman, a person of high 

rank. 
NocTU RK AL, means nightly, by night. 
A NooK, i, a corner. 
NooN, twelve o'clock in the day. 
W:ooNTIDE, the midrlle of the day. 
No.RTH: if you turn your face to the sun in 

the midd.le of the day, tbe l\ ort!i will L~ behind 
~OU, 
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NoTABL~, careful and bµsy. 
· NOTE, a mark. 
No TE or NOTES, often means music; a tune. 

A NOTE, is sometimes a short ·letter. 
To NOTE, is to pay attention, to mind, or to 

~et down in writing. 
NoTED, remarkable for something. 
NOT 1 c E, means at.ten ti on, remark. 
NOTION, means thought, opinion. 
NOVEL, meaus new. 
NovELTY, newness.-A novelty is something 

J}ew. 
To NOURISH, is to feed; to support and make 

-atrong and healthy. 
NOURISHMENT, foo~l; what supports life .. 

Now-A-DAYS, in these times. · 
Noxrous, means hurtful, doing harm. 

NursANCE, any thing which is hurtful or dis-

agreeable. · 
NUMB, chill, and unable to feel. 
NUMBERLESS, more than can be numbe·red 

or counted. 
NUMEROUS, means many, in great numbers. 

NURSERY, the place where children are nursed 

or taken care of. 
A NURSERY, means also a plantation of young 

'trees. 
NUTRIMENT, means food. 
~UTRITious, good, and wholesome for food. 
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OAP, a fool, a stupid person . 
OATS, tl kind of corn. 
OBEDIENT: to be obedient, is to do .as ,,,e 

are bid. 
To OBEY, is to do as we are commanded ; to 

be dutiful. 
An OBJECT, is any thing that we are about; 

or any thing that we wish to do, or to get.-An 
Object means also any thing that we can see or 
feel, or think about. 

To OBJECT to a thing; not to allow of it.; 
not to be plea_sed with it. 

To OBLIGE, is to please.-To Oblige is also 
to force a person to do 'something: if yo 1 do not 
oblige or please me by doing right, I shall b~ 
obliged or forced to punish you. 

OBLIGING, means civil and polite, resp€'ctful. 
OBLIQUE, slanting, not straight; leaning to 

one side. 
To OBLITERATE, is to rub out. 
OBLONG, means more long than broad. 
OBSCURE, means dark, not easily seen or un-

derstood.-Obscure often means not well known; 
as, an obscure man. 

To 0BSCURH, is to make <lark. 
OBSCURITY, darkness; a low condition. 
To OBSERVE, is to take notice; to be atteu

tive to what we see, or hear, or touch. 
To OBSTRUCT, ii to binder. 
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An OBSTACLE, is something in the way; mt 

hinderance. 
To OBTAIN a tlting, is- to get it. 
OBTUSE, not pointed. 
0Bv1ous1 what is plain a11d easy to be se€n 

or understood. 
OCCASION, sometimes means any thing that 

happens.-Occasion also means a fit time. 
To OCCASION, is to cause; to make a thing 

to happen.-" It is the earth, which, turning round, 
occasions day and night.'' 

OCCASIONALLY, means now and then, some
times. 

OccUPATION, means employment, trade, 01· 

busiuess. 
To OccuPY, is to be in a place; t_o take up 

room : as, we occupy this house. 
To Occupy one's self, is to be busy; to be 

doing sQmething. 
OccuPIED, busy, employed about any thing. 
To OccuR, is to happen; as, an accident oc

c1trred last year.-· To Occur is also. to be remem
bered, to come into one's mind ; as, it occurs to 
me that I have seen you before. 

An OCCURRENCE, is any thing that happens. 
OCEAN, the great sea. 
ODD, means strange, particular, uncommon.

An odd number, is a number which cannot be 
divided into two or three equal numbers; 4 is ail 
equal number, 5 is au odd number. 

ODIOUS, means hateful. 
OnoRIFERous, smelling very sweet. 
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QnouR, a sweet scent. 
O'ER, means over. 
An OFFENCE, is a wrong action; any thing 

which we do to hurt or displease another person., 
To take OFFENCE, is to be angry or di£• 

pleased. . 
To OFFEND, is to do any thing wrong; to 

displease a perion, or to make him angry. 
OFFENSIVE, is displeasing, mischievous. 
OFFICE, the place or room where business 

is <lone.-1o be i1i Office, is to be trusted to do 
some public business.-An Office ' is something 
which we are trusted to do. 

An O FFI c ER, is a man who commands in the 
army or navy; a person who does some pub~ 
business is also called an <dficer. 

OFFICIOUS, troublesomely kind, meddling. 
0 FFSl:'RING, means children, young ones. 
OILY, like oil, greasy. 
0 LIVE : the oil which we use at table to dres!i 

·salad, and for other purposes, is the juice· o( 
olives; olive-trees grow in Italy and Spain. 

O M ISSION, something which is left out; or 
somethfog which we ought to do, and yet neglect 
to do. 

\ 

T9 OMIT, is to leave out. 
OPAQUE: those things which the light cannot 

pass through are called opaqite; a piece of wood 
or a book is opaque; but glass and vvater are not 
opaque, they are called transparent. 

To OP ER ATE, is to act upon; to have an. 
~-ffect upon so111ething. 
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An OPERATION, is something which is done: 

we say, the operation of drawfng a tooth; the 

operation of blowing glass. 
OPINION, what we think of a person or a thing. 

OP PON ENT, one that fights against another. 

OPPORTUNITY, fit place, or fit time. 

To OPPOSE a person, is to be against him. 

To OPPOSE any thing, is not to allow it; to 

binder it. 
0PPOSlTE, exactly facing something else.

Opposite often meaus contrary. 
To OPPRESS a person, is to be cruel and 

1evere to him. 
OPPRBSSION, is cruelty, hardship, misery. 

OPPRESSIVE, cruel, too severe. 
An OPPRESSOR, is a person who is cruel aud 

severe to other people. 
OPTICAL, belonging to -the sight. 

OPU,LENCE, riches, plenty of money. 

OPULENT, means rich. 
An ORATION, is a long ·speech, spoken before 

many people. 
An ORATOR, is a person who makes a speech. 

ORB, a globe, any round body. The word 

Globe has already been explained to my little 

friends. 
To ORDAIN, is to fix, to settle, or to appoint. 

ORE, is metal before it is separated from the 

earth or stone with ,vh ich it is always mixed when 

first dug out of tbe earth. 
ORGAN, any natural instrument: thus, the 

e)'e:. are the organ$ of sight, or the iGstrument 
Q 
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.with which we see; the tongue is the 01·gan of 
:ipeecb, or the instrument. with which we talk.
An Organ is also the name of a mnsical instru
ment. 

ORIENT AL, belonging to the east, or belong
ing to those parts of the world which are towards 
the east.-The Orientals are the people who live 
in eastern countries. 

An ORIFICE, is a hole, or any opening. 
ORIGIN, or ORIGIN AL, means the first be

ginning, or the first cause of any thing.-Original 
also means first. 

ORIGIN ALLY, means at first. The tulip was 
originally a native of the country called Persia. 

An ORNAMENT, is what is put on any thing 
to make it look more beautiful. 

An ORPH AN, is a child who has lost its father 
and mother. 

ORTHOGRAPHY, is the art of spelling words 
properly. 
/ OSTENTATION, outside show, conceited ex

hibition of one's own actions. 
OsTENT ATIOUs, means proud, fond of show; 

fond of talking to other people about onr own 
actions. 

Ov AL, in the shape of an egg; rather longer 
one way than the other. 

An Ov EN, is a place heated by fire, where any 
thing is baked. 

OVE RBOARD, means out of the ship. 
OV ERCAST, DJeans cloudy, dull, or daik

looking. 
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To OvERTAKE, is to catch somebody who fs 
going on before. 

To OVERTHROW, to throw do.~n, to destroy, 
to put an end to. 

OuN CE, a weight. When little boys and girlg 
grow older, they will understand better the mean

ing of the word weight; and they will be taught 

the names and value of the different kinds of 

weights, such as grains, ounces, pounds, &c. 
OuTCR Y, a loud crv. 
OUTLANDISH, stra;1ge, not belonging to this 

country. 
Ou TRAGE, violent mischief. 
OUTRAGEOUS, violent, furious. 
To Ow E, to be obliged to pay; to be obliged 

to a person for something. 
To OwN, is to have a thing by right. . 
To Ow N a fault, is to confoss it. 
OWNER, the person that something belongs to. 

P. 

P AC E, means step, manner of walking.-Pace 

sometimes means quickness. 
P ACIFIC, means gentle, not rough, not inclined 

to quarrel. 
To PACIFY, is to make quiet and peaceable. 
A PA GAN, is a person who is not a Christial;l; 

one who does not worship the true GOD. 

A PAGE, one side of the leaf of a book.-A 
Q, z 
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Page is also a boy who attends upon a great 
person. 

A P AlR, is two things of one sort: as a pair 
of shoes. 

A PA LACE, is a very fine house; a house fot 
a king to live in. · 

PALATABLE, pleasant to the taste. 
The PALATE, is the part of the mouth whidt 

,ve taste with. 
PALE, of a whitish colour; not red or rosy. 
A PALE or PALING, is a wooden railing. 
To PALLIATE, is to make a fault appear less; 

11:o excuse. 
PALLID, pale, white-coloured. 
PALM, the name of a tree. 
The PALM, is the inside part of the hand. 
PALPABLE, what we can feel by touchiug; 

what is easily felt, or easily found out. 
PALTRY, mean, not worth any thing. 
To PAMPER, to feed with nice things. 
A PANE, is a square piece of glass, like those 

in the window. 
PANG, a su<lden violent pain; torment. 
PANNIERS, large baskets which are hung on 

each side of a horse or an ass, to carry fruit or 
other things in. 

To PANT, is to have the heart beat, and to be 
5carcely able to brei:tthe, as when we have run a 
long way. 

PARADE, show, finerv. 
The PA RADE, is a plac~ where soldiers e:xerc4se, 
J> A.RADISE, any very happy place. 
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°PARALLZL 'LINES, are straie:ht lines which 

are drawn all one way, a□d whic~h are ahvays at 

the same distance from each other, as tllese lines: 

===· 
A PARC EL, is a small bundle; or a number or 

qnautity of any thing. 

To PARCH, to scorch a little. 

To PARDON, is to forgive a f&ult, or to for

give a person who does wrong. 

PARDON, forgiveness. 

To PARE, is to cut pieces off the outside of 

any thing, or to cut off the e11ds of any thing. 

PARENTS, our father and motlier. 

f ARE:+'1T AL, like paren1s. 

A PARK, is a large piece of ground covered 

'l'l·ith grass, and surrounded by a wall or fence, in 

·which deer are genera lly kept. ' 

PAnsoN, the clergyman of a parish. 

PARSON AGE-HOU sE, the house where th~ 

clergyman lives. 
PARTS, sometimes means countries: we say~ 

coffee comes from foreign parts.-Parts ofton 

means understandiug, cleverness: we 8ay, a man 

of parts. 
To PART AKE, i::; to ha e a share of something. 

PARTIAL, kinde1' to one person than to ano

tl1er, or fonder of one thing than of another.-

Partial also means in part; belonging to a part 

of any thing, not to the whole of it. 
To P ARTICfPATE, is to have a shar(;l in any 

thing. 
A"P ART ICLE, is a very s_mall part o.f an;y thin, . 

~$ 
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A PAR TN ER, is one who has a share in 50m~ 

thing with another person. _ 
PARTY- COLOURED, having different colours. 
PASSAGE, means way or journey.-Birds of 

Passage are those wLich pass from one country 
to another at different seasons of the year. 

A PASSENGER, is one who is upon the way 
to any place;- one who pays to travel in some 
other persou's ship or carriage. 

PASTE, any thing which is mixed up till it is 
sticky and tough. 

PASTIME, play, amusement. 
PA STU RE, is ground for cattle to feed on. 
To PATCH, is to n;end a hole in any thing by 

putting a piece on it. 
PATERNALl kind and good like a father; bee 

longing to a father. 
A PATH, is a way, a road. 
PATHETl C, what is apt to make us cry, and 

be Yery sorry for other people's misforttmes. 
PATIENT, able to bear pain or misfortune 

vitho1.1t ill-humour; able to wait quietly for any 
thing. 

A PATIENT, is .a person who is sick. 
A P ATRIARCH, is a father and ruler of a faQ 
·1 :ijll,y. 

A PATRIOT, is a person who loves his own 
country, and tries to do it good. 

PATRIO T1SM, love for one's own country. 
A PATTERN, is an example; any thiug which 

we are to imitate or copy. 
To PA v E ~ is to lay hricks or tone~ f;nnll iut~ 
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the ground, to make a firm or smooth pla(;e for 

people to tread on. 
PAVEMENT, stones beaten into the ground tQ 

make the road smooth and ·firm. 
A PA USE, is a stop for a short time. 

To PAUSE, is to make a stop; to leave off for 

a little time ; to consider. 
PA w, the foot of any beast. 
To PAY, is to give money for any thing. 

PAYM EN T, is what is paid, or given in return 

for a thing. · 

PEACE, is quietness and rest without fighting. 

noise, or disturbance of anv kind. 
PEACEFUL, not disturb~d, nqk fighting; quiet. 

A PEAK, is any thing which rises in a point. 

A P.E AL, is a J.oud continued sound: i/ius we 
~ay, a peal of tluinder. 

P~ARLY, white, clear and round, like pearlsi 

we say, pearly drops of dew. 
A PEASANT, is a countryman . 
PEASANTRY, the country people. 
P E BBLES, are small, round, smooth stones. 

PECULIAR, what belongs to one particular 

person, place, or thing, and not to the others. 

A PEHLAR, is a person who travels auout, 

and sells things. 
A PE ER, is a nobleman. 
PE EV lSH, means cross and ill-hmnouredo 

A PEG, is a wooden nail. 
fELLUCJ.D, means bright tmd clear. 

PENCE, n:ieaus more than oge penny 

P Ji:N DENT1 mcags haogiun·. . . 
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To PEN ETRATE, is to pierce through ~omea. 

t hing, or to get into any thing. 
P ENITENCE, is sorrow for our faults. 
PENITENT, sorry for having <loue wrong, and 

wisl1iog to do better.-A Penitent is a person 
who is sorry for his faults . 

A PENNY-WORTH, is as much of any' thing 
as we may buy for ;:1 penny . 

PENS! VE, means sad c:1ml serious. 
PENT, means shut up. 
PENURIOU s, covetous, not spt>nding, not 

giving much. 
PENURY, is poorness, want of money. 
l)EOPL E , a number of persons. --The People 

mean~ the iuhabitants of a country. 
p ER. AD\: ENTU RE, rneans perhaps. 
To PERCEIVE, is to know a tiling by touching 

it, or seeing it, or hearing it ; to observe or find 
out any thing. 

PERCEPTIBLE, what may be seen, or felt,. or 
tasted . · · 

PEREMPTORY, positive, commanding, 
PERFECT, mean 1u ite comp1ete, withuut any 

fault, or mistake, or wallt of auy thing. 
· To PERFEpT, is to finish, to make quite com
plete. 

PERFECTION? is ~xccllence, completeness. 
To P .ER FCRAT E, is to bore a hole. 
A P F.RFORATio.:. · , is a hole. 
To P ER _FO d \I, is to do any thing that we in .. 

tended to <lo. 
· A PERFOR~Af CE< is any thing whid1 js i iJC. 
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A PER~UME, is a sweet smell. 
PERIL, is danger. 
PERILOUS, very dangerous. 
A PERIOD, is any particular time.-Periotl 

means the eud.-A Period also means a whol 
ientence, from one full-stop to another. 

To PERISH, is to die, 
PERMANENT; means lasting; always remain--

·ing the same; always going on. 
PERMISSION, is leave to do any thing. 
To PERMIT, is to allow of a thing. 
PER,NICIOU~, means hurtful, very mischievou~. 
PERPENDICULAR, in a straight line upward, 

or downwards. 
To PERPETitATE, is to do a bad action. 
PERPETUAL, means lasting always; never 

leaving off or stopping. 
To PERPLEX, is to tease and disturb witb 

some troublesome or difficult thing; to plague)' 
to vex. 

To PERSECUTE, is to tease a person continu
ally, to be always tormenting him, ~nd doing 
him mischief. 

To PERSEVERE, is uot to give over, or leave 
off; to go on doing any thing that we have begun 
in spite of difficulties and dangers.-When we go 
on doing-what we have begun, ~though we find 
it difficult, or dangerous, or disagreeable, we are 
iaid to have perseverance. . 

To PERSIST, is to be obstinate in doing or 
1.1aying any thing; not to give over. 

PER.SONABLE, handsome, well-looking. 
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, To PERSONTFY, is, when we are speaking or 

writing, to mention a thing as if it were a person. 
A rose is not a person, it is only a flowev ; but, 
when we say, "the rose is beautiful, when slte sits 
on lier mossy stem, like the queen of all the flow
ers; her leaves glow like fire ; the air is filled with 
her sweet odour; she is the delight of every eye; '' 
here we personify the rose, that is, we speak of it 
as if it were a person. It is very common to p e,·
sonify things, as you will find when you read more. 

PERSPICUOUS, easy to be understood. 
· PERTURBED, means restless, disturbed, not 

at ease. 
,PERTURBATION, is restlessness, disturbance. 
PERVERSE, obstinate in the wrong, cross, 

spiteful. 
'J'o PERVERT, is to turn from the right; to 

put to a wrong use. 
To PERUSE, is to read. 
A PEST, is a plague, a mischievous thing. 
AP ESTIL ENCE, is a plague, or kind of sick

ness, which people catch from one another. 
PET AL ; those leaves of a flower which a re in 

general beautifully coloured are called p etals. 
A PETITION, is a prayer; something wLich we 

beg or ask of another person. 
To PETITION, is to beg. 
PETT Y; means little a11d mean. 
PETUL A NT, saucy and peevish. 
'PEWTER, a metal which is made by nrnrn1g 

lead and tin. 
PHENOMENON, means any uncommo11 ap

pearance in nature. 
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A PHIAL, is a small bottle. 
A PHILOSOPHER, is a man who is more wise 

or more learned than other people. 
A PHYSl'ClAN, is a person who cures sick 

people. 
PHYSIOGNOMY, the face; the looks. 
A PICKAX E, is an axe with a sharp point. 
PICKLE, is a liquor ma<le ·of salt or vinegar, 

in which meat or vegetables are preserved. 
P 1 E-B ALD, of different colours. 
To PIERCE, is to bore a hole in any thing; to 

get inte any thing by force. 
PIE RC 1 NG, means sharp. 
PIETY, is religion; love and obedience to 

GOD. 
Fr Ll AL PIETY, is love and obedience to our 

parents. 
A PIGMY, is a very little person. 
A Pr LE, is a high heap of any thing.-A pile 

is also a strong piece of ·wood driven into the 
ground. 

To PILFER, is to steal. 
PILLAGE, is any thing got by robbing people. 
The_ PILOT, is the man who guides the ship 

by turning the helm. 
Pr E, the name of a tree. 
To Pt NE, is to grow weak and thin with sick.c 

ness or sorrow. 
PIN fO'N', the wing. 
To PI l ION, is to tie the wmgs or the anns> 

~o that they cannot move . 
The P 1 N N ACL E, is the highest point. 
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PINT, ·· a measure the hnlf of a qua,·t. 
Prous, means religious, doing one's duty to

·wards Go~ and our parents. 
A PIPE, is any long, narrow, hollow thing, 

used' for something to pass through it: tu, the 
_pipe which people smnke with, and the leaden 
pipes which are fixed along the tops and dow11 
the sides of houses, to carry off th€ water. 

A PIT, is a hole in the grou11d. . 
. A COAL-PIT, is a place where coals am dug 
·out of the ground. 

PITCH, is tar boiled till it is 'dry: tar iis got 
from pine and fir trees.-Pitch also mean& 
height. 

To PITCH, is to fix a thing in some particular 
place.-To pitch also 1eans to throw forwards. 

To PITCH upon a thing, often means to 
cliuse it. · 

PITEOUS, means sad, sorrowful. 
A PITFALL, is a hole dug in the ground, and 

covered over in snch a manner that it cannot be 
seen, so that when any body walks upon it, they 
falt in a 1cl cannot get out again. Wild beast,s 
~re often caught in piifalls. 

PITIFUL, sad, miserable, mean. 
PITY, is kindness and teridemess to tl10se who 

are in sickness or in misfortune. 
A PLAGUE, is any thing which troubles or 

·tormtnts us. 
The PLAGUE, is a kind of sickness " ·hich 

·p.eo catch from one -another, -and wluch, .ia 
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some countrres, often causes the death of thousands 

of people in a short time. 
A PLAIN, is a wide, flat, open country, or 

field. 
PLAINTIVE, means sad, complaining. 
A PLANK, is a long, thick, strong piece of 

wood. 
PLANT: any thing which grows from a seed is 

called a plant, whetuer it be large as a tree, or 

small as moss. 
To PLANT, means properly, to put a plant 

into the ground, to make it grow: sometimes to 
plant means, to fix or settle in a particular place, 
or in a particular manner. 

A PLANTATION, is a place where a number 

of trees or shrubs are plauted. 
A PLATTER, is a deep wooden dish. 
PLIABLE, means easily bent. 
PLIANT, what is not stiff or hard, what is 

easily bent or formed into some shape. 
To PLOD, is to walk heavily and slowly.-To 

Plod means also to do any thing heavily, aud. 

with trouble. 
A PLOT, is a secret contrivance to do mischief .... 

To PLOT, is to contrive mischief against other 

JJeople. 
To PLUC K , is to give a sudden pull at any 

thin~.-To Pluck is also to pick the feathers off 

a bird. ' 
Pr.UM AG E, means feathers. 
A PLUM E, is a feather. 
PLUM P1 mea,ns fat and well,-looking, 

R 
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To PLUNDER, is to rob, to take away by 
force the things that belong to other people. 

To PLUNGE, is to put a thing suddenly into 
water or any other liquor.-To Plunge is also to 
sink suddenly into the water. 

Pon, means· the shell or case in which the 
:seeds of some plants are found, such as beans and 
pease. 

A POEM, is a piece of poetry. 
A POET, is a man wbo writes verses or poetry. 
POIGNANT, means sharp, severe, painful. 
POISON, is any thing which, when taken as food, 

or applied to the body, injures health or destroys 
life. 

A POLE, is a long stick set upright. 
[Little b nys and girls will understand what is 

meant by the North Pole and the South Pole 
when they learn geography.] 

To POLISH, is to make bright and smooth. 
POLISHED, smooth and s~1ining: sometimes 

polished means polite and civil. 
PoMP, grandeur, ·proud finei:y. 
POMPOUS, . very grand, very fine. , 
To PONDER, is to tllink of a thing very atten~ 

tjvely. · 
' PoNDERous, means very heavy. 

A PooL, is a small pond. 
POPULAC E, the common people. 
POPUL A R , liked by the people. 
POPULATIO N, means the number of people i• 

~ count ry. 
· PotiT.ILOUS, means fu_l_l of people. 
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A PoRE, is a very small hole. 
To PORE, is to look very closely and long at 

any thing. 
PoRous, full of small holes. 
A PORT, is a harbour, a safe place for ships. 
PORTABLE, what may be carried easily from 

one place to another. 
A PORTER, is a man who waits at the door or 

gate to open it for people who may wish to pass 
in or out.- A Porter is also a man who is paid 
for carrying thiugs. · 

A PORTION, is a part or a share of any thing. 
A PORTRAIT, is a picture. 
To PORTRA Y, is to paint, or to describe. 
P OSI T ION, means the particnlar manner rn 

which any thiug is placed or laic . 
POSI TIVE, means real, certain, sure. 

- To PossEss a thing, is to have it of one's 
own: when a person has a tlii11g, we aiso say that 
it is in his possession. 

PosT : a post is a thick piece of ,vood set 
upright in the ground.-A Post is also a1)y en~
ployment or othce.-Post .also means a messenger 
vvbo travels quickly'and carries letters. 

To PosT, is to fix in some p lace. 
To PosT, or to travel PosT, is to travel 

quickly. 
PosTERITY, our child ren, the people who will 

live after us. 
To POSTPONE, is to put off till another time. 
A POSTSCRIPT, sornething written at the en<l 

of a letter: people often write P.S. for postsc1·ipt. 
R 2 
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Pos'l'URE, means the particular manner i11 

which we place our bodies; we say, a sitting 
posture, a standing posture, 

POTENT, means strong, having great power. 
A PoucH, is a small bag. 
PovERTY, means poorness, want of money. 
POULTRY, birds which are not wild, such as 

ducks and geese, and chickens, and turkeys. 
To Pou N CE, is to catch up with the cla vs, 

as a bawk pounces upon a little bird. 
A _ POUND, is a weight. In money the sum of 

twenty shillings is called a pound. 
· ·To PouND, is to beat any thing into ti, 

powder. 
PRACTI<::ABLE, what can be done. 
PRACTICE, means the doing of any thing.~ 

P1~actip_,e also means the doin8' of any thing often 
that we may do it well. 

To PRACTISE, is to do a thing often that we 
may learn ·to do it well . 
. . To PRA~CE, is to spring and jump as a horse 
does. 

To PRATE, is to prattle, to talk too much; 
and in a foolish manner. 

PRECARIOUS, means not sure, uncertain. 
PRECAUTION, means the care which we take 

beforehand to hinder some misfortune from l1ap
JJenmg. 

To PRECEDE, is to go before. 
A PRECEPTOR, is a man who teaches JOUni 

;people. 
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PRECIOU s, what is dear, or worth a great deal, 

or what costs much money. 
A PRECIPICE, is a very deep and steep place. 
To PRECIPITATE, is to throw headlong down 

•from some high place. 
PRECIPITATE, means too hasty, without 

taking care. 
PRECISE, means exact; it sometimes means 

too exact. 
PRECISION, is exactness in doing any thing. 
A PREDECESSOR, is a person who was in 

some place before another person . 
To PREDOMINATE, is to be above the rest in 

quantity or in force; to be more, to be stronger. 
PREFACE: anything wliich is spoken or written 

before. The syllable pre at the beginning of a 
word generally means before. 

To PREFER, is to like something or some 
person better than another. 

To PREFIX, is to put one thing before 
another. 

PREJUDICE,. means the good or bad opiuion 
we have of any person or any thing, without 
reason, and before we know whether they deserve 
to be liked or disliked. It is not right to be 
prejudiced.-Prejudice also means hurt, wrong. 

PR EJU DI CIAL, me· ns burtful, ,rnischicvous. 
PREMATURE, what is ripe too soon, or wl.iat 

is done, or said, or made, before the proper 
time. 

To PREP ARE, is to make fit or ready foi- any 
R3 
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tliing, or to make one's self ready and pnt things 
in oi·der for something that is to happen. 

PREPOSTEROUS, means exceedingly wrong 
-and foolish. 

A PRESENT, is something which is giv~n. 
To PRESENT, is to give, to offer to our notice. 
PRESENT, means here, in this place, not 

absent.-P,·esent: time must be past, or present, 
or fitture: present time, is the time which i~ 
passing now, at this moment; future time i! 
1he time that is to come. 

At PRESENT, now, at this time. 
PRESENTLY, means very soon. 
To PRESERVE, is to save, or to keep safe; t& 

keep from being hmt or destroyed. 
A PRESS-GANG, is a number of men who are 

~mployecl to force others to be sailors, whether 
they choose or not. 

PRESSURE, means the force with which any 
thing presses upon, or against sowe other thing. 

To PRESUME, is to suppose, to think some
thing is trne before we are sure that it is trne.
To Presume means someti1nes to be proud of 
ourselves, and not respectful to other people. 

PRESUMING, means conceited, taking much 
upon 011e's sel f. 

PRESU MPTuous, proud and impudent. 
A PRETEXT, is a pretence. 
To PREVAIL, is to have power over others.

To Pi·evail means also1 to persuade a person to 
'do something. 
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To PREVENT, is to hinder something from 

being done. 
PREvcous, happening before. 
PREVIOUSLY, means first; before something 

happens. 
PREY; something which is taken by force, to 

be eaten up, or killed.-Anirnals of prey are 

those which eat other animals. The lion and the 

cat are beasts of p1·ey: the hawk and the kite 

are called birds of prey. 
PRICE, means the mouey that is given for a 

tiling. 
A PRIEST, is a person whose particular office 

or business it is to perform the ceremonies of 

religion. 
PRIM, means formal and affected. 
PRIME, means the best part.-Prirne mean! 

also the first part, the beginning.-Prime; 

excellent. 
A PRINCE, is a man who governs a country. 

-Prince also means a son, or any relation to a 

king. 
A PRINCIPALITY, is a country which ~ 

governed by a prince. 
PRINClPf\.L, what is first ann hiahest, or 

what is of the greatest coJlsequence; as, the 

11rincipal city in Scotland is Edinburgh. 

PRI CI PALLY, rnostly; above all. 
PR1 NT: to print me,ms properly, to make a 

mark upon any thing by pressing somethi11g bard 

upon jt; we say, the print of a footstep in the 

ino,vJ the zn·int of (J, ruan's foot Ul the Salld. 
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-PRINTS, are pictures which are cut or marked 

on copper or on wood, and then pressed on paper 
like engravi_ngs. 

Books are PRINTED: perhaps, my little friend, 
if you arc good and attentive, you may be taken 
to a printer's, and you will there see a printing
press, and you will be shown the manner in which 
books are printed. 

A PRISON, is a place where people are 
shut up. 

A PRISONER, is a person who is confined or 
shut up, and not allowed to go where he lil es. 

PRIVATE, means secret, alone.-Private often 
means belonging to particular persons ; not seen 
or not known by every body. 

PRIVILEGE, means some particular right or 
advantage which belongs to certain persons, and 
not to others. 

A PRIZE, is something which we wm, or 
.which we get by trying for it. 

PROBABLE, likely to Lappen. 
PROBITY, is truth; honesty. 
To PROC EED, is to pass on from one place 

to another, to go on, or to go forwards.-To 
proceed also means to come out of a place, or to 
com~ fro n a person: we say, all the blessings 
whicL we enjoy proceed from Gon. 

PROCESS, properly means the going forward 
of any tlling; it also means the manner of doing 
a thing. 

To PROCLAIM, is to tell a thing out loud to 
every body. 
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To PROCURE a thing, is to get ittr . 
PRODIGAL, means wasteful. 
A PRODIGAL, is a person who wastes ~ 1 

spends too much. 
PRODIGIOUS, means exceedingly strange, large, 

or astonishing; monstrous. 
A PRODIGY, is any thing which is extremely 

uncommon and astonishing. 
To PRODUCE, is to brino- forwa ·ds, to bring 

into sigh1 .-To Produce is aiso to bring forth, 
to make to grow: as when we say, seeds produce 
plants; most trees produce fruit. 

A PRODUCT or a PRODUCTION, is any 
thing which is caused or produced: we say, 
wool is a natural production, because it is pro
duced or grows on the ' beep's back; but cloth is 
an artificial production, for it is made or prnduced 
by the h:rnds of men. 

To PROFESS, is to declare, or to say a thing. 
-To Profess also means to let people know that 
we practise some particuhu; art or business; as 
we say, a man wbo professes to teach drawing; 
a projesso1· of the art of painting. 

A PROFESSION, is any business or employ
ment.-A Professi,on is also something which is 
said nr declared. 

To PROPPE R, is to make an offer .of 
any thing. 

PROFILE, the side face. 
PROFLIGATE, egceeclingly wicked. 
PROFOUND, means deep; very learned. 
p RO FUSE 1 wasteful ; giving or spenclillg to~ 

much, 
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PROFUSION, ·is plenty, more than enough, 

wastefulness. 
P ROGENY , means children, young ones. 
PROGR ES S, eans a going forward, or a 

passi1 g from place t place: it also means im
provement in any things as, "do you make a 
progress in writing?'' 

To PROHIBIT, is to for id; to order a thing 
not to be )tle. · 

To PRO ECT, is to contrive, to form a plan. 
-To Project 1s also t ~ut out, to stick out 
further than the other pa!" . . 

A PR OJECT, is a c0ntrivance, a plan. 
PROLIFIC, means fruitful, producing much. 
PROMI ENT, sticking ut further than the 

other part. 
A PROMINEN CE, is any tl1ing that sticks out. 
PRoMiscuous, mixed together in a confused 

manner. 
PRO MI SE: when we promise we mean that. 

people should understand that we are really de
termined to do what we say that we will do ; 
if we keep our word we shall always be believed, 
but i · we should break Otlr promise, people 
would know that we are not to be trusted or 
depended on.-To break a promise, is not to do 
a thing which we have told a person that we 
would do, or to do something which we have 
.promised not to do. 

PROMPT, means quick, ready. 
PROMPTITUDE, is quickness. 
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To PRoNou NCE, is to speak, to sonnd words 
or letters. 

PROOF, something which convinces us of the 
truth of any thing; the quickness with which 
you improve is a proof of your attention to your 
book; it shows us or makes us believe that you 
are attentive. 

PROPENSITY, disposition or inclination to do 
something. 

PROPERTY, what belongs to a person or a 

thing; as, this book is my property, it belongs 
to me: we also say, vinegar is sour, or sourness 
is a property of vinegar; to keep longer than 
-a ny other metal without rusting, is a property of 
gold. 

PROPORTION, means the difference or the 
likeness there is between the size and quantity of 
one thing, and the size and quantity of some other 
tbing.-Proportion is also when the different 
parts of a thing are suitable to each other, and 
not too small or too large. 

A PROPOSAL, is something offered to our 
consideration. 

To PROPOSE, is to offer somethiug to our 
consideration ; as, I propose a walk ; I propose 
this question to you, will you have a new book, 
or a new frock 1 

A PROPRIETOR, is a person to whom some~ 
thing belongs. 

PROPRIETY, means correctness, a prop~r 
manner of doing any thing. 
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PnosE, not poetry; what is not written or 

~poken in yerse or in rhyme_. 
PROSPECT, the view of a country, the fields, 

the trees, the houses, and other objectf; when seen 
from a distance. If you stand on the top of a 
l1ill ou a clear day, you may see a prospect. 

To PRO SP ER, is to have good fortnne; to be 
·able to do every thing we wish to do, and to 
liave all the things that we could wish to have. 

PROSPERITY, is good fortune, happine11s. 
PROSPEROUS, means happy, fortunate, lucky. 
PROSTRATE, lying flat on the ground, or 

bowed down to the ground. 
To PRoT ECT, i5 to keep safe, to save a perso11 

from being hurt; to guard him. 
PROTECTION, safety; shelter from harm. · 
To PROTRACT, is· to make a thing last a 

tediously long time. 
A PROTUBERANCE__, is any thing that swells 

out. 
To PROVE, is to tryJ or to know a thing by 

trying.-To Prove is also to convince, or to 
make a person know that a thing is true, or not 
true. 

A -PROVERB, is a saying, a short sentence 
which is often repeated ; such as, "honesty is 
the best policy;" or, "nothing save, llothing 
have." 

To PROVIDE, is to get things ready by the 
time they are wanted, or before they arc 
wauted.-To Provi<k is also to give to any 
person the things which they wan~; as, my 



papa provides me with money, books, and 

every thing I want. 
PROVIDENT, cautious and careful to prevent 

misfortune. 
PROVIDENCE, is carefulness.-Providence also 

means the care which GoD takes of all the thing-5 

which he has made. 
A PROVINCE, is a large part of a kingdom 

or country. 
PROVISIONS, food; store of victuals. 

To PROVOKE, is to cause; as when we say, 

to provoke one to smile.-To Provoke is also 

to make angry, to put into a rage. 

PROVOKING, enough to make one angry. 

To PROWL, to wander auout looking fo r 

something to eat, as wild beasts do. 

PRUD E NT, means wise and careful. 

PRU DENC E , carefulness; attention to wLat is 

proper to be done. 
To PRY, is to peep, to try to find out. 

Pu BLIC, belonging to every body in a cou,ntry, 

not to some particulaf people .-Public also 

ineans not secret; known or seen by every body. 

The PUBLIC, means all the people of a, 

country. 
To PUBLISH, is to make something kuown to 

all people. 
P u ER! LE, means childish . 

T o Pu FF, is to swell out with wind, to blow, 

(,)l' to breathe qnick. 
A Pu FF, is a sudden b reath of wind. 

PU FI:ED U P) means foll of pride and conceit', 
s 
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A PULLEY, is a small wheel which has a hol

low cut in the outside, round which a string is 
· tlrawn: the different forms and uses of pullies will 

be explained to little people when they grow older. 
PULP, means any soft moist thing: the pulp 

of fruit is the soft part which is eaten. 
PULPY, soft'and moist like a pulp. 
PULSE. Press your fingP.rs gently on your 

wrist, and you will feel something beat against 
it; that is a pulse, and it is caused by the motion 
of the blood tlnough an artery or great vein. 
Physi~ians, by feeling the pulse, can tell whether 
the blood moves quick or slow, and they can 
often judge from that whether a per5on be well 
or ill. 

PULSE, seeds of plants which are used for 
foocl, such as pease and beans. 

A PUMP, is a machine for raising water from 
deep places. Pumps are very useful; but little 
boys and girls would not understand me if I were 
to describe one; perhaps, when they are a little 
older, their papa or their mamma will shew them 
a pump, anct explain- to them the use5 of the dif
ferent parts, and the manner in which it is made 
to act. 

A PUNCH, is a sharp instrument to make a 
bole. 

To Pu CH, is to rnake a hole by driving a 
sharp instrument into any thing. 

Pu NCTU AL, means very exact in doing any 
thing that we intended, or that we said ,,ve would., 
do. 

Pu -cTU ALITY, exactne'\S. 
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A Pu NCTURE, is a prick, a very small hole 
made with a point. 

Pu NG ENT, hot to the taste; biting the tongue 
like horseradish or mustard. 

To PUNISH a person, is to make him feel 
pain when he commits a fault, that he may 
not do wrong again . 

PUNY, means very little and mean. 
A PUPIL, is a person who is taught; a scholar. 
The PUPIL of the eye, is the dark circle in the 

centre of one's eye, and the part with which we 
see. 

To PURCHASE, is to buy, to give a price for 
any thing. 

PURE, not mixed with other things.-Pure 
also means clear, not dirtv, not bad. 

Tu PURIFY, is to make quite pure and clear. 
PURITY, cleanness. 
To PURLOIN, is to steal. 
PURPOSE, any thing that we intend to do. 
To PURPOSE, is to intend to do a thing. 
PURPOSELY, means on purpose, intending to 

do it. · 
To Pu RSU E, is to follow or run after a per

son to catch him.-To Pursue, is also to go on 
with something that is begun ; to go forwards. 

A PURSUIT, is when one person follows ano
ther with an intention to do him harm; and when 
we are trying to overtake, or to get any thing, 
we are said to be in pursuit of it. 

To PuTRIFY, is to make rotten, or to grow 
rotten. 

PUTRID, rotten and stinking. 
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Q. 

Qu ADRANGULAR, means squan,~ 
A Qu ADRU PED, is any animal with four feet. 
To Qu AFF, is to drink iarge draughts of any 

thing. _ 
To Qu AKE, is to tremble, to shiver. 
To Qu ALCFY , is to make fit for any thing. 
Qu ALITY, means the go d 1ess or badness of 

any thing.-Qi.tality, also means g reatness of rank~ 
as, "a 1 an of quality." The QuaLitymeans the 
people of h:g•1 rank. 

Qu ANTIT Y, means size, or number, or mea
,fmre. 

A Q_u ARnY, is a place in the ground where 
-stones ot ::my kind sre dug out. 

A Qu ART, is a measure of two pints. 
Qu ARTER, mcans__properly the fourth part of 

any thi1.• .-- ; ◄ .- at is, if a thing were divided into 
four eq,rnl parts, 'ery part would be called a 
quarter.--Quarler also means any particular part 
separate from othP.r par ts; as when we say, " the 
'}Uarter of the sky where the sun rises, is called 
the East1--I came from that quarter of the 
town." 

To Qu ARTER, is tq divide any tl ing into four 
parts. 

A QU E EN, is a woman who governs a co.un~ 
try; the wife of a king. 

To QUELL, is to crush, to put down. 
'f9 QU E -cu rifire, is to put it ou~ 
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To QUENCH one's thirst, is to drink till we 

are no longer thirsty. 
QUEST: to go in quest of a thing is to seek 

after it; to go and look for it. 
Qu ICKSANDS, are great heaps of sand in the 

sea, or in a river, which are continually shifted 

from place to place by the motion of the water. 

QUILLS, strong feathers of which pens are 

made; the best quills are taken from the wings 

of geese. 
A QUIR E, is twenty-four sheets of paper. 

To QUIT, is to leave, to go away from. 

A QUIV E R, is a case to hold arrows. 
To QUIVER, means to tremble, to shake, to 

shiver. 
To QUOTE, is to make use of the words of 

another person in speakiug or in writing. 

QuoT H: quoth I is the same as I said,-quot!I, 

lie, be sai<l or says be,-quoth site, says she or she 

said, &c. 
"How now, quot,h site, what's this I spy 1" 

R. 

Rf.CE, a family.-Race also means running. 

I{ ADIAN T, shining very bright. 
RA FT , a number of plan ks or large pieces of 

,,·oc,d laid across each other, and tied together, 

jn sucn a maimer as to swim on the water and 

carry goods or people . 
RA FT ERS, are large and strong pieces of wood 

s 3 
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which are laid across other great beams, to maJrc, 
the floors and the roofs of houses. 

To RAIL, is to abuse people, to blame them 
in a rude and impudent manner. 

RAIMENT, clothes, dress of any kind. 
RAISINS, are grapes dried in the sun, or m 

ovens. 
To RAMBLE, is to wander about, to walk 

from place to place, or to go from one thing to 
another, without minding or knowing exact]y 
what we are about. 

RANDOM: at random, means carelessly, by 
chance, without thinking ur minding. 

To RANGE, is to pha:e things in order, to 
place them in a row.-To Range, is also to wan
der about, to ramble. 

A RANGE, is a number of things placed in a 
row. 

RANGE, also means room enough in any place 
to wander about. 

To RA. ·s CK, is to rob, to take thiugs away 
out of a place; or to look for something among 
other things. ' 

RANSOM, mouey which is paid for a person's 
liucrty, or any thing which is paid or given, to 
save a persl)U from being confined or punished. 

RAPACIOUS, taking by force \\·hat belongs to 
oth~r people ; roLbing; violent. 

RAPACITY, is gret'<lii1ess; violence in rob bin: 
people. 

RAPID, means exceerlingly quick. 
RAPIDITY, is great quidrne33. 
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RAPINE, is ,,iolence, robbing. 
RAPTURE, is great pleasure, very great de.

light andjoy. 
RARE, means very uncommon; seldom found, 

seldom seen, or seldom happening.-Rare also 
--means very excellent. 

To RAREFY, is to make a thing lighter and 
thinner, by spreading it out, 

RARELY, means not often, very seldom. 
RARITY, uncommonness.-A Rarity is any 

thing very uncommon and very excellent. 
RASH, means hasty, violent, doing things i• 

100 great a hurry without considering. 
R ATE, the fixed price of any thing which is 

bought or sold.-Rate somet imes means the marJ-, 
ner in which any thing is done, as " If you go o■ 
at this rate.'' 

T o R A T E , is to set a price on a thing, to say 
bow much it is worth. 

RAT I ON AL, having reason and understanding: 
man is a rat ,ional being, but all other creat,uc~ 
are called i1'1'ational.-Rational sometimes meaim 
wise, sensible, not foolish. 

T o RA v AGE, is to waste, to rob, to ruin. · 
To RAv E, is to be · mad, to talk wildly and 

fo olishly. 
R AV E NOUS, furiously hungry. 
A RAY , is a beam of light, as ,111e say, "the 

,·ays cf the sun." 
T o R E AP , i3 to cut down the ri pe corn., 
A l E .A P E B1 is a person w ho..cuts the ~o..r•-
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REAR, those who come last.-ln the Rem·, 
means behind. 

To REAR, is to raise up.-To Rear a chili!, 
is to bring it up, to take care of it, and to teach 
it. 

REASONABLE, means not foolish; speaking., 
or thinking, or acting sensibly.-Reasonable also 
means not too much nor too little; as, a reasonable 
quantity. 

To REBEL , is to disobey, or to fight against 
those who govern us, and whom it is our duty to 
obey and respect. 

To REBUILD; is to build up again. 
[The syllable re at the beginning of a word, 

sometimes means again, a11d sometimes it means 
backwards ;-as, to re-turn is to turn back, to 
come again; and, to re-call is to call back, &c. 
&c.J . 

To REBUKE, is to blame a person for a fault. 
To RECEIVE, is to take in, to allow to come 

rn. 
To RBCEI E a thing, is to take it when it 1s 

given to u<:, or oi' ered to us 
RECE T, new, what bas happened lately. 
RECENTLY, ne ..ly, not long since. 
A RECEPTACLE, is any place or any thing 

into which something is received. 
To-RECKON, is)o count.-To Reckon upon a 

thing, is to depeud on it, to trust to it. 
To RECLAIM, is to make a person good who 

was wicked before. 
To RE c L r_N E, is to lean back, to rest upon 

any thing. 3 
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To RECOGNISE, is to know again. 

To RECOLLECT, is to remember, to bring 
,back to our minds or to our memory. 

To RE COMMENCE, is to begin again, 

To REC O MMEND, is to speak to a person in 
p raise of some other person or thing.-To Re

commend means als.o to make pleasing, as," I shall 

endeavour to 1·ecom.rnend myself to my friends by 

my good temper." 
A R E COMPENCE, is something which is given 

to a person in return for what he does; as, " If 

yon are. attentive anrl industrious, you will recei~ 

as a recompence the love of your parents and the 

praises of your friends.'' 
To RECOMP ENSE, is to give something in re

.furn, to pay a person for any thing that he docs. 

To RE CONCI L E, is to make oue like a thing 

again.-To Reconcile is also to make those who 

hav~ quarrelled11 love one another and be friendi 

~garn. 
A RE CONC I LIATION, is when those who have 

fallen out become friends again, and agree tog~ 

ther. 
To REco:a. D~ is to tell a thing in writing, that 

people who live after us rn~y k~ow it, and that 

it may not be forgotten. 
To RECOVER, is to grow well after being sick, 

-To Recover any thing, is to get it again. 

REcou RSE: to have recoitrse to a person, it 

·to ask him fo r something.-To have Rer;ourse to 

~ thing, is to n ake nse of it when we want it-. 

ltEC.REA TION, iB any anmsem~nt or pleasu,at 
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wl1ich we enJoy, after we have been busy or at work. 

" To RECRUIT, is to fiil up again, or to give again what has been w:lsted away.-To Recruit is also to procure new soldiers . 
A RECRU IT, is a new soldier. 
To RECTIFY, is to make a thing right. 
RECTITUDE, is honesty and trnth. 
To REDEEM, is to save, to xecover something that was lost or forfeited by paying a p rice for it • 

. REDE.EM ER, one who saves something from 
being lost by paying a price for it. 

To REDRESS, is to amend, to set right. 
To REDUC E , is to bring down to a less size.

To Reduce is also to make poorer, to uring into misfortune or disgrace, to make lower, as, " 1 bis poor old man is reduced to the nece sity of begging bis bread." 
A REEL, is a kiud of wheel on which tlJread, 

or worsted, or silk, is wound into skeins. 
To RE EL, is to walk unsteadily, to walk as . if one was going to fall every rnome11t. 
To REFINE, is to inake pure, and clear from dirt or bad mi"'tures.-To Refine is also to make cleg::rnt and polite. 
REFI :· EM E NT, extreme elegance in speaking, in writing, or in behavionr; improvement in politeness. 
To REFL ECT, is to throw b<'.lck; jf you stand 

before a 1 ol ing glass, you will see the r~flection of your figu ·e, th t is, it will be rifl.ected or thrown b ack from the glass ;-if you hold the-
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back of a watch opposite to the candle, or in the 
snn, it will reflect the light: All those tbin•,s 
which refl,ect the light are called bright or shining. 

To REFLECT, often means to think attentively 
of anv thing, to consider what is past. To REFORM, is to mend, -to change from bad to good, to make good. 

A REFORMATION, is an alteration for the 
better. 

To REFRAIN, is to keep from doing some
thing. 

To REFRESH, is to make strong and fresh 
again, to ease.-To Rifresli also means to make 
pleasantly cool. 

REFRESHMENT, food when we are hungry, 
or rest when we are tired. 

REFUGE, n,eans shelter from any danger or 
misfortune. 

REFULGENT, very bright. 
To REFUSE, is not to do ,.,·hat a person wishes 

'US to do, or not to give something which we are 
asked for, or not to take what.is offered to us. 

The REFUSE, means that part of any thing 
which is of no use and of no consequeuce. 

To REGALE, is to refresh, to entertain, to 
please. 

To REG AR D, is to mind, to pay attention or 
respect. 

REGARD, is atten tion; it also means affection 
or respect.- Regard sometimes means look, or 
counteuance. 

REGARDLESS, me.ans careless, not attentive to. 
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A REGION', is a country, a land, a place. 
REGRET, is vexation and sorrow for some, 

tJ1ing which is past. 
To REGRET, to be sorry for what is past. 
To REGULATE, is to make regula-r, to put 

into proper order. 
To REJECT, is to refuse, not to take what is 

off~red.-To Reject is also to put aside, or to 
throw away any thing as of no use to us. 

REIN, that part of a bridle which is held in 
the hand. 

To REIN, is to check. 
To REJOICE, is to be very glad.-To Rejowe 

is also to rn.ak.,e happy, to make glad. 
To RELAPSE, is to become bad again af-ter 

ha v!ng been good for a time, or to grow sick 
agam. 

To RELATE, i.s to tell, to give an account of 
any thing. 

A RELATION, is a person who is related to 
u~, or of the same family.-A Relation is also a 
history, or an account of something. 

To RELAX, is to be less severe, or to be less 
attentive and less imlustrious.-To Relax pro
perly means to ma {e loose or slack. 

To RELEASE, is to let go of any thing, to put 
out of pain, or to let out of prison. 

To RELENT, is to grow kind, to feel pity, to. 
be less severe. · 

REL ENT LESS, means cm.el, without kindnEs 
or pity. 

RELICS, any thjn~ which i left, tl.e part cf a 



thing w.hich is left when all the rest ii gone ot; 
wasted away. 

R E LI~ F, is any thing which refreshes or eases 

U§ ; something which takes away pain or sorrow. 

To RELIEV E, is to give help to another per
son; to ease pain, or to make less unhappy. 

To RELINQUISH, is to leave, to let.go, or to 
·give up a thiug. 

R E L I SH, means. taste; it also means a likin;. 
for an_y thing. 

To RE L ISH, is to taste, to like a thing •. 
R E LUCT ANT, means not willing, not liking to 

~o a thing. 
REL UCT A NC E , unwillingness. 
To R E LY on a person, is to trust to him, to 

depend on him. 
To REM AIN, is to be left.-To R emain i~ 

a_lso to stay. 
REMAINS, what is left of a thing.--Remain~ 

often means a dead body. 
REMAIN DER, what is left. 
To REMARK, is to mind a thing, to take notice. 
REM ARI{ ABLE, worthy of at tention . 
A REMEDY, is a medicine which cnres a sick 

person.-Remedy means also a cure for any 

thing, what makes amends for some mischief or 

Jrnrt. 
REM I SS, not careful, not ind ustrious. 
RE MN ANT, what is left of any thing. 
REMOl{SE, is great pain and ~rief for p~st 

f~,1,tlts. 
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REMORSELESS, exceedingly cruel, without 

pity. 
. REMOTE, far off, at a great distance. 

To REMOVE, is to take or go from one place 
into another; to put at a distance, to take away. 

RENARD, is a name for a fox. 
To REN]), is to tear violen~ly. 
To RENDER, is to give in return for any thing ; 

as when we say, 
" What shall I render to my God, 
" For all his gifts to me 1'' 

-To Render is also to make ; as, " Little girls 
may render themselves useful in many viays." 

A RENDEZVOUS, is some place where people 
have appointed to meet together. 

RENOWN, is great praise and glory. 
RENOWNED, famous above others. 
A RENT, is a tear or a break in any thing. 
RENT, also means the money whicli is paid to 

another person for the use of their house or their 
ground. 

To R~NT, is to have the use of another per
s01~'s house or land by paying money. 

To REP A IR, is to mend any thing which ha!J 
been hurt or broken,-To R epair is also to go to 
a place, or to go tu a person. 

REPARATION, amends for any mischief or 
wrong. 

A REP AST, is a meal, a feast, food or victuals. 
To REPAY, is to pay back, to give in return. 
To REPEAT, is to do a thing again, or to 
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6peak again.-To Repeat is also to say by heart, 

or to tell over from memorv. 
REPEATEDLY, means ~ften, again and again. 

, To REPEL, is to drive back, or to push back 
. .. 

agam. 
To REPENT, is to be very sorry for something 

that we have done. 
REPENTANCE, is sorrow for our faults. 
REPETITION, is th~ saying or doing of any 

thiug over again. 
To REPINE, is to fret, to be vexed or dis• 

contented at something. 
REPLETE, means quite full. 
To REPLY, is to make an answer. 
A REPLY, is an answer. 
To REPORT, is to tell something, to give an 

account of something. 
A REPORT, is uncertain news, or something 

which is talked of _ by many people. 
The REPORT of a gun, is the sound which it 

makes when fired. 
To REPOSE, is to ·sleep, to rest ones self.

·To Repose may mean also to place, or to rest; 

as when we say, "I can repose the greatest con

fidence or trust in your truth." 
REPOSE, is rest, quiet, or $leep. 
A REPOSITORY, is a place where any thing is 

laid up or kept safe. 
To REPREUENI>, is to blame. 
To R E PRESENT, is to make an image or a 

picture of any thing; to show the likeness of a 

thing or a person.-To Represent, also e1eans t? 
'f 2 
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~10w or to describe any thing in wotds.-To lte
present is also to be in the place of another person, to act or to speak for him when he is not present or cannot act and speak for him
self; one who represents another person is called his representative. 

A REPRESENTATION, is something which is 
shown or described ; an image or a l!keness of any thing. · 

To REPRIMAND, is to blame for a fault. 
To REPROACH, is to blame a person for some fault in a severe manner. 
REPROACH, is blame, it also means shame or disgrace. 
REPROOF, is blame. 
To REPROVE a person, is to speak to him of his faultil, to blame him for doing wrong. 
REPTILES, are animals that crawl on several 

feet : a caterpillar is a reptile. 
REPUBLIC: when any nation or country is not governed by one person, but by several peo

ple, who bave power given them to rule over the rest, or where the people of a country govern themselves by certain laws, that country or nation is called a Republic, or a Commonwealth. 
To REPU L.SE, is to drive oft: or to beat back. 
REPUTATION, is a good character, the ho-nour or est€em of other people. 
A REQU E ST, is something which is asked. 
'l'o REQUEST, is to ask, to entreat. 
To REgu IRE, is to ask any thing as one's ~-igb.t.-To Re[JUire ia also to want; ~r to need: 
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we say, Chilul'en should be gr~tefol and attentive 

to those who instruct them, since it requires much 

time, and trouble, and patience, to teach them 

what it is proper for them te know. 

REQUISITE, means necessary, wanted. 

To RESCUE, is to save from some danger or 

misfortune. 
RESEMBLANCE, means likeness. 

To RESEMBLE, is to be like some other pet

son or thing: the world resembles an orange in 

shape. 
To RESENT, is to be affronted, to be angry 

at something. 
RESENTMENT, is spite or anger against those 

who have offended us. 
To RESERVE, is , to keep for some use; not to 

throw away, or give away .a thing. 

RESERVED, modest, cautious in one's words 

or behaviour, not speaking much. 

RESERVOIR, means properly the place where 

any thing is kept in store; but, in general, reser

voir means the place where a quantity of water is 

kept for use. 
To RESIDE, 1s to live in a place. 

RESIDENCE, the act of ·staying or living in ·a 

place. 
A RESIDENCE, is a place to live in. 

RES rnu E , is the part which is left of any thing. 

To R ESIGN, is to give up what we have a 

right to . 
RESI GN ED, not complaining, patient, and sub

missive to the will of Gon. 
T3 
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To R'ESIST, is not to allow, to be against a thing: it al!So means to fight against, to binder. 
RESISTANCE, is the force which acts against us when we attempt to do any thing. 
To RESOLVE, is to make clear, to make a pe11-son know or understand a thing, as, " Resolve me this question."-To Resolve also means to determine, to settle something in one's own mind, as HI am resolved to pay attention to my book." 
RESOLUTE, determined to do a thing, not afraid. 
RESOLUTION, is boldness and steadiness in doing any thing. 
A RESOLUTION, is a 8ettled detern:unation tq do somethiug. 
To RESORT., is to go to a place: 
A place of RESORT, is a place where peopl!i often go, or often meet in. 
To RESOUND, is to echo, to make a ]oud 11ouncl, to be sounded back. 
A Rm;oo RCE, is ~ny thing from which we may g~t assistance, or amusement, when we ari in want of it. 
RESPECT ► to re$pect is to pay honour and attention to any thing, as we respect truth. When we have a regard for a per on, and at1t very much afraid of offending him, and pay attention to what he says, we have a rtspect for l1jm ; we respect our parents. We mµst respect all good and wise people, whether thcJ be poor ~r rich. 
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RESPECTFUL, behaving civilly, and kin{lly, 

~nd attentively, to others. 
RESPLENDENT., beautifully bright and spark

ling. 
RESTLESS, means not quiet, not settled or at 

rest. 
To RESTORE, is to bring back any thing to 

the same condition it was in before.-To Restore 

is also to give back something which was lost or 

taken away, 
To RESTRAIN, is to hold back, to hinder, to 

keep a person frou1 doing what be would wish 

to do. · 

RESTRAINT, hindrance from doing what one 

would like to do, confinement. 
To RESULT, is t,o be caused, to happen from 

-liome cause. 
To RESU.¾E, is to take back again .-..To Re-

6Ume is also to begin again after leaving off; as, 

J' he resumed his work." 
To RETAIN, is to keep. 
To RETARD, is to hinder from going 0¥ 

quickly: it also means to put off to a later time. 

RETINUE, a number of people who attend on 

some great person. 
To RETIRE, is to go away from the company, 

to go into some secret place. 
RETlR.ED, loneiy, secrC't. 
A RETE,EA1, i:, a place of shelter; a secre\ 

place. 
To R E TREAT, is to take ishelter~ 1o ~ij jnt~. 

some ~1tfo or .secret place. 
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RETRIBUTIVE, means paying back, making.a 

return for something. 
To RETRIEVE, is to get again. 
RETROGRADE, means going backwards, con• 

trary. 
RETROSPECT, a view of things which are 

past . 
To RETURN, is to come again, or to go back. 

-To Return is also to make an answer.-To Re
turn sometimes means to pay back, or to give 
back . 

To REVEAL, is to show or to tell something 
which was secret. 

'fo REVEL, is to feast merrily. 
To REVENGE, is to hurt those who have hurt 

or offended us, to do mischief to those who have 
done mischief to us: it is wicked to be revenge
fu,l; we ought always to forgive those wlio have 
done us wrong. 

To REVERE, is to love, to fear, and to honour, 
a person. 

REVERENCE, is fear mixed with love and 
respect. 

REV ER END, very respectable, filling us with 
love and fear. 

REVERENT, humble and respectful. 
To REVERSE, is to turn upside down, to make 

the contrary way. . 
A REVERSE, means a change. 
The REVERSE, is the contrary. 
To REVIEW, is to look back upon something, 
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to t!1irik of Bomething over again, or to examine 

agarn. 
To REVILE, is to abuse, to blame rudely and 

l7iolently. 
To REVISIT, is to conie back to a place, to 

visit again. 
To REVIVE, is to come to life again, or to 

grow strong and lively again.-To Revive is also 

to bring to life again; or to bring to mind, to re-, 

collect. 
Tu REVOKE, is to contradict what has been 

said, or to undo what has been done before. 

To REVOLVE, is to roll or move round, at 

we say, the earth revolves round the sun.-To 

Revolve is also to think very attentively of a thin~· 

to consider. 
REVOLUTION, means a moving round.-R~ 

tJ<>.littion also means some great change in the ·go,, 

vernment of a country. 
To REW ARD, is to give a person pleasure fpl 

being good. 
A REW ARD, is something which is given to a 

person to pay him for doing right. 

RHETORIC, means the art of speaking muct1 

and well; it also means fine speaking. 
RHYME, is when the last word of a line sound~ 

like the last worJ of another line: 

Well! now I will sit down and work very fast, 

And try if I can't Le a good girl at last: 

W_e 'ilaJ that the words last and fasl rhyme to_gfr 
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ther because they sound alike.-Rhyme sometime!! means poetry. 

A RICK, is a pile of corn or bay heaped up in a regular manner. 
To RID, is to clear from something which j3 disagreeable or troublesome. 
A RIDDLE, is a puzzling question, any thing which we cannot understand or find out. · 
A RIDGE, is any thing which rises up sloping to a high top: thus we say, a ridge of mountains or hills. 
To RID I cu LE, is to laugh at a person, to mock at any thing~ 
RIDICULOUS, what deserves to be laughed at and despised. 
To RI FLE, is to rob. 
To RIG a sliip, is to furnish it with ropes. 
The RIGGING, means those ropes of a ship which are necessary to manage the sails. 
RIGHTEOUS, means good and honest. 
RIGID, stiff; it also means severe, cruel. 
RIGOUR, piercing coldness.-Rigom· also means severity, strictness, or cruelty, of behaviour. 
A RILL, is a little stream of \•\later. 
The RIND, is the outside peel or skin of any 

thing. 
R INGLEADER, a person who is at the head of those who behave ill. 
R IOT, is noisy violence, noisy feasting. 
To RIOT, is to feast in a noisy disorderly way, to rnise a disturbance. 
RIOTOUS, noisily merryi disorderly. 
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To RIP, is to tear open. 
To RISK, is to put in danger. 
RISK, means danger, chance of harm. 

Riv AL: when two persons wish for the same 

thing, and each strives to get it from the other, 

they are called rivals or competitors. 
To R1vE, is to split violently. 
Riv EN, split. 
A RIVER, is a large stream of water. 

A RIVULET, is a small river. 
To RoAM, is to wander about. 
A ROBE, is a long dress, a kind of gO\vn. 

ROBUST, means strong. 
A RocK, is a hill of stone. 
To RocK, is to move backwards and forwards, 

RocKY, full of rocks and stones. 
A RoGUE, is a cheating dishonest person. 

ROGUERY, tricks, dishonesty, mischievous 

tricks. 
A ROMANCE, is a tale, an unlikely story. 

ROMANTIC, means fanciful, wild. 
Roo F, the cover of a house. . 

The ROOF of the moutli, is the top of the m-

iide of it. 
RooMY, having plenty of room, wide, large. 

A RoosT, is a perch which birds sleep on. 

RooTED, fixed deep and strongly. 
A RoPE, is a thick cord. 
ROTE: to learn a thing by rote, is to learn it 

by heart; to remember a thing without understand~ 

ing it. 
To Rov E, is to wander abi:mt, to ramble. 
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A RovER, is a wandering, unsteady pers.ou.; 

oiie who is not to be depended on! 
RouGE, red paint, to paint the cheeks. 
To Rou ZE, is to awaken a person from sleep ot 

idleness. 
To Row, is to drive a ship or a boat along by 

means of -oars . 
. Roy AL, belonging to a king, like a ltiQg. 
RUBBISH, broken stones and bricks, and 

pieces of lime, lying about in confusion.
R ubbish may also mean any thing which is of ll$) 
use. 

RuBY, the name of a precious stone of a 
beautiful red colour. 

T he Ru DD-ER, is an instrument fastened to 
the back part of a ship, which by being turned 
b ,'ckwa rds and forwards by the helm, or handle~ 
ierves to guide the ship through the wate:r. 

R UDDY, means 1osy, of a red colour. 
T o RuE, is to be ;ery sorry, to grieve for. 
RUEFUL, miserable, sorrowful. 
A RuFFLAN, is a rude, savage, violent, cruel_, 

111an. 
To RUFFLE, is to d isturb, to put into disor

~er, to put ()U t of temper. 
R UGGRD, rough, not smootb or even.-Rug..-. 

~-cd, also means rude, savage, and of a sour rougQ 
temper. 

I~ 1I r N , destruction, mischief, misfortune. 
F tJI Ns, the Ternaios of a building · which has 

l;een de troyed or broken down. 
·"'· 1 o ltv 1 N_,, is o destroy 1 to .bre~k dtrwn .. -r 

~1,, 
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To Ruin also means, to bring into want or 
misery, or any misfortune. 

RUINOUS, ready to fall down, ready to break 
to pieces.-Ruinous also means, very hm tful, or 
<lestrnctive. 

To RUM INATE, is to chew the food over 
again, to che v the cud as cows do. Rurninat'ing 
animals are those which chew the cud.-To 
Ruminate is also, to think of a thing over and 
over again; to think very attentively. 

Ru PTURE, means properly a ureaking; it 
often means a quarrel, a falling out. 

RUR AL, means belonging to the country, like 
the country; in the country, not in a town. 

RussET, means of a brownish colour; it 
:;;ometimcs means coarse. 

RusTrc, like the country, plain, rough; not 
I ' po,ne. 
A RusT1c, is a countryman; a rough, plain 

man. 
RUTHLESS, very cruel, without kindness or 

pity. 
RYE, a coarse kind of corn. 

s. 

~ABBATH, the day of rest, the seventh da:ylJ 
which GoD ha, appointed to l.>e kept lloiy; the 

word sabbath means rest. · 
A SACK, is a large bag. 

· v 
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SACRED, means holy, re1igions.-Sacred also 
roean~ not to be broken ; for we say, a sacred 
pronnse. 

To SACRIFICE, is to make an offering to 
Heaven.--To Sacrifice may also mean, to give 
up, or lose one thing for the sake of another 
thing : t hat wa.s a foolish little girl wh6 sacrificul 
her happiness and amusement for the sake of 
having fine clothes. 

SAFFRON, the name of a plant with a yellow 
fl0vver. · 

SAGACIOUS, quick in finding out things by 
smelling.-S,,e-acimts also means sharp, clever, 
q uick in findi1;g out any thing. 

SAG ClTY, c1evernes , quick ness in finding 
o nt any tbing by smelling: the sagacity of the 
dog is wonderful. 

SAGE, means wise, grave. 
A SAGE, is a grave, wise, l~arned man. 
SAIL: tbe sail of a sliip or boat, is a very 

Jar e sheet of coarse tbick cloth, it is spread 
ut to catch the wind; wbich fo rces t he ship a long. 

-Sail often means a number of ships: we say, 
ten sail, twenty sail ; that means, ten or twenty 
ships. 

A SAINT, is ·a very holy and religious person. 
SALARY, the money which is paid regularly 

to a person for doing any thing. 
SALE, means the selling of a thi1 g. 
SALINE, means salt, tasting of salt, or like 

. It 
SALLOW, of a pale, sickly, yellow colour, 
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T o S ALLY, is fo come out of a place sud• 

denly and violently. 
SALVA T ION, everlasting happiness in Heaven; 

deliverance from sin and death. 
S ALU BR I OU S, means wholesome. 
SALU T ARY, means good for the health, 

·d1olesome. 
To S A LUTE, is to pay compliments, to speak 

to a person when we meet him, in a polite and 

r espectful rnanner.-To Salute also means to kiss. 

SALUTATION, compliments; the manner of 

speakir;g or behaving to persons when we meet 
them. 

To SANCTIFY, is to make holy. 
SAN CTI TY, holiness and goodness. 
A SANCTUARY, a holy place. 
SANCTUARY, shelter from harm. 
SAND A LS, loose shoes tied upon the feet, or 

round the leg. 
S A N GU I N ARY, cruel; dPlighting in blood. 
SANGUINE, of the colour of blood.-San4 

guine also means expectiug much, always hoping 

good ; not fearing harm or misfortune. 
s_ P, is the juice of plants. 
S AP PHIRE, a precious stone of a blue colour. 
A S APLING, is a very yoaug tree. 
S ASH, a window which does not open on 

l1inges like a door, but whic 1 is moved up and 
down by means of cords and weight5. 

To SATIATE, is to satisfy with food, to fill. 

S AT IETY, folness, more than enough of food. 

SATISFACTION, pleasure, content. 
u2 
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To SATISFY, is to please, to give enough of 

any thing. 
SATURA1.:E: we say a thing is saturated, 

when it is completely steeped or soaked with 
something. 

SAVAGE, mea.ns wild and rude.--Savage also 
means cruel, not tamed ; fierce. 

A SA v AGE, is a rude cruel man. The inha
bitants of some countries we call Savages, because 
they do not know. how to read or write, are cruel 
and rough in their manners, and are acquainted 
with few of the arts of life. 

SAU CY, pert and impudent, despising others. 
SAVING, not spending nor giving much. 
SAVINGS, what is saved or kept, and _not 

spent. _ 
SAVOUR, means taste; it also means smell. 
SAVOURY, pleasant to the '"i:aste or to the 

smell, 
A SA w, is an instrument edged with sharp 

teeth, which is used to cut wood, and other things. 
SA w-DUST, is the little bits which fall from 

wood when it is sawed. , 
A SCABBARD, is a case for a sword. 
A Sc A FFOLD, is a kind of wooden floor, 

raised very high upon post~, for some purpose, in 
such a manner that it can easily be taken down 
again when it is done witb. 

SCALES: the covering of many kinds of fish 
i. forn:ed of scdes, which are smooth and light, 
but very strong, and laid so clo ·ely over one 
~other, that no water can penetrate or iet 
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through them. We also call scales any thing 

which is like the scales of fishes. 

A Pair of SCALES, is a machine to weigh 

things with. Little boys and girls who have 

never seen a pair of scales, must ask the person 

who teaches them to show them one, and let them 

see the manner in which it is used . 

A SCALE, is any thing which is marked with 

a number of lines at equal distances, and used to 

meas ure the proportions or sizes of different 

things. 
'I'o SCALE, is to climb up. 

Sc ALY, covered with scales like fishes.-Scaly 

also means like scales. 
To ScA'.MPER, is to run away qnicl ly. 

SCANDAL, means shame, disgrace . 

ScA TDALOUS, disgraceful, shameful. 

SCANTY, narrow and small; not much, or not 

wide. 
A SCAR, is a mark left on the sltin, by a hurt 

or cut. 
SCARCE, means not plentifnl.-Scarce also 

means uncommon. 
SCARCITY, nut enollgh of a thing·; uncom.., 

monness. 
To SCAflE, is to frighten, to t~rrify, 

SCARLET, a deep bright red colour. 

To S CATTER, is to spread or ihrow flny thing 

about. 
SCATTERED, thrown about in different placesi 

not together. 
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A SCAVENGER, is a person whose business it 1s to sweep the streets, and keep them clean, Sc EN ERY, means the appearance of places or things. . A SCENE, is any action that passes before one's e}es, or any prospect which we are looking at. The SCENE in a pla.71, means the place which the stage is made to represent or show. 
ScEKT, means smell. 
To SCENT, ·is to srn~ll, to find out auy thing by smelling. 
A SCHEME, is a plan, something ,,vhich we intend to do; a contrivance. 
A SCHOLAR, is one who is taught.-A Scltolai· often means a learne<l person. 
Sci ENCE, rneaus lq10wledge, what is learned or lrnown. 
A Sc IE. CE, mrnns properly any thing which we learn, or know, or do, by means of cur understanding, or our mind. An Art depends more on the skill of our hand'i; we say, the art of a qi.rpenter, the art of printing, tlie 01·t of making glass; but we say, the science of ).Hnsic, the science of paintingl the science of geography. · 

To Sco1i'F, is to mock, to make game of a person rudely. 
Seo 'N c E, means t lie h~ad.-Sc01u;e also rneani ~ kind of candlestick. 
To ScooP, is to cut into a hollow or deep ·place. 
Seo PE, means room eopugb, libert~-1 
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A ScoRE,- is an account-Score means also, 
reason or account, when we say, "I do not 
quarrel with you on that score," or on that ac
count.-A Score is twenty. 

ScoTCH, belonging to the country called 
Scotland. 

To ScouR, is to rub something hard to make 
it clean.-To Scour away is to run very quickly, 
to scamper. 

A SCOURGE, is a whip, a lash.-A Scourge 
is also any thing that punishes or torments very 
much. 

To SCOURGE, is to lash severely with a whip. 
To ScowL, is to look angry and sour, to 

frown. 
To SCRAMB LE, is to dispute or fight with 

other people in order to catch or reach at some
tbing.-To Scramble is also to climb up a place 
with one's hands and feet. 

A SCRAP, is a little piece of any thing. 
SCRAPS, are crumbs and little bits of meat, 

Qr other things, left after eating. 
ScRA WL, bad writing. 
To SCREECH , is to scream, to cry out; it 

also means to make a noise like an owl. 
A SCREEN, is any thing which is used to keep 

out the heat, the ,light, or the cold. 
To ScR EE N, is to shelter, or to hide. 
To SCR}!:W, is to fasten or squeeze any thing 

with a machine called a screw. · 
To ·SpR IBBiiE, js to write badly ar.d c~re .. 

lessl1. 
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A ScR 1 P, is a little bag. 
A SCRIP of paper, is a small piece of paper 

to write upon. 
SCRIPTURE, means properly a writing. 
The SCRIPTURES, means the Bible. 
A SCROLL, is a piece of paper written upon 

and rolled up. 
To SCRUB, is to rub with any hard coarse 

thing. 
SCRUPLE, means hesitation in <loing any thing. 
SCRUPULOUS, means very careful and very 

exact; we say, "whoever makes a promise should 
be careful to keep it most scru,pulously." 

A SCULLION, is a low servant, whose business 
it is to c'leau tbe pots and ketties in the kitchen. 

SCULPTURE, is the art of cutting images out 
of wood or stone.-Sculpture also means, figures 
or images cut out of stone or wood . 

. SCUM , what rises on the top of a liquor when 
it is stirred or boiled. 

A. SEA, is a large collection of water. 
A SEAMAN, is a ~ailor, a man who manages a· 

ship. 
SEAM, the place where the edges of things 

are joined together. 
To SEARCH, is to look carefully for a thing, 

to try to find out something by examining 01•' 
looking. 

A SEASO T' is a part of the year: there are 
four seasons, spring, summer, autnmn', and ·winter. 

SEASON, means any particular {irn~ which ~Fl 

ll!Of very long, · 
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To SEASON, is to mix our food with salt or 
pepper, or ,auy thing to give it a goorl taste. 

To be SEASONED, is to be used or accustomed 

to any thing. 
SEASONABLE, what is.done or what happens 

at the proper time. 
SE AT, besides meaning any thing to sit upon? 

often means a place to live in; as when we say, 
a country seat. 

SECOND, what comes next to the first. 
A S E COND, is a very small space of time; 

there are sixty seconds in a minute. 
To SECOND a person, is to help him in 

doing something. 
A SECT, is a number of people who are of some 

particular religion or opinion, different from the 

settled opinion or religion of most other people. 

SECURE, means sure, not afraid.-Secure also 

means, safe from danger. 
SECURITY, want of fear.-Security also 

means, safety from danger. 
SEDATE, means -grave and quiet. 
SEDIMENT, the grouuds; what sinks to the 

bottom of a liquor. 
To SEDUCE, is to entice a person from doing 

what is right, to tempt one to do wrong. 
S EDU LOU s, verv attentive and industrious. 
SEED, the seed vof a plant is that part of it 

from which a new plant of the same kind springs 

up.-Seed also means children, family. 
SEED-TIME, is the. proper season for sowing 

the seed of corn. 
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To SEEK, is to look for a thing, to try to 
find it. 

To SEIZE, is to take a thing; to lay hold of 
any thing suddenly and violeutly. 

SELDOM, meaus not often. 
To SEL ECT, is to chuse some particular per

son or thing from amongst a number of others. 
SELECT, what is chosen because particularly 

excdlent. 
SELFISH, not minding or caring about other 

people, only thinking of one's self: sdfish 
children are disliked and despised by every 
body. 

SELFSAME, means the very same, not at all 
different. 

To SELL, is to give a tbi 1g for money. 
SEMI, put before a word mea11s half. 
k SEMICIRCLE, is the half of a circle, or 

round figure; this is a semicircle r\ 
A SE::-vi:INARY, is a place where young people 

arc taught what it is proper fo r them to know. 
A SE::vIPSTRESS, is a woman who works at 

her needle in or<ler to get money to buy food and 
clothing. 

3E IOR, a person wbo is older than another. 
A SENSATION, is something which is felt. 

- Sensation also means the power of feeling and 
observing. 

SENSE: there are five senses, seeing, hearing, 
~melliug, tasting, and feeling. Most animals, 
besides mankind, have the five ~-enses.-Sens, 
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means also understanding.-. -The Seme of a ,rnrdi 

is the meaning of it. 
SENSELESS, means without feeling or ife.

Senseless means also, foolish, u ireasonable, stupid. 

SENSIBLE, means properly, able to feel, able 

to understand.-Scnsible also means not foolish. 

Any thing which can be felt or understood, is also 

called sensible. 
SENSITIVE, means able to feel, but not able 

to understand. 
SENTENCE: when a judge, or any one who 

bas power, determines whether a person has, or 

has not done wrong, and whether they are to be 

punished or not to be punished, it is called a 

Nenlence. 
A SENTENCE, in writing or in a book, is as 

many words as make sense together. 

SENTIMENT, means thought, opinion, sense. 

A SENTINEL, is one who is set to watch and ' 

to guard. 
To SEPARATE, is to break into different 

part , to divide, to part one thing from another. 

SEPARATE, parted from the other5. 

A SEPULCHRE, is a grave, the place where 

a dead person is buried. 
SEQUEL, what comes last, the part that comes 

after the other parts. · , 

SEQUESTERED, means lonely, secret. 

A SERAPH, is au angel. 
SERAPHIM, angels. 
A SERENADE, is a song or music which is , 

sung at night, or in the evening. 
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SERENE, means quiet, still, and clear; not 

disturbed, not cloudy, not ill-humoured. . 
SERENl TY, is quietness of mind, peace, 

5tillness . 
· A SERIES, is a number of things which come 

after one another in regular order. 
S ER IOUS, means grave, in earnest.-Seriozts 

also means of consequence. 
A SERPENT, is a kind of animal witbcnt feet, 

which moves along the ground like a worm. 
Some kinds of serpents are immensely long, 
others are very small. Some serpents are poi&on• 
ous, that is, if a person were bilten by one he 
would die; others are not poisonous. 

SERVICE, any thing which is done to serve 
another person.-Service also means use. 

SERVICEABLE, means useful. 
SERVILE, mean. 
SERVI TU DE, is the stale of being obliged t0 

serve another person, whether we chuse or not. 
To SET, means to put i a place.-To Set, 

when we speak of the sun, means to di appear in 
the evening, as, the su11 sets in the west. -To Set 
on fire, is to p1,1t fire b a thing to make it burn. 
-To Set down a thing, is to write it down in a 
book or 011 paper.-To Set is also to put a plant 
in tLe ground . 

A SET, is a number of things which beloP.g to 
each other, and arc suited to each other; as we 
say, a set of tea-things, a set of maps, a $et of 
chairs. 

To be sharp SET, is to be very hun,ry. 
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To SETTLE, is to fix one's self in a place.-· 

To Settle also means to fix, to make sure, or to 
niake quiet.-To Settle may mean to sink to the 
bottom, as the grounds or dregs- of any thing 
u _ttle when left quiet. 

SETTLEMENT, a place where a number of 
people who have come from a distant country, 
settle themselves to live. 

To SEVER, is to part one thing from anothei" 
violently. 

SEVERAL, means more than a few, but not a 
great many. _ 

SEVERE, means cruel, apt to punish and blame, 
not kind.-Severe also means_ sharp, painful; we 
5ay, the cold is severe. 

SEVERITY, means cruelty, not tenderness and 
kindness.-Se·ver-ity also means piercing colduess. 

SHABBY, mean. 
SHADE, means darkness: we say, "the shades 

of night.''-Slzade also means coolness aud shelter 
from tbe heat and the light of the sun : as, "let 
us walk in the cool ~hade of these trees.'' 

To SHADE, is to :shelter from the heat and 
the light. 

SH ADY, means cool and rather dark, sheltered 
from the sun. , 

SHADOW: my little friend, if you take any 
thilg and hold it between the sun and the wall, 
or between the candle and the wall, you will . ee 
that a part of the wall, exactly in the shape of 
what you hold in your haud, will be dark ; this 
is called a •·hadow. If there be a hole in the 
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tbing which you have in your hand, you will find 
that tbe light will pass through it and make a 
l ight place on the wall in the shape of that hole. 
Tl1ere are some things which have no shadow~ 
because the ligh t can pass through them, as a 

-pane of glass: all th ings which are opaque have 
shadows, when held in the light. A shadow is 
not a thing ; you can see it, but you cannot feel it 
or touch it : it is only the 'want of light upon 
some place. 

A SHAFT , is an arrow. 
SHAGGY, means ro ugh, covered with hair. 
SHALLOW, means not deep; we say, shallow, 

wate r, a shallow stream . 
SHANK, ·means the leg.-Long-slianlced11 

having long I g .-Spindle-shanks, are loug, thin, 
ugly legs. 

The SHANK, means the long straight handle 
of a thing. 

S HA P ELESS, what I as no regular shape, oi: 
what is not of a good shape. 

_ l'o SHATTER, is to break a thing suddenly to 
p1eces. 

A SHEAF, is a bundle of corn t ied together . 
SHEARS, are a kind of cutting instrument, 

something like a pair of scissa··s, only a great 
deal larger. 

'I'o SHEAR, is to cut any th ing with shears. 
-To sll"ar shee1), is to cut the vool off their 
b acks with a pair of shears. 

A SHEATH, ·s a case- for ny thing; it gene
raHJ means a case 0 1: a sword or scissars. 
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SHEATHED, covered with a sheath or c:'tse. 
To SHED, is to pour out, to spill, to let fall. 
A S:-IED, is a roof which is held up by posts 

imtead of walls, and used only as a shelter or 

cover for something. 
A SHEPHERD, is a man who takes care of 

~e~. . 
A SHIELD, is a broad piece of Vi'Ood, or plate 

of some kin<l of metal, which people who fought 
used formerly to wear upon their arm, and held 

before them, to keep themselves from being hurt 

by the blows which were struck at them.-A 

Sl,ield also means auy thing which saves us, or 

shelters us, from being hurt. 
To SHIELD, is to save from harm or danger. 

SHIPBOARD: to go on sltipboard, is to go 

into a ship. 
SHIPPING, means a number of ships. 
SHIRE, means the same as a county. 
To SHIVER, is to tremble, to shake with cold. 

-To Shiver is also, to break a thing into a 

number of pieces with one blow. 
A SHOAL, is a very great croud, an immense 

number. 
A SuocK, is a violent meeting or striking to. 

gether of two things; a violent sudden $hake.

A Siwek is-also several sheaves of com piled up 

together. 
To SHOCK, to offend, to disgust. 
SHOD1 means haviDg shoes put on the feet • 

.:x2 
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A SHOP, is a place where things are sold, or 

\\'here people work. 
SHORE, means the edge of the land ·•·hich is 

next to the water; thus we say, on tbe sea-shore. 
SHORN, having all the wool cut off; as, the 

sheep are shorn. 
To SHOVE, is to push ·any thing violently 

forwards. 
To SHOUT, is to call out very loud. 
To SHOWER, is to po ur down rain.-To 

Showe1· somet imes means to scatter any thing 
about in great plenty, to pour down. 

SHREWD, means sly, quick in finding out any 
thinis. 

Tn S HRIEK, is to cry out as if one were hurt 
or afraid. -

SHRILL, of a sharp, disagreeable, piercing 
sound. 

To SHRIN K up, is to grow smaller, to be 
<lrawn together.- To Shrink is also to draw 
back from any thing, as if we were afraid of it, 
or disliked it. 

SHROUDS, the ropes which manage t he sails of 
a ship. 

A SHRUB, is any small bushy tree. 
To SHUDDER, is to tremble with fear, or with dislike. 
To SHUN, is to try not to meet with a thing, 

to try to get away. 
A SICKLE, is a kind of hooked instrume9tt 

with which corn is cut down. 
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5 I CK LY, rather sick, not healthy. 
A SI EVE, is made by stretching a piece o( 

cloth over a hoop of wood, and it is used to 
separate the fine and the coarse parts of any 
thing from each other. ·when flour is put into a 
kind of sieve and shaken about, the fine parts 
of the flour pass through the cloth, anrl leave the 
coarse parts behind ; this is called bolting or 
sifting flour. 

A SIGN, is any thing which serves to make 
!'!Orne other thing known to us. v\Tben we see. 
the new leaves beginning to shoot, and the flowers 
springing up, it is a sign that the winter is past; 
_and that su;nmer is corning on. 
· SIG 'lF IC ATION, is1.hcmeaningofa11ything. 

T o SIGNIFY , is to make a thing known, to 
tell.-To Signify is also to be of consequence •.. 
- To Signify is also to mean . 

To SILENCE, signifies to make quiet, to make 
a person be silent. 

S1 LK. , is a shining stuff made of the webs
spun by a kind of a caterpillar called a silk-worm. 

SILVER, the name of a metal which ranks 
next to gold : silver is of a beautifol shining white . 
colour. Shillings, an sixpences, ?.nd spoons, 
and a great number of other things are made 
of it . 

SILVERY, of a white shining colour, like 
silver. 

SIM IL AR, means like : the pine and the fir 
trees are sirnilm· to each other in appear~nce, b,u~ 
the colour of their wood is different. ' 
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SIMPLE, means not mixed with other tlling~ .. 

--Simple also means not made of many different 
parts; easily understood ; plain. 

A SIMPLE person, is a harmless, plain, si!lJ 
person. 

A S[MPLETON, is a foolish, stupid person. 
SIMPLY, is onlv, men~ly. 
SIMPLICITY, is plainness, not cunning.

Simplicity means also plainness of dress, not 
finery.-Simplicity sometimes means foolishness, 
silliness. 

SIN, is wickedness; any thing which is done 
-against the commands of Gon. 

To SIN, is to do a wicked action. 
SINFUL, wicked; not religions, not good . 
SINCERE, not deceitful, honest, always telling 

truth. 
To S1 TGE, is to scorch, to burn a little . 
SINGLE, means not more than one, alone. 
SINGULAR, means particular, different from 

all the others; remarkable. 
To S1 P, is to drink a little at a time. 
SIRE, a fa ther. 
To SITUATE, is to put in some particular 

place. 
S rTu ATE D, placed in a particular manner. 
The SITUAT lO 1 of any thing, i the manner 

in which it is placed 
The Sr Tu ATION of a person, is his condi

ti()n of life, whether he be rich or poor, h~ppy or mi~.erable, great or meaq. 
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SKELETON, the bones of a dead body with
out any flesh upon them. 

SKILFUL, able to do any thing readily and 
wel!. 

~K r LL, is the power of doing a thing very 
q ick ly and very well. 

To SKJ M, is to pass lightly over a11y thing; 
as, the s,va!low skims over the ground.-To Skim 
is also to take the upper part off some liquor> 
as vve skim the cream off the milk. 

SK IR T , the loose part of a dress ,Yhich hangs 
below the waist.-Slcirt means also the border~ 
or outside part of a thing; as, when we say, the 
skirts of a wood. 

SK r RT ED, means bordered or edged by some
thing. 

To SK u LK, is to hide one's self in secret 
places, to watch to do mischief. 

The SKULL, is the head. 
A SKULL, often m ans the bones of a head 

without any flesh on it. 
A SLAB, is a piece of stone or marble, flat 

and smooth, bt.t not thick. Marble slabs are 
used for hearths and chimney-pieces. 

SLACK, what is not tight. 
To SLACKEN, is fo make loose: it also means 

to be less attentive or industrions.-To Slacke~ 
is also to make less strong, or less quick: we say, 
he slackened his pace ; that m~ans, he went 
slower. 

~~AJN, killeri. 
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To SLAKE one's thirst, is to drink till one 

is no longe r thirsty. 
To SLA NDER; is to speak ill of a person 

without tru th . 
SL A NDEROUS, speaking ill of any person un

trul y. 
SLANT, means sloping, not perpendicular. 
To ~ ... ASH, is to make long cuts in any thing. 

. SLATE, a stone of a dark blueish grey colour,. 
used to cover the roofs of houses: one kind of 
slate, of an uncommonly dark colour, is used to 
write upon. 

A SLATTERN, is a woman who is very untidy 
and awkwarcl in her dress. 

A SLAVE, is a person who belongs to a master,. 
a n ho works fo r hilll, without receiving wRges 
like a servant. Tbe condition of slaves is often 
very miserable, for they are not able to do what 
they wi.., h, or to go , here they like; but are 
obliged t o wo k very bard indeed, and are forced 
to do whatever their master pleases, whether they 
like it or uot. Formerly slaves were bought and 
sold i11 a market, like beasts; and even now, in 
some parts of the ,.,·orld , men and women are 
b ought and so1d for slaves. 

SL UGHTER, meaus killing; nim;der of a 
great number. 

To SLAUGHTER, is to kill. 
To SLAY, is to kill, to put to death. 
A S L E D GE, is a kind of carriage, made with

out wheels, to pass smooth ly over the ice and 
a~ow ~ l~ very cold countr~ es1 where t!1e sn,ow is 
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on tI1e ground during the greatest part or the 
year, people generally travel in sledges drawn bj 
rein-deer. 

SLEEK, means soft, smooth and shining. 
SLEET, snow and rain together. 
SLEN DER, not thick, of a small thin shape. 

- Slender also means smn.ll, not strong, not 
large. 

S LIGHT, means small, not worth much, not of 
consequence; or, small, thin, not strong. 

To SLIGHT, is to pay no attention to a thing, 
to treat a person with no respect or attention. 

SLIM, of a slender shape. 
SLIME, is any dirty, sticky, gluey matter. 
A SLING, is an instrument made of leaH1er 

straps, and used to throw stones from a distance 
at any thing. 

To SLIT, is to make a long narrow cut in any 
thing. 

SLOPL ·G, not straight upwards or downwards, 
but in the direction of this line /. 

Si.OTH, is laziness, idleness; slowness in doing 
any thing. 

S L OT H F(!L, idle, lazy. 
A SLOVEN, is a person who is dirty and 

untidy iu his dress. 
SLOVENLY, dirtily and untidily dressed; not 

neat. 
The SL u G, is a kind of slow creeping snail. 
A SLUGGARD, is a lazy, idle, sleepy person. 
To SLu MBER, is to sleep. 
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A SLUMBER, is a sleep; it means properly 

pot a sound sleep. 
SLu NG, hung loosely by means of a string. 
'fo SMART, to feel a sharp pain. 
SMART, is brisk, lively, witty. 
To SM EAR, is to spread over with something 

which is dirty and sticky. · 
To SMILE, means sometimes to look gay and 

pleasant. 
To SMITE, is to strike: it also means to kill. 
A SMITH, is a workman who makes things of 

metals; we say, a coppersmith, a s;lvcrsmith, a 
goldsmith, &c. A man who works in iron is 
called a blacksmith. 

To SMOTHER, is to suffocate, to kill any 
person by keeping him from fresh air.-To 
Smother is also to keep close, to hide, to keep 
clown; as, he "srnothered his anger.'' 

To SNAP, is to l>reak suddenly.-To Snap is to bite. 
To SNAP at a tliing, is to snatch at it, or 

bit-e at it. 
A SN ARE, is a trap, . or any thing which is set 

to catch or entangle animals. 
To SNARL, is to growl like a dog when he is 

angry. 
To SNEAK, is to creep slily, as if one were 

afraid to be found out. 
SNEAKING, means sly. 
SNOUT, the nose of a beast. 
To SOAK, is to keep any thing in wet till it ii, 

quite steeped, to wet thron~h and through. 
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To SoAR, is to fly up high, to rise very high. 
SOBER, not drinki11g too much.-Sobe1· also 

µJeans serious, grave, quiet. 
SOCIABLE, fo:1d of company, friendly . 
SOCIAL, friendly, fond of gay and merry 

~ompauy. . 
SocIETY, company. 
In Soc I ETY, means not alone, with other 

people. 
A SocrETY, is a number of people united iu 

one interest 
SODDEN, boiled, cooked. 
Son,, ground in which plants grow.-Soil also 

means country. Our native soil is the country 
we were born in .- Soit ofteu meaus di.rt. 

To SoIL, is to make dirty. 
To SOJOURN, is to live in a place for a timeQ 
SOLACE, means pleasure, comfort. 
To So LACE, is to ·comfort. 
SOLAR, belonging to the sun.-By the Solm· 

rays, we mean the beams, or the light of the 
sun. 

The SOLE, the bottom of the foot, or of n. 
ihoe. 

SOLE, means onlv. 
SoL E LY, merely: only; as, '' I wish you to be 

good solely for :ymu own sake." 
SOLEM N , menns very grave, religio us, and 

serious.-Solemn also means, affected and formally 
grave: for we say, "the solemn owL" 

A SO LEMNITY, is something which is done 
i.u a religious and serious manner. 

J. , 
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SOLEMN ITY, is also seriousness, statelines5~ 
To SOLICIT, is to ask, to beg, to entreat. 
SOLICITOUS, very careful and anxious about 

sometbing. 
SOL 1 CITUDE, carefnlness. 
SOLID, what is not fluid: the word fluid has 

already been explained to tittle people.-So/id 
also means what is not hollow ; as we say, a 
iolid lump of gold, solid wood.-Solid may 
often mean strong, firm, steady, real: we say,. 
.solid sense, solid learn ing, a solid building. 

SOLIDITY, is hard11t'ss, firmness. 
So LIT ARY, alone; at a distance from com. 

pany ; without people. 
SOLITUDE, loneliness. 
A SoLITU DE, is a lonely place. 
To SOLVE, is to explain, to n ake clear to be 

understood. 
A SONGSTER, is one who sings : birds arc 

often ca_ led feathered sang'sters. -
SONOROUS, sounding; giving a loud sound. 
SooT, smoke which is condensed or collecte<l 

in little pieces. 
To SooTH E, is to please, to make quiet. 
In SooTH, means in truth, really. 
A SOPHIST, is a person who is fond of arguing, 

and who disputes in an artful, cuuning, clever 
manner. 

SORDID, very dirty, mean, low, covetous. 
S JRRY, often means of 110 wort 1, mean, v'Je. 
A SovE.REIG , is a pers u who rules over 

others. 
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SovE!'tEIGN, means above all the rest Ht 

greatness, and power, and strength. 
SouND, wllat is strong, Lealthy, stout, or 

right. 
To SOUND, - is to let down a long string, with 

a weight at the end of it, into the water, to try 
how deep it is. 

Sou RCE of any thing, is what causes it; 
we say, "the sun is the svurce of life, and heat, 
and light.'' -

The SOURCE of a river, is the place in the 
ground which it first springs out of. 

SOUTH, that part of the sky where we see the 
iUll at tweive o'clock in the day. 

The SOUTH sometimes means, the countries 
or places w bich are towards the sout!t: this man 
~on.es from the south ; the geranium first came 
from the south of Africa. The southern countriei 
are the wannest. 

To Sow, is to put seeds in the gro11nd. 

SPACE, means room, any quantity of extent 
or place: as we say, a space of ground to build 
a house; the space of an hundred thousand 
miles.-Space also means any quantity of time: 
as we say, the space of a week, for the space of 
an hundred years. 

SPACIOUS, means wide, having plenty of room, 
not narrow or small. 

Sr ANGLED, covered over with splan.gles, or 
any shining thing: "the sky, on a clear night, i~ 
.tpangled with stars." 

T 
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SPANISH, belonging to the country called 

Spain. 
To SP ARE, is not to waste or to spend much. 

~ To Spare is also to do without a thing.-To 
Spare also means not to punish, to be tender. 

SPARE, narrow, small, not much, not plent. 1• 

--Span also means thin, le.an. 
To have to SPARE of any thing ~ means to 

have more tlrnn we want. 
SP Aw N, the eggs of fishes, or the eggs of 

frogs and toads. 
SPECIAL, means particular; it also means uu

eommon, excellent. 
SPECIES, means a sort! it means properly a 

particular sort, different from other kinds; we 
~ay, " the buttertly is a kind of insect, there are 
several different species of the butterfly; the silk
worm is a species of caterpillar.'' 

To SPECIFY1 is to mention or show any thing 
in a particular manner. 

A SPECTACL E, is a show, a remarkable siaht. 
A S P E CT ATOR, isa person who looks 011

1 

v,•hil~ 
any thing is do ing or passing. 

SPEECH, is the power of speaking or usiug 
words.- Speech is also talk, or any thing which 
is spoken. 

SPEECHLESS, silent, dnrnb, not able to sp<'ak. 
SPEED, means qnickness in moving, haste, 

hurry. 
To SPEED, is to make haste, or to move very 

fast. 
SPEEDILY, quickly, fast. 
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SPHERE : a sphere is properly a globe, any 

thing which is round every way like a ball.
Sphere often means a world, or a round figure 
which represents the world or the sky. Look for 
the word Globe. 

SPHERICAL, round like a globe or ball. 
SPIC E S, are the seeds, ·the roots, the bark) or 

the flowers, of several different kinds of plants, 
which grow in warm countries. Spices are plea
sant to the smell, of a hot biting taste, and we use 
them in seasoning our food : nutmegs, mace, 
cinnamon, cloves, all-spice, ginger, and pepper, 
are called spices. 

· To S PIN, is to <lraw out any thing into threads, 
a s we sa)', " the spider spins his web;'' thread is 
spun by means of a spinnrng-wheel.-To Spin is 
aiso to draw out to a length, to make long and 
-tedious. 

SP fRA L, winding or curling round and round· 
l ike a corkscre""· 

A SPIRE, is a steeple, the top of a building 
which is high and poin ted. 

S P I R I T , means the mind or the soul; what 
lives, and t hinks, and understands, and remembers, 
but what we cannot see.-Spirit often means bold~ 
ness and livel iness-, force; aswe say, "amanofspi
rit.''-Spirit also means disposition or temper, as 
when we say, " a b oy. of a generons spirit never 
takes pleasure in hurting an)' thing wbicu is less or 
weake r than himself.''-Spirits means the temper 
or frame of mind we are in ; if a person is lively 
-and ga)', he is said to be in sp-irits; and wh~n 
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a person is dull or melancholy, he is said to 
be out of spirits.-Strong liquors, such as brandy, 
&c. are often called spirits. 

SPTRlTED, bold and lively. 
SPLENDID, what is very grand and fine~ or 

very bright and shining: 
SPLENDOUR, is brightness; it also means 

finery, grandeur. 
A SP LI NT ER, is a little bit of any thing which 

has been violently broken ; it also means a little 
thin bit of wood. 

To SPOIL, is to make a thing bad or of no 
use.-To Spoil is also to rob, to take away ano
ther person's things by force.-Spoil, means thing!i 
which are robbed from other people. 

SPOKES, the bars of a wheel. 
SPONG y, what is soft aud full of holes like 

sp,mge. 
SPONTANEOUS; any thing is spontaneous 

which we do of our own accord, without being 
told or forced to do it by any body: those plants 
are called spontaneous which grow of themselves 
without being planted or cultivated : weeds spring 
up spontaneously in our gardens: oranges grow 
spontaneously in Italy and Spain. 

SPORT, is play, amusement. 
To SPORT, is to play about, to amuse one's 

~elf merrily. 
A SPORTSMAN, is a man who is fond of hunt• 

ing, or shooting, or fishing. 
A SPOUSE, is a husband or a wife. 
To SPOUT, is to pour out violently. 
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To §PRA WI,, is to tumble about, or stretch 

o~e•s self out upon the ground. 
A §PRAY, is a twig, a littie branch. 

To SPRIN G, is to grow up out of the ground, 

or to rise up out of any place.-To Spring is al o 

to start out, to leap suddenly and violentiy, as, 

" the cat sprung upon the poor little rnouse.''

To S'p1 ing is to jump, to leap, or to fly. 
SPR I NG, is the name of the season which comes 

next to winter, when the plants and flowers be• 

gin to spring up, and the weather grows warm. 

A SPRING, is a leap, a sudden jump.-A 

Spring is abo a stream of water which comes out 

of the ground . 
T o SPURN, is to kick, to drive a thing awc1y, 

as if we did not care for it. 
A SPY, is a person who is sent to watch what 

other people do . 
To SPY , is to see or find out from a distance. 

A SguA BLE, is a qnarrel, a dispute. 

A Sgu AD RON, is a, troop of Soldiers, or part 

of a fleet uf ships. 
Sou A L lD , dirtv, mean. 
A,., Sgu Al.. L, is a sudde11 violent wind. 

To SQU A DER, is to spend too much, tq, 
wm,te. 

uQUAT, short and thick.-To be squat is to lie 

clo~e to the ground . 
To Sgu EAL, is to squeak, • to cry out with a 

sharp voice; to squall. ·' 

STABILITY, is steadiness, firmness. 

A ST A:BLE, is a house for l.,easts. ' 
. , y 3 . 
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~TABLE, is also strong, durable, :firm. , 
A ST ACK, is a quantity of hay or corn piled 

up together. 
A STAFF, is a stick to walk with or to fight 

with. 
A ST AGE, is a raised floor. 
The ST AG E, is tbe place where plays are act

ed. 
ST AGE, also means the place where people 

wbo travel rest themselves, or change horses. 
To STAGGER, is not to walk steadily. 
STAGNANT water, is water which is quitct 1 

still, and which does not nm or flow. 
ST A I N , a spot or blot. 
A ST AK B, is a strong thick piece of wood 

fix ed upright in the ground. 
To ST AKE, is to wager ; as, I stake my books 

against yours, that I will write better tban you. 
S TALE, what is not fresh, what has been kept 

long. 
A ST ALL, is a bench or table where some• 

thing is laid to be sold : a mean shop where peo• 
pie work, a::. we say, "a co bier's stall.''-A Stall 
is also a place in a stable for a horse, or other 
beast to feed in. 

To STAM:'.\1:ER, is to speak ·with difficulty 
and hesitation. 

A ST AMP, an instrument made of wood or of 
metal, which has figures cut upon it, and which 
is pressed upon things to make a mark or impres~ 
sion upon them, as a seal, or a butter-priut.-A 
.$(qmp is ~lso a mark set upon any thing. 
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~T ANDARD, means the colour or flag which i, 
carried by soldiers.-Standard, any thing by 
which w_e try the goodness or worth of another 
tbing.-Standard, is a settled rate or price. 

To ST ARE, is to fix one's eyes upon a person; 
to look at any thing with wonder, with fear, or 
tvith impudence. 

STARRY, shining with stars. 
To START, is to move suddenly and quickly. 

-To Start is also to set off running. 
To get the ST ART of a person, is to begin 

~ometbing before him. 
To ST A RTLE, is to frighten suddenly, to 

make a person start. 
To STARVE, is to die with hunger or cold; or 

to kill with hunger or cold. 
STATE, means condition or situation. 

_ The ST ATE, is the country, or all the people 
living in a country. 

A ST A T E_, is a people not governed by a king. 
•STA TE, often means graucl appearance. 
ST AT E LY, means g r;nd, or proud' in appear

ance. 
S T ATIO N , means the place where any .thing 

stands or is placed. To take one's station, is to 
fix one's self in some place.-Station also means 
condition of life . 

. ST AT IO N ARY, standing still, uot moving fo r
wards . 

A S T ATIONEn~ is a man who sd,ls bo 1ks, pa-. 
per~ and pens. 
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A ST A TUE, is an image. 
STATURE, meansheight or tallness. of any crea• 

·iure. 
A STATUTE, is a law. 
STEAD, means place ; in his stead, means IU 

his place, or instead of him. 
STEADFAST, means strong, firm, or strongly 

:fixed . 
STEADY, not _changing, firm, fixed. 
To STEAL, is fo take something secretly which 

does not belong to us, and which we onght not 
to take.---i To Steal, means sometimes, to pass se
crrtly and silently along, as, " I will steal out of 
the room." 

STEALTH: by stealth, means secretly; to take 
a thing by stealth, is to steal it. 

STE M, is the vapour of any thing which is 
hot; what co,~1es out of tl1e spout of the tea
kettle when it is !.>oiling is steam. 

STE EL, is iron prepared in a particu1ar man~ 
ner.-Steel often means a:1y thing Yery hard . 

Tr, STEEL, is to uake very hard. 
To ST ...,ER, to direct, to g uide . 
To ST £ER a ship, is to gu~de it through the 

-..•va ter by n1eans of the belw. Look for the wo.rd 
Helm. 

STEM, the sh lk.-Tbc Stem of a tree, is the 
thick part which rises · mir.ediately from the root. 

STENCH, a very lrnd ~mell. 
~TEPPIN G-STONES, are stones which are 

pl~ at pro_)t!' disu·uces from oue another in. 
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water or dirt, that people who pass may tread 
upon them and not wet or dirty themselves o:r 
their feet. 

STERILE: ground is called sterile which is 
not fruitful, which does not produce much plant1t 
or corn. 

STERLING, a name given to Engli::,h money 
to distinguish it from the money of other coun• 
tries.-Sterling also means what is true and real; 
as we say, sterling gold, st_erling sense, u erling 
worth. 

· STERN, severe, not kind, not gentle. 
The STERN, is the hind part of a ship. 
A STEWARD, is a man who takes care of 

another person's affairs, and manages his house or 
his business for him. 

STICK, besides meaning a piece of wood, means 
also a small long piece of any thing: we sa.y, a 
,tick of sealmg-wax. 

STIFF, what is hard and strong, what is not 
soft, or will not bend easily.-Stfff al50 means 
formal, as we say, a stiff person, st{ff manners. 

To STIFLE, is to smother, to kill any creature 
by keeping it from the air.-To Stifle is also to 
keep down, to hi<le, as he stifled his grief. 

To STIMULATE, to excite, to create a wish 
for: ··mustard ·or pickles stirnulate our appetites, 
that means, give us a desire to eat more; the 
desire of pleasing your parents should si'imulalt1 
you to attend to yonr studies. What.ever ftimu• 
lates is called a st'imu,lui~ 
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STINGY, means covetous, not giving or spend

ing enough . 
To STINT, is not to give enough room, or 

e1Jough of any thing, to confine. 
The S TOCK, is the stem of a plant. 
STOCK, also means family. 
A STOCK, is a quantity of any thing which is 

liept safe for some use. 
To STOCK, is to :fi ll full of any thing, as, a 

garden stocked with all kinds of flowers and 
fruits. 

A STORE, is a quantity of any thing which is 
laid by to be used at some future time. 

To STORE, is to fill f 11 of something, to be 
kept safe for use; as, " th~ bee stores her cetls 
with I 01"}ey." 

A STOREHOUSE, or a STOREROOM, is a place 
vhere things are ]aid by to be kept safe. 

A STORM, is a violent ,,. ind ; ut we often 
say, a storm of rain, a storm of -.,i! , or a thund~r 
s orm. 

To STOR M, is to rage, to be in a violent 
pas::.ion. 

The STORY of a house, means the uumber of 
ooms which are on t he same floor : a house 

three stvT ·es high, is a house w -ich bas three sets 
of rocrns one bcve another. 

A TOVE, is a p1ace in which a fire is made 
to he2.t something : a hot-house is often called a 
f)love. 

§ TOUT) is strong and firm, or bold and ob
i'!~inate9 
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T o STOW, is Jay up any thing safe and in 
order. 

STRAIGHT, means not bent or crooked; it 
also means directly, immediately. 

STRAIGHTWAYS, immediately. 
To STRAIN, is to squeeze any liquor tl ro gh 

something to make it clear.-To St ain also 
means to stretch tight or far, to force something 
out of its proper and natural shape. 

§TRAIN, me' ns a song, music.-Strain is also 
a 11anner of speaking; as we say, •' If you talk in 
this strain." 

STRAND, means the shore, the edge of th~ 
land which is next to the sea. - · 

To STRANGLE, is to choak, to kill any ani-
mal by stopping its breath . · 

A STRAP, is a long narrow piece of lea J1er. 
A S T RATAG EM, is a cunniug trick to deceive 

some person. 
To STRAY, is to wander, to go out of the 

right way. 
A STRE K, is a line of some colour. 
STREAKED, marked with lines of difrerent 

colon rs. 
To STRENGTHEN', is to m,,ke strong, to give 

strength, firmness, or power. 
STRES" : to lay a stress upon a word, is to 

speak it with more force than the 0t!Jers; to lay 
~ stress upon auy thir g, is to make it seem of 
c nsequcnce. 

To STREW, iii to . pr~d or throw about, to 
s.catter. 
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STRICT,- very exact, severe. 
STRICTLY, means ·with great exactness; it 

~I.so means severely. 
A STRIDE, is a long step. 
To STRIDE, is to take long steps. 
STRIFE, is quarrelling or disagre~rnent. 
To STRIP, is to take off dothes.-To Strip 

is also to i-ob a person of every thing that they 
have.-To Strip also means to take off the peel 
or covering of any thing. 

A STRIPE, is a long mark of some colour.-A 
Sli'ipe is also a blow with a lash or whip. 

To ST·Rl PE, is to mark with lines of different 
colours. 

A STR1PLYN'G, i's a very young ma11. 
To STRIVE, is to try hard to do something. 
To STROLL, is to wander about. 
STRUCTURE, means the manner in which any 

~hiug is built or made. 
A STRUCTURE, is a Lnilding of any kind. 
To STRUGGLE, is to strive, to try to do some

thing in spite of hindrance, or to be in any difii., 
culty, or p<1in, or distress. 

To STRUT, is to walk in a s1atc1y affected 
manner. 

STUBBLE, the short stalks which are left after 
the corn has been cut. 

STrJDY, means attention to learning, or deep 
thought abou.t any thing. 

A STU DY, is any particular kind of learning; 
~s we say, "the study of the Fi•ench language~· 
1.he otudg of painting_." · 
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To STUDY, is to mind one's book, to learn at

tentively.-To Study is also to think deeply and 

attentively of something. 
A STUDENT, is a person who learns. 
A STUDIOUS person, is one who is fond of 

books and learning.-Studious also means very 

attentive and careful; as, " this little boy is stu
dious to obey his parents in every thing.'' 

To STUMBLE, is to fall, to have one's feet 

tripped up in walking. 
The ST u MP, is the part of a thing which re

mains after the rest has been cut off, or taken 

away. 
To STUN, is to confuse one with a great noise, 

or to stupify with a violent blow. 
STUPENDOUS, what is very wonderful and as-

tonish ing. 
To ST UPI FY, is to make stupid or in~ensible. 

STURDY, stout, strong, obstinate. 
A ST y, is a sort of house to keep pigs in. 

STYLE, means properly the manner in which 

any thing is written or spoken.-Style also means 

the rnanner in which any th ing is done; as we say, 

"a person's style of living should _be suitable to 

his condition.'' , 

To STY L E, is to call by some name; as,'' the 

lion is styled the king of beasts." 
To SUBDIVIDE, is to divide again, to divide 

a part of something into more parts. 
To SUBDUE, is to tame, to keep down, to 

lliuder from nsmg; as, " lie subdued his :rnger:p 
z 



-To Subdue is also to conq ner, to make obe
dient. 

SUBJECT, any thing that one is ·writing, or 
thinking, or talking about. 

A SUBJECT, is a person who is governed by 
another person; as, "we arc the king's suqjecls." 

Iu SUBJ EC1'lON, means under the rule of 
another. 

SUBLIME, high in excellence, high in place, 
grai d, lofty. 

Su B:\HSSION, willing and h11mble obedience 
to tlie wishes or commands of another person. 

SUBl\lISSIVE, obecfowt and humble, not 
proud or <,bf:,tinate. 

To SUBMIT, is to put one's self under the 
rnle o · ·go,.-ernment of another person; to be 
dutiful and lrnrnble. 

To SunscRIBE, is to agree to omething. 
A S·UilSCRIPTION, is a quantity of money 

which a number of <lifterent persons subscribe or 
give for some use. 

To SUBSIST, is to continue, to have the means 
to support life.-To Subsist is also to live, to be 
fed upon somethiug; as, " auimals 'Vhicb sub$iSt 
upon fie. h are called carnivorous animals." 

A SUBSISTENCE, is something to eat or to 
live upon. 

SUBSTA CE, is any thing that e:ists in realit y; 
apy thing wh1ch is real, not fan ,ied. 

SUBSTA TIAL, means real, true; it also means 
strong, solid . 
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To SUBSTITUTE, is to put one thiug in the 
place of another. 

A Su BSTITU TE, is any thing which is used in
stead of another thing, or put iu the place of 
another. 

SUBTILE, very fine and thin. 
SUBTLE, sly and cunuing. 
The SUBURBS, are the buildings and hou5e1t 

which are without the walls of a city. All cities 
were forn erly surrounded with strong walls. 

To SuccEED, is to come after. 
To SuccEED in any thing, is to be able 1'o 

do it as we wished. 
SuccEss, is good or bad fortune.-Succes~ 

often meaus only good fortune _or happiness; as 
we say to a person, " I wish you success." 

SuccESSFU L, means happy, lucky. 
SUCCESSIVE, coming regularly after one 

another; as we say, "for three successi-ve days." 
A SUCCESSOR, is a person who comes .into 

some place after another }H~rson. 
Succoull, is liclp, assistance. 
To SuccouR, is to help one who is in distress 1 

to assist. 
To Su E, is to beg, to entreat. 
To SUFFER, is to bear or to allow, not to 

hinder.-To Suffer is also to feel pain or distress, 
to be hurt. 

A Su FFERER, is a person who is in pain, or 
in d 1stress. 

Su FF ERT~G, is paiu, hurt, misery, or distress 
of any kind. 

z2 



Te SUFFICE, is to be enough. 
Su FFICIEN CY, means enough, as much of any 

thing as is wanted. 
SUFFICIENT, means not too few, not too 

small a quautity of any thing; enougb. 
SELF-SUFFICIENT, means conceited, thinking 

one's self wiser than ot 1er people. 
To Su FFOC' ATE, is to choak, to stifle. 
To Su GGEST, is to give one a hint or an idea 

of something. 
To SutT, is to be fit, or proper. 
SUIT ABLE, fit, proper. 
SULLE 1 , obstinately angry and ill-hu-

moured. 
To SULLY, is to soil, to dirty, to make not 

bright. 
SULPHUR, is brimstone. 
SULTRY, very hot and close. 
SuM, mean~ the .whole number of any thing. 
A SuM, is any quantity of money. 
Su l\:IMER, i · th season of tbe year whe 1 the 

fruits grow ripe, and the weather is very hot: 
summer comes next to spring, and after summer 
comes autumn. 

'I he Su:vIMIT, is the highest top. 
To SuMMO - a person, is to call him, ur 

order him to come to a place. 
A SUMMONS, is a call. 
SuMPTUC·us, exceedingly grand and fine, and 

of a great price. 
To iu NDER, is to part, to divide. 
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-SUNDRY, means several. 

SUPERB, means exGeedingly grand, fine, and 

beautiful. 
The SuPERFICES of any t!ting, is the outside 

of all its parts. 
Su P ERFICT AL, means only outside, not deep, 

not learned.-To have u sitperficial knowledge 

of a thing, is lo know but , el') little about ll; 

not to know it tl10roughly. 
Sup ER FINE, means exceedingly fine. 

SUPERFLUITY, more tl:an is wanted of any 

thing. 
SUPERFLUOUS, more than enough, more than 

LS !;ecessary. 
ToSuPERINTE:t-;D, is to overlook, or tobe 

placed over µcr sons, and to have the ca.re of them. 

SUPER I OH, what is greater, or higher, or 

more excellent than some other. 

Our SuPEn :oRs, are those persons who are 

higher in ra11k, or better, or greater a11y way than 

we are ourselves. 
SUP EkN AT URAL, v,1lrnt is t'Xceedingly won

derful, or above m1ture. 
To Su J;> .ERSCRIB E, is to write upon the top, 

or on the outside. 
To SUPPLANT, is to put out of some place, 

to tun: out. 
· SUPPLE, means not stiff, easily bending. 

A SUPPLIANT, is a persou who begs, or 

prays. 
To SuPPLICAT E, is to beg, t9 entreat, to ask 

very humbly. 
z3 
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To ·suPPLY, is to furnish, or to give some

thing , 1hich is wanted; as, " our parent~ supply 
us with food aud clothing.'' . 

A SUPPLY, is something which is given when 
it is wanted or necessary. 

To SUPPORT, is to be:::ir any thi ng which is 
JJainful or disagreeable.-To Support is also to 
keep from falling or sinking ; to keep up. 

To SUPPOTI.T a' pe1·son, often means to feed 
and clothe him, to give him what is necessary 
to live; as, "this good boy supports himself and 
his poor old mother by working hard." 

To SUPPOSE, is to think that a thing is true, 
witbout being sure that it is tn e; or to think 
that a thing has happened, or will happen, though 
it never has happened, and, perhaps, never will 
~appeu :. as \Ye say, "yon &hould not go too 
near the edge of the pond, suppose you were to 
fall in and be drowned:'' or, "when I see a little 
girl look cheerful and happy, I always su,ppose 
that she is good." 

SuPREM:5, means highest, greatC'st, most excel-
lent. or rno.:it powerful. · 

The UPRElvIE Being, is Gon. 
The SuRFA(?E of any thing, is the outside 

of jt; as1 '' the s trface of this piece of marble is 
smootb anrl shining; if you wer to scrape off the 

, . surface it would look rou~b: metals are generally 
found far below the rnrface of tbe earth." 
· SURGE, the swelling vavcs of tbe sea. 

ftt:. ~U~GEONr one w~ose business it is to cure 
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lmrts of every kind, and cut off limbs if necessary, 
&c. &c. &c. 

SURLY, means ill-humoured, rough, and sour 
. ' m ones manner,s. 

Su RL TN ESS, roughness, ill-humour, rudeness. 
S URN AM ED, Laving some name added or put 

after one's own real name. 
To SURPASS, is to be more excellent than 

some otber. 
SuRPL us, means what is left of any thing 

after we have used or taken all that we want. 
To SURROUND, is to be on every side uf a 

thing, to .be all round it; as we say, "an island is 
land which is entirely surrounded by water," 
tba-t is, which has water all round it. 

The SuRROUN.DING country, is the country, 
or places, which are round about. 

To SURVEY, is to look at something as if we 
wished to examine it.-To Survey is also to look 
all over any thing; as, "we survey the propect 
of a country." 

To SURVIVE, is to live after another is dead. 
-To Survive is also to live after something, to 
live longer; as, "these myrtles, if they are not 
taken care of, will not survive the winter.'' 

To SUSPECT, is to think something wrong, 
without being quite sure of it. 

To Susp ECT a person, is to think ill of l1im, 
without being certain that he deserves it. 
· To SUSPEND, is to make something hang.
To Suspend is also to cause to stop for a time, 
tp hinder from going Qn. 
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SUSPENDED, hung by somethiug; as the 
spirier "bung suspended iu air at the end of his 
thread." 

SusPE_TsE: to be in suspense, is to be uncer
tain; to be hoping or expcctiug somethiug without 
being sure of it. 

SUSPICION, is an ill opinion of something 
without being sure. 

A SusPICIO us person, is one who is always 
thinking iU of others, or being afraid ,~ ithout 
reason.-A Suspicious person or thing, often 
means one that we think we have reason to be 
afraid of, or to think ill of. 

To S UST Ar N, is to hold up, to hiEder from 
sinking or falling; to bear, to keep up. 

SUSTENANCE, is food; what s11stc1ins life. 
A Sw AIN, is a young countryman. 
SWAMP, wet ground. 
A Sw A RM, is a great number of bees.-A 

Swann is also a great number of any small ani• 
mals. 

To Sw ARM, is to be in numbers, to be 
crowded. 

S w A Y, is power or rn le over others. 
SWIFT, means quick, moving very fast. 
Sw I rTN F. SS, is quick11ess, speed. 
To S w 1 M, is to move upon yvater, or any 

other fluid, ·without s;nkiug. 
SwrN E, pigs. 
SwoL N, ~welled 011t, 

SYCOPHANT, is a e~tter~r, ? persGD w}· 
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praises another more than he deserves, in order tc, 

gain his favour. 
SYLVAN, shady, like woods or groves. 

SYMMETf..Y, is when the different parts of a 

thing are suitable to each othtr; \\ hen one part 

matches or is like another, ,, ithout being too 

small or too large, or diffe rent iu shape. 

SYMPATHY, "' hen we have the same feelings 

as another person: if we feel glad when they are 

glad, or grieve when they are grieved, we call 

it sympathy; or say that we sympathise with 

them. 
A SYMPTOM, is a sign. 
SY STEM, is method, or regular order. [This 

word cannot be fully explained to little boys and 

girls; when they are older they will understand 

it.] 

T. 

A TABLET, is any smooth thing to write 

upon. Taqle sometimes means tbe same as tablet: 
we read, that the twelve comnrnndments, which 

Gon gave to Moses, were written upon tables 
of stone. 

To TACK, is to join, or stitch one thing to 

another thing. 
TA CK LE, the ropes of a ship. 
To TAINT, is to stain or to soil.-To Taint 

is also to spoil; to make bad, or rotten. 
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TALENT, means the power of doing something 

well ; cleverness, understanding. 
T ALK AT Iv E, full of talk, too fond of talking. 
TALLOW, the fat of c1uimals: candles are 

~omctimes made · of tallow, and sometimes of 
wax. 

TALONS, the claws of a hawk, er a kite, or 
any oth er bird of prey. 

T AME animals, are those which are not wild 
and fierce, but geutle and harmless.-Tame may 
also meai1 uull, without life or spirit. 

TAN: my little friends have been told that 
leather is marle of the skins of beasts; these 
skins are tnrned ii to leather, by steeping them in 
a lirp. or made by boi ling the bark of oak tree-, 
i water, ,rhich mal· es them sh rivel up, and be
come soft and stro! g; this is called tanning the 
ski11s, and wheu they are tanned they are called 
leather. 

A TANNER, is a man who tans, or turns 
skins into leather. 

TANGIBLE, what can be felt b_ t n · ~hing. 
To T A NTALIZE, is to teaze ,e "' ..... ,e, by 

shewing them pleasure "hich they ci wt t!ave, 
or by setting before them good thit! s \\ hich 
they mnst not taste. 

To TAP, is to bore a hole in a barrel or cask, 
into which they put a si,rnll pipe, to raw the 
liquor out. 

TAP ER, of a shape which is thick at the bot
tom, and grows thinner and smaller till the top 
en s almost in a point. 
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A TAPER, is a wax candle. 
TAR, is th'e sap of pine and of fir trees: 

sailors are called tars, because a great deal of tar 
is used in a ship. 

TARDY, means slow, late; not quick, or not 
soon. 

To TARNISH, is to soil, to make not bright; 

to grow dull, or dirty, or rnsty. 
To TARRY, is to slay in a place.-To Tarry 

means also to be long in coming, to be slovv. 
TART, of a slrnrp, or sour taste ; it also 

means sharp, pert, or severe in speaking. 
A TASK-MAST EH, is one who gives anotlier 

person hard tas[s, and makes him work. 
A TATTER, is a tear, a rag. 
TATTERED, torn, ragged. 
To TATTLE, is to talk foolishly, and to talk 

too much. 
TA w DRY, too fine, or too showy; meanly 

fiue. 
TAWNY, of a browni h vellow colour. 
To TEACH, is to tell a person, or to show 

bim how to do something, which he did. nut 

know how to do before. 
TEAM; the number of horses or oxen w11ich 

are used at once to draw a waggon, a cart, or c1, 

plough, is called a team of horses, or a team of 

oxen. 
TE orous, means too long, 0r too slow; tire• 

some. . 
,A TELESCOPE, is an instrument wh_ich is 

used to look at things which are yery distant. 
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Little cbildreu, vvhen they grow older and lean, 
n.iore, will understaud better the use of a telescope, 
and the manner in which it is made: perhaps they 
may be allowed to look throngb one now, ancl 
they will observe that objects which are really 
very far off, appear quite near and plain to the 
eye, when seen through the glass of a telescope. 
- TE MERITY, is carelessness of danger. 

To TEMPE R, is to mix things together.:
To Temper is also to make metals, particularly 
steel, of a proper hardness. 

TEMPERATE, means .not too much or too 
great; as we s<ly, " a temperate heat." 

T EM PERATE weather, is weather which is 
neither too cold nor too hot. 

A TEMPERATE person, is one who does not 
eat or drink very much, and who is content with, 
plain food. 

A TEMP EST, is a very violent win<l. 
TEMPESTUOUS, stormy; very windy. 
TEMPLE: the place where Christians worship 

GoD, is generally called a church ; but the 
place \¥here people of any other religion worship, 
is cal1ed a temple. 

TEMPORAR y, what lasts only for a short 
time. 

To TEMPT a person, is to entice him to do 
wrong. 

TEMPTATION, is the being tempted or enticed 
to do wrong; as we say, "lead us not into 
temptation.''-Temptation also means any tlJiog 
that tempts or entices us to ill. 
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TEN ACTous, means not wishing to let goo 

a thing, holding it fast. Those things which are 

~ticky like glue_, and those things whose parts are 

not easily broken or divided, are called tenacious: 
gold is very tenacious. 
· TEN A NT: look for the word Landlord. 

To TEND, is to watch, to take care of; as, 
" the shepherd tends the sheep."-To Tend is 
also to move, or lean, or point towards son:e 
place, or towards some thing; we say, " the 
;magnet or load st.one has a tendency to point 

towards the north pole." 
TENDER, means soft, weak; not hard, not 

1trong.-Tenchr also means kiHd, lo'1ing, get tle; 
not cruel, not willing to pain any creature. 

TENDRILS, small 1hin ctuling stalks, with 

which the vine, the pea , and some other plants, 

clasp whatever is near them to support them• 
sel,·es. 

A TENT, is a kind of shelter or lodging, 
made of cloth or the skins of beasts, which are 

stretched over high poles: trnts :-ire e2sily µut np 

or taken down, and carried -from place t place. 

A number of tents all together is called a cump. 
TEPID, rather warm. 
TERM: a term is a word, or a 11ame for a 

tbing.-Terms, langmige; words which we use in 
speaking: as, "he spoke to me in kind terms." 

To_ TERM, is to caU a thing by some name. 
To TERMINATE, is to end, to have an end. 
To TERMINATE a il!ing, is to put an end 

to it, to finish it. 
A a 
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TERMI·NATION, the end, tbe endiug of a 

thing. 
TERRESTRIAL, belonging to this world; 

earthly, not heavenly. 
TERRIFIC, dreadful; what makes us afraid. 
T E RROR, is great fear. 
To TERRIFY, is to frighten very much. 
TERRITORY, means country; land which a 

person rules over or governs. 
TEST, something by which we try the good

ness or the truth of a thing.-To bring to the 
TEST~ i, to know by trying or examining, whether 
a thing be good, or_ real, or true. 

TESTY, peevish, ill-tempered. , 
TEXTURE, the coarseness or fineness, the 

smoothness or roughness of any substance; as we 
say, "this wood is of a very smooth texture; this 
paper is of a fine texture:'' cloth or stuff, or any 
thing which is woven, is called a texture. 

To THATCH, is to cover the top of a l1-0use 
with straw instead of slates or t' les. 

To TH1' w, is to melt after having been frozen; 
as, snow and ice thaw wlien the sun shines. 

THEATRE, the place where plays are acted; 
the playhouse. 

THE FT, means stealing. 
THENCE, means from' that time, or from that 

place .-1Yience means also for that reason. 
THEREAT, means at that. 
THEREIN, mean. in this or in tuat. 
THEREOF, means of that. 



TH:rt 

A THERMOMETER, is an instrument to show 

the heat of the air, or other bodies. 

. A TH £CKET, is a number of bushes and trees 

very close together. 
A THIEF, is a person who takes secretly what 

belongs to other people. 
To THIEVE, is to steal. 
THI EV I SH, like a 1 hief, apt to steal, sly. 

To THIRST, is to be thirsty; to feel pain for 

want of drink.-To Thirst is also to wish very 

much for something. 
'THITHER, means to that place. 

A THONG, is a long slip of leather. 

To THRASH, is to beat corn with a flail, in 

order to separate the grains or seeds from the 

ear . 
. THREADBARE, worn out. 

To THREATEN, is to try to frjghten a person 

by telling him that he shall be punished, or 

that some evil shall happen 10 him. 
The THRESHOLD, is the ground or stone 

which is just under the door of a house. 

THRICE, means three times. 

THRIFTY, means sparing, saving, not spending 

much. 
To THRIVE, is to be fortunate in doing any 

thing, to grow rich, or to grow healthy. 

THRO E, the seat or chair of a kiug. 

To sit upon the THRONE, is to be a king. 

To come to tlie 'fHRON E, is to be !ling after 

another person. 
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A 'THRONG, is a. crowd, a great number of ' 

people pressing against one another. 
To THRONG, is to be in cro,yds, to come 

together in great nu!nuers 
To THRUST, is to push in between, to push 

any thing away violeurly. · 
THUNDERBOLT, the lightuing. 
To THWART, is to cross. 
TI DE, the rising aud falling of the water of 

the sea or of a river.-Tide sometimes means a 
stream. 

TI DINGS, news of something which has hap
pened. 

TILES, are thin square pieces of clay b aked 
in the fire; tiles are used to roof houses, and 
sometimes to cover floors. 

To TI LL, is to plough or to cultivate the 
earth : the ploughing and sowing of the ground 
is ca l1ed tillage. 

Tarn ER, is the wood of large trees af1er they 
are cut down and sawed into planks and beams ; 
large trees which are fit for building hon es and 
ships, are called timber tn'es.-The timbers of a 
house or of a ship, are the very large beams 
wh'ch are used to support the rest. 

TIMELY, means earlv, what is done or what 
happens won enough. " 

Ti Mr D, fearful; apt to be afraid without reason. 
TIMIDITY, is fearfulness. 
TrMoRous, means full of fe:1r, or apt to be 

afraid. 



TON 

TIN, is the name of a metal, white like silver, 

but not so valuable 
To TINGE, is to make of some colour. 

A TINKER, is a man who mends old pots and 
kettles. 

A TINT, is a colour~ 
TINY, means very little. 
TIT-FOR-TAT: to gfoe titjor-tat, is when a 

person hurts or ofl:ends us, to give him back 1 he 

same. Suppose George were to give William a 

box on the car, if William gave George a box 

on the ear in return, that would be titfor-tat. 
TIT-BJTS, are uice bits of s01nethi11g to eat. 

TITLE: a title is a name; it general!)' means 

a name of honour or rank; as we say, " he lms 

the title of king," "he has the title of lord." 

The TITLE-PAGE, is the first lrafof a book, 

in which the name of it is written. 

To ToIL, is to work very hard. 

TOIL, is hard work. 
A TorL,- is a net used to catch animals. 

A TOKEN, is a sign, a mark of something. 

ToLERATILE, what we can bear.-Tolerable 
also means neither very good nor very bad. 

To TOLL, is to ring slowly; as, the bell tolls 
when any person is buried. 

A TOMB, is a place where a person is buried. 

A TOMBSTONE, is a stone which is put upon 

a person's gra·re. 
TONE, means the sonn<l of the v,oicc.-Tane 

means also the sound of any 111nsirnl ius1q1<;> 

ment. 
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To NG UE, sometimes means a particular lan

guage, as we say," the Englisb tongue:" our native 
tongue is the language of the co.nntry we were 
born in. 

A TooL2 is a thing which we use wheu we 
make or do somethi11g witb our bands: tbe saw, 
t he hammer, and the plane, are carpet ters' tools: 
the tool which is used to engrave pictures upon 
C(?pper is called a g.aver. 

The Top AZ, is a precious stone of a yellow 
or a pink colour. 

TOPIC: the person or t11ing that we are 
ta1kinl_; about is the topic of our conversation. 

A ToRCH, is a light much larger than a cand le, 
which is not put iuto a candlestick, but is carried 
in one's band. 

To TORMENT, is to put to pam, to vex, to 
tea ze. 

TORMENT, is pain, misery. 
A TORMENT, is any thing which gives us pain 

or vexes us. 
TORPID, withput feeling, without motion, 

numbed. 
A TORRENT, is a large ar.d violent stream of 

water. 
TORTURE , is very great pain. 
T o TORTURE, is to put to violeat pain, or to 

vex very much . 
The ToT AL, means the ~·hole nnn her. 
TOTALL Y , me' , s quite, nti~·ely, comp! tely. 
TouGH, what is not easih bent or bro[· n.-

Tough al&o mean.: 5ticky, like clay. 
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A TouR, is a ramb!e, a journey to several 

different p[a('es, t0 see them, or to am use one's 

self. 
To w, is flax or hemp before it is spm1 

into thread. 
To Tow, is to d raw any thing along by a 

rope. 
A T OW ER , is a very high bu.lding. 

T o Tow rm, is to ri:se very I.Jigh. 

TR,\CE, th•J 1 :arks \\hich a11y thing leaves as 

it passes along ; footsteps . 
To TRACE, is to foll ow any thiog uy ob

serv ii~g tlie 1 ::uks or footsteps \ ·hirh it !e,ives in 
v a~sing .. ~lon;.-To Trace is also to draw, t o mark 

out. 
TRACK, means footst eps, or the marks\\ I ich 

any thing leaves i1 passing : we cqn ..:re the track 

of a rers~. ,\ ho hc.:s wad-ed ti.rough tbe snow, 

2nd U1~ trnck of tlie carri<1ge \\heels on tlie.gravel 

·walk. 
A TRACT, is any quantity of land . 

TRACT AB LE, easily t ugbt or easi ly managed. 

'l'R 11 DE, means co11,me1 ce, ,~ hicb has already 

u een explair,cd . • 

A TRADE, is any particular bus:n('ss which a 

J)erson cmpl ) s hi ,melf in to get ilJOr. ry: ,re s?.y., 

the trade of a ca rpcntcr, t he t ·rade of a gro :er:, 

or a liuen-drnper, &c . & c. 

A 'TRA D:-: s .:-,1 AN, is a shop.:eeper. 

'f RA , .. FJ ', i~ trade, commerce. 
,' ,r·R . r.F l(' ;s 'o t r .. ·1 ) i,• !1 11 , 01· S"1 l 0 1' 

-' 0 ..>. , c l .t' ' , , . I. ,, ·.t:, , " , .- \ , ~ I , .., 

I f' >• r • • . 
exdiange die ~uous m mi.eH:l! ~vLi!ltr,e::; . 
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Tl) TR A IL, is to drag along the grounrt. 
To TRAIN, is to bring up, to teach one to do 

somrthing; as we say, " this little girl has Leen 
trained up in !t a.b its of industry mid good be
haviour." In Greenland <logs are trainid to draw· 
-sle .lges and carriage5, instead of horses, which 
couid n .t live in that cold con11try. 

A TRAIN, is a 1rnmber of people who follow 
antl attend upnn some grei'.lt pt>rson. The beauti
ful fea tilers in the ta il of tbe peacock are called 
his train . 

Tr..i\.TTOR, n person who is tr115tcrl with some 
secret, or some employment, and uetrnys it; a 
per.3on who is not faithful and true to his king or 
his countrv. 

To TR"AMPLE, is to tread nnder foot, or to 
tr~ad qnic!c and londly. 

TRA NQ Ul L, means quiet, still, not disturbed. 
TrrANQUILLITY, is pt'ace, quietness. 
To TRANSACT, is to do business, to ma1'!age 

affairs. 
To TRANSFER, is 1o give a thing from one 

person to another, to remove. 
To TRANSFORM, is to change the sbape of 

any thi ng. 
A TRANSFORMATION, i<s a change of the 

.-l,-.:ine Vll.:.t. p • 

Tu TRANSGRESS, is to disobey s .me law, or 
some COlllllll'.!lHt 

A TRANSGR ESSION, ic a fanlt, something 
which we do contra y o tl e rule or command of 
au1qt1Ie pers011. 
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TRA"!'~SIENT, passing soon away. 

To TRANSLATE, is to explain what is said or 

written in one language, in the words of a different 

language. 
TRA SPAR ENT, what the light can pass 

through is called transpareut; glass j5 transpa

t·ent, and water, wheu it is clear, is transparent: 

paper, horn, talc, and many other sub::itauces are 

also transparent. 
To TRANSPLANT, is to move a plant from 

the place where it was growing, and plant it in 

rinother place. 
To ~RANSPORT, is to carry any thing in a 

ship, or in a r.arriage of any kind, from one place 

to another.-To Tnmsport often means to put 

one into any violent passion, or violent joy: as 

we say, "he was transported with anger;'' "I 

shall be transported with joy to see you." 

TRANSPORT, means very great p leasure, great 

joy and del ight. 
A TRAP, is a contrivance .to catch animals, 

and sometimes to c tch persons. 

TRAPPINGS, ornan ents for a horse, or fine 

dress of any kind. 
TRASH, any thing bad and of no use, or not 

good fo r food. 
To TRA 'EL, is to make a journey, to pass 

from one place to another wbid1 is far oft: or to 

pass from oue country to another. 

A TRAVELLER, is a person who is on a 

journey to a place.-A T1 aveller means of\en a 

person who travels to fa r distant countrie:¾, to see 



TR I 
·lirrerent places, and to observe the manners,, and dres,s, and customs of different nations. 

TRE ACHEP.,.ous, deceitful, not to be depended npon ; doing mischief secretly and cunningly. 
TREASURES, great quautities of money or precious things laid up safe. 
A TREASURE, is any pn~cious thing. 
TREMENDOUS, very dreadful; what asto-nishes us and frightens us at the sari1e time. 
TREMULOUS, trembling and shaking. 
A TRENCH, is a ditch. 
A TRENCHER, is a wooden plate. 
TREPIDATION, great hurry, great fear and trembling. 
To TRESPASS, is to do a fault. 
To TRESPASS against a person, 1s to hurt him or displease him. 
A TRESPASS, is a ,fault. 
TR ESSES, · curling hair. 
TR I AL, something whir.h is done to tind out the truth of what we are not quite sure of. 
To make a TRI AL, to examine something tJy trying. TLe word trial often means the questioning or examining a person before a judge. 
TRIBE, a number of people distingnighed from the rest of the people of a country, either beca use thev are of the same familv, or for some other ~reason : we read in the Bible of th~ twelve tribes of Israel. The tribe of Judah,. the tribe of Levi, means the people who were of the family of Judah, or the people of the family ~f Levi, ·&c. &c. 
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To TRICKLE, is to fall down in drops. 
To TRIFLE, is to act or talk in a foolish 

manner, lo spend one's time in an idle silly 

manner. 
A TRIFLE, is a thing which is of no con-

sequence. 
TRI FLING, silly, of no consequence,of no value. 

To TRIM, is to make neat. 
TRIM, neat, nicely dressed.-Trim also means 

dress or ornaments. 
A TRINKET, is a toy, or any pretty ornament. 

To TRIP, is to walk lightly and <Juickly along. 
To TRIP up a person, is to make him fall 

by catching up his feet. 
TRITE, means common, not new. 
TRIVIAL, of no co1~sequence, trifling. 
TR I u MP I-I, success over our enemies. 
To TRIUMPH, to rejoice at being victorious 

or successful. 
A TROOP, i.i:: a company of people together, 

or a numbtr of soldiers. 
TROOPS, means soldiers. 
A TROOPER, i:; a solctier who rides on horse

back. 
To TR ow, is to think, to imagine; as, "who 

have you with you, I trow?''-See Evenings at 

Home. 
A TRUANT, is an idle person who amuses 

himself instt.,ad cf mindiug his business. 

To play TRu ANT, is to stay a,H-1y from school 

without leave. 
To TRUDGE, is to walk heavily along. 
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The TRUNK, is the stem or stalk of !'i large 
tree.-The wor<l irnnk has other meanings; ,~e. 
say, "the lrnnk of an elephant;" a trunk is also 
a sort of box. 

TR r; ss, ~ l.mndle; as we say, "a truss of bay.~' 
To TR UST . a person, is to depend upon him,, 

to believe what he says, and to thiuk bim honest~ 
TRUSTY, means I{onest, true; fit to be trnsted 

or <lepcnded upon. 
TRUTH: to tell the truth, is to tell exactly 

what we know or have seen, " ·ithout hiding or 
inventing any thing: people who love the tnitl1, 
never say what is not true, even in play~ 
and every body loves, and trusts, and believes 
them. People who do not always tell the frulk 
are called iiars, and pohody ever believes them 
even when they do speak tbe trutlt; tlie_y are 
despised and avoided by every body, and, what is 
worse, Goo is disp leased with them, for he has. 
said that he hates li ars . 

A TuB R, is a pipe; any tl1ing which is long, 
round, and hollow, like the nose of a pair of 
bellows, or like the !Jarrel f a gun . 

A Tu FT, is a little lJunch of ribam.!s, feathers~ 
leaves, or hair. 

To TuG, is to pull with all one's streng1h. 
A TuG, is a hard pull . 
TUITION, the care which is taken to teach a 

person and bring him up. 
Tul\ru LT, is noise and confusiQn . 
T MULTuous, loud, viorent; full of confusion 

and noise. 
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A TuN or ToN, is a weight of two thousand 

p ounds. 
T UNEFUL, means musical, sounding sweet. 

A TURBAN, · i s a long piece of clotli twisted 

round the head, either as a covering or as an or

nament. 
T u n.BU LENT, violent and loud. 
TURBULENCE, is violent confusion and noise. 

T u 1{ F, is that part of the ground which j ~ 

covered with grass. 
TURPENTINE, the juice of the pine and fir 

trees. 
A TURRET, is a small part of a Luilding 

which is raised higher than the rest; a little tower. 

TUSKS, very long and strong teeth which pro

j ect from tbe mouths of some animals. 

A TUTOR, is a man who teaches and takes 

ca re of another person. 
Tw AIN, means two. 
TWICE, means t wo times. 
A Tw I G, is a little tbin branch, 
TwrLrGHT, j3 the faint light in the evening 

just before the night comes on, aml in the 

morning Lefore the sun rises. 
To Tw r 'E, is to twist. 
To TwrNE ro1.ind any thing, 1s to turn or 

twi t close ly round an<l round it. 
To Tvv 1 N KL t<., is to sparkle like a star. 

To Tw JR L , is to turn any thing round very 
quickly. 

'Tw rxT, means the ~ame as between. 
Eb 
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TYPE, the ]eHers which are. used in printing; 

thus we s::iy, "this book is printed in a small or in 
a large type.'1-A Type is also an emblem. 

A TYRANT, is a king or auy person who 
governs people in a cruel, severe, and proud. 
manner. 

TYRANNICAL, like a tyrant; very cruel, and 
strict, and proud. 

To TYRANNIZE, is to be like a tyrant; to 
behave very cruelly and proudly to other people. 

u. 

UDDER, that part of a cow from which the 
milk is pressed. 

ULTIMATELY, means in the end, at last. 
UMBRELLA: umbrellas are us,•d in this country 

to keep off the rain; in some countries they are 
used to keep off the sun. 

An UMPIRE, is a person who settles disputes 
between people. 

UN Acgu AI NT ED, mea11s not acqnaintPd, not 
knowing. 

lUy little friends will observe that un put be
fore a worcl always means not, or different from: 
thu . , un-able 111eans not able, un-lmrt not hurt, 
U'JJ.=.2.vashed not washed, un-uahtral not natu1al ; 



UNE 
there are a great many words which begin 

with un, the meaning of which we may easily 

find out by changing un into not: thus, an un
civil person, is a person who is not civil; 1hat 

means, one who is rude or ill-mannered. 
UN AID ED, not helped. 
UNANIMOUS: when we say that several per

sons are unanirnous, we mean that they are all of 

one mind or opinion, or that they all agree to• 

g.ether to do something. 
UN AV AILING, means of no use. 
UN Aw ARES, suddenly; when one does not 

expect or think auout it. 
UNBOUND, means loose, not tied. 
UNCONCERNED, not caring about a thing. 

UNCOUTH, very odd and strange. 
UNDAUNTED, means not afraid. 
To UNDERGO, is to bear some pain or trouble0 

to suffer. 
UNDERHAND, secretly, slily, cunningly. 
To UNDERST ANP, is to know a thing by , 

thinking; to know the meaning of what we see 

or what we bear. 
To UNDERTAKE any tliing, is to take upon 

ourselves to do it, to say that we will do it, or 

tbat we will try to do it.-1 wonld not undertake 
to teach children who were inattentive and ill

bebaved. 
UNDERWOOD, is the low small bm:hes and 

trees which grow amoug large trees. 
UNERRING, not making a mistake 

Bb2 
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UNFEIGNED, means real, not pretended', 

srncere. 
To UNFOLD, is to spread open.-To Unfold 

sometimes means to tell, to show what ,•vas secret 
or hidden before. 

UNGODLY, means wicked. 
UNIFORM, means alwa,vs the same, always 

21like, not changing. -
A UNIFORM, is a dress in which many people 

2tre dressed alike. 
UNINTELLIGIBLE, what cannot IJe· under

stood. 
UNION, a being joined together.-Union also 

means agreement between people. 
To UNITE, is to join two or several things 

together into one.-To Unite is also to join to
gether to do something. 

UNIT ED, means joined together, or agreeing 
together. 

UN IV ERSE: thi5 world, and all the creatures, 
and all tl1e things that are in it, the sun, the 
moon, the stars, the sky ; in sliort, every thing 
which GOD has made, are called all together tLe 
universe. 

UN J L'ST, not just, not right; wicked. 
UNMERCIFUL, means cruel, severe, not mer

ciful, without pity. 
UN MERITED, means not deserved. 
UN.MI N DFUL, means careles, not minding, 

not attentive. 
U · UMBERED, so many that one cannot 

conut tliem. 
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UNPERCEIVED, means not seen; not known 
or observed. 

UNPROFITABLE, what is of no use and no 
advantage. 

UNgu ESTION ABLY, means certainly, without 
a do11bt. 

UNRIGHTEOUS, means wicked, bad. 
UNRUFFLED, means quiet, still; not dis

turbed. 
UNRULY, means violent, rude, not manage

able. 
UNSBASON ABLE, what is done or what hap--

pens at an improper time. . 
UNSERVICEABLE, means of no use, of nil 

service. 
UNSKILFUL, not clever, 11ot knowing how to 

do a thing well. 
U 1succEss r-uL, not happening as one would 

wish it to happen; unfortunate. , 
U NSUIT ABLE, means not fit, not proper. 
UNTIMELY, means too soon, .happening be

fore the natural, or usual time; as we say, au 
untimely death. 

UNTRUTH, means not truth. 
An UNTRUTH, is a lie. 
pirrvARIED, means always the same, never 

different. 
UNw ARY, ·means not cautious ~nd careful; 

ha~ty . . 
· UNWEAR~ED, not tired; it al&o means neV?f. 

~i~ing. · 
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UNw IELDY, meane too large and too heavy, 
not easily moved. 

U rwILLING, not liking to do a thing. 
To UPBRAID a p erson, is to tell him that 

he has done ~~;1·ong, to blame him in a severe 
unkind manner. 

UPPER, means higher. 
UPRIGHT, means straight up; as we say, 

to sit upright, to stand ttpright.-Upriglli also 
means good an<l honest; as we say, an ttpright 
man. 

UPROAR, is noi e, violence, disturbance and 
co1i fusion. 

Au URCHTN, is a hedgehog; we call a child 
who has oftended us an urchin. 

Us AGE, the manner in which we treat a person, 
-Or behave to him; we may give a person good 
usa~e or bad usage. 

Usu AL, means common, what often happens, 
or what is commonly done. 

To USURP, is to take a thing by force, or to 
have any th.ing that we have no right to. 

A Us URPER, is a person who take. ,or has. 
what he has no right to have. 

UT ENS! LS, things which are used for any 
purpose; 1 bus we call pots, and pans, and kettles, 
kitchen utensils. 

To UTTER, is to speak, tu sound words. 
UTTERA1'1"CE, means the manner of pea!,ing. 
To give any t/z.ing UTT ERA CE, i to speak 

pr tell it. 
li1,'TER 4Y, mean~ quite completely eufirel ~-
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V. 

VACANT, means empty.-Vacant also mean 

not busy. 
A VAGRANT, is a person who wanders about 

without a liome or a house. 

V AG u E, means not settled, 11ot determined. 

VAIN, means foolish, of no use, and of no 

conseque11ce. 
A VA r N person, is a person who is conceited 

or foolishly proud. 
In VAIN, means to no purpose, without any 

use; as, " he trieJ in vain to break the shell of 

the cocoa-nut." 
To take the name of Gon lN VAIN, is to 

say it too often in a thoughtless manner, and 

without that respect with which his great name 

ought always to be repeated. 
A VALE or a VALLEY, is low ground be

tween hills. 
V ALIA T, means strong, an<l bold, and l.,rave. 

VALOUR, i8 boldness aud !:itrength. 

_ VAL u ABLE, what is precious, or_ costs a great 

<leal of money, or what people like to get or to 

keep. 
The VALUE of any t!ting, is its price, or 

what it costs. 
To set a VALUE on a tlzing, is to thii,k it 

precious, to like to bave it, or to wish lo 

-keep it. 1 



VEL 
To VALT E , is to set a price upon a thin.I)' . 
To VAL u E a thing, is alw to th ink it 1s 

precious, or to think it is of consequence. · 
To VANISH, is to pass away out of sight, to 

be ~one suddenly. 
VANITY, is foolishness, concei,ed ness. 
VA POUR, any thing which rises up and mixes 

with the air, like steam awl smoke. 
VARI A CE: to be at variance, is to be quar-

relling, 1wt to agree. 
VARIATION, means difference, change. 
VARIEGATED, marked with different colours. 
VARIETY, is clrnnge, difference. 
A VARIETY ojtkings, means a nnmber of <lif

ferent things; as, "here are a ,,;ariety of flovver ." 
VARIO us, means several, different; as, "there 

are various kinds of trees used in buildin°·." 
To VARY, is to make different.--To Pary is 

also to be different, not to be always the same; 
to change. 

VAST, means e:-<ceedingly great or large. 
A VEG- TABLE, is any kind of plant. 
VEGR'T'ATJON, plants of every kind. 
A V E H CLE, i~ any thing in which some other 

thing ·s rarri d from place to place; there are 
rna:1y different lr.inds of vei-icles, such a3 carts, 
wag-gons, coaches, ship.:, boat , sledges, &c . &c. 

A VEIL, i~ someibing p11t over the head to 
l1ide the faf'e. 

To VEIL, 's to cover, to hide. 
VELOCITY, means the quickµes$ with wh:di 

. -p~- thing moves. 
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VENERABLE, filling us , .. ,ith love and resp~ct. 

To VENERATE a person, is to love and 

respect him at the same time. 

VENERATION, is love mixed with respect and 

-fear. 
VENGEANCE, punishment. 

To t"ake VENGEANCE, is to punish a person 

1\1110 has offended or hurt us. 

VENISON, is the flesh of deer. 

VENOM, is poison. 
VENOMOUS, poisonous. 

A VENT, is an opening to let something 

out. 
To VENTURE, is to dare to do something.

To Venture is also to put in danger; as, he 

ventitred llis life. 
VENTUROUS, means bold, not afraid of 

danger. . 
VERACITY, is truth or honesty in speaking. 

VERDANT, means green. 
VERDURE, a green colour like grass and 

le,;. ves. 
The VERGE, means the edge. 

VERILY, means truly, certainly. 

VERMILION, am .st beautiful red colour. 

VERMIN, any little animal which we think 

mischievous or useless, such as rats, mice, fleas, 

&c. &c. 
VERN AL, belonging to the spring. 

VERS E D: to be Versed in any thing, is to 

know it well, to be clever at it; as, "she is versed 

in the French langua~e." 
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YKP:TICAL, exactly over our heads. 
A VESSEL, is what we use to put any thing

into: a tub or a barrel is a v;:ssel: cups, mugs. 
goblets, and bottles, are drinking vessels. 

VESSEL, often tneans a ship or a boat of any 
kind. 

A VEST, is a coat, a dress. 
VESTIGES, the marks which any thing leaves 

behind as it passes along. 
VESTURE, meaos dress, clothes. 
To VEx:, is to plague, to trouble, to disturb. 
VEXATION, trouble, uneasiness . 

. VEXATIOUS, troublesome, teasing, torment~ 
mg. 

VIAN1)S, meat, food, victuals. 
To VIBRATE, is to tremble, to shake back-

wards and forwards. 
VICE, is wickedness. 
A VICE, is a fault, a bad quality. 
Vrcrous, means wicked, bad, doing wrong. 
V 1c1 NITY, means nearness. · 
In the VICI · r TY, means near, not distant. 
Vrc1ss1T o DE, means change. 
A VICTIM, is something l,illed for a sacrifice 

to Heaven.-A Victim is also some thing which 
is cruelly destrVie<l or killed. 

A VICTOR, Is a person who gains the victory. 
VICTORY; when two persons or two armies 

f.ght against one another, and one beats the 
other, we say, that they have got the victory, 
or that they are victorious. 

VICTUALS, food; meat ·and drink. 



To VIE w, is to look at any thing with atten .. 
tion; to see. 

VIEW, means sight. 
A VIEW, often means a prospect; as,vesay, 

11 ' what a beautiful view." 
To take a VIE w of any thing, is to look 

all over it in an attentive ma11ner. 
VIEW, sometimes means intention, something 

that we wish or mean to do. 
VIGILANT, w?.tchful, very careful. 
VIGOUR, is streugth, force. 
VIG-ORO us, strong, full of force and life, not 

weak or unhealthy. 
VtL E, very bad an<l mean, wicked and shame

ful. 
A VILLA, is a country house. 
A VILLAGER, is a person who lives m a 

village ; a country persou. 
A VIL L AIN, is a very wicked man. 
VILLANY, wickedne~s. 
Vt N DlCTIVE, revengeful. 
VINE; grapes grow upon vines, and a place 

or a garden planted with vines, is called a 
vineyard. 

VIRGIN, a young woman 
VI RT u E, is goodness, excellence. 
A VIRT U E, is any good quality. 
V 1 RTUOUS, very good; we say, a virtuous 

persc:n; we <lo not say a virtuous thing, but a very 
good thing. 

Vi sco us, mean sticky, like o-um or glue. 
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VrsIBLE, what can be seen, or what is seen; 

2s, the sun is visible by day, but the sh rs are not 
·"Misible till after the su~ hai set. 

VISION, means sight, the power of seeing. 
A VISION, is a dream. 
'.fo VISIT a place, is to go to it. 
To VISIT a person, is to go to see him. 
VITAL, necessary to life, having life. 
VIVACITY, is li velines~, quickness, not dnll-

11ess. 
V1vrn, m~ns lively, bright; as when we say, 

vil'id colonrs 
VocAL, what is sounded by the voice; thus 

we sa:v, 'Weal music, that i , music ~ hich is sung, 
not pla)•ed npon instruments. 

Yocn1rnous, means loud, noisy. 
Vo Gu E, fashion. 
To be in V OG u E, to be in fashion, to be much 

worn or used by people. 
'V ,HCE, sot ad from the mouth. 
VOI D, means e1~1otv. 
To Le VOID , ~fien means to be without 

something; as we say, "thi 1i1tle boy is not en
tirf'ly void of good nature:'' that means, not en
tirely ivithout good nature. 

VOLATILE, ofaiively, thoughtless, changeable 
disposition. 

A VOLCANO, is a burning mountain; that is, 
a very hig!1 liiH, which sometimes bursts oµt "ith 
a terrible noise, (111d throvvs up flames, and-smoke, 
~ud red-hot sto 1es, and streams of fire. 'fhe 



people who live near are very much frightened, 
and try to run away to save themselves; but 
sometimes many people are killed, and whole 
cities destroyed. There are uot many volcano's 
in the world; the most remarkable are called 
Mo;rnt Etna and Mount Vesuvius. 

VOLUBLE, speaking very much and very 
onick. 
• VOLUBILITY, is quickness m speaking, too 
much talk. 

A VOLUME, is a book. 
VoL U::¼E, often means something which 

,is curled or rolleu; thus we say, volumes of 
smoke. 

VOLUNTARY, what is dol!e of one's own ac
cord, or by one's own choice. 

To do ·a tliing VOLUNTARILY, is to do it 
willingly, to do it of one's own accord without 
being obliged. 

V OR Acrous, eating very greedily, as if we 
were exceedingly hungry. 

VoRACIO s LY, greedily. 
VORACITY, is g reat greediness, ragmg hun

ger. 
V ORT .EX, is any thing w!1ich is " ·hirled violent

ly round and rou;id; a whirlpool. 
To VouCHSA r-E, is to give any thing as a 

favonr, to con-descend to do something as a favour; 
to yield. 

To Vol\', is to make a rery <;O enm promise. 
A Vow, is a solemn promise made to Heaven Q 

cc 
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A V OYA c E, is a journey bJ s1:a. 
To mckt' a VoY AGE, is to travel to wme 

distaut country by sea; that is, in a ship. 
VrLGAR, is rnt>c-n ~nd low, ccmnwn; only fit 

for low ignoraut people. 
The Vu i.GAR, H,eaus the common. people. 

w. 

To WADE, is to walk through water, or 
rhrnugh deep mud. 

WAFT ED, carried lightly through the air, or 
over the wa ter. 

WAGES, money which we pay to a person for 
serving- us, or wm king for us. 

A WAGGON, is a large cart forcarr)ing heavy 
things. 

A WAGGONER, is a man who drives a 
. waggon. 

WAtNSCOT, the boards which are put roung 
the" alls of rooms. 

A \¥ A LLET, is a bug used for carrying meat 
and dothes \\ hen we go a journey. 

To WALLOW, is to roll in mud and dirl like 
a pig. 

WAN, looking ver_v pale rnd sickly. 
A WA.·D. is a loo~ iilin ~tich, 
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f'ro WANDER, is to go here and ther~, 1o ~~ 

about from place to place, wit bout kuowiug ur 

rninding where we go. - To Wander means some• 

times, to go ont of the right way. 

WANTONLY, in sport, ii1 play; as. "we 

should never wantonly torment any thi11g that 

has life." 
·WAR: when the people of one cirnntry 0.uarrel 

with the people of another country, and fight 

against them, it is called war: we sa j, there is a 

fig/it between two men, but we sc1y, there is a 

war between Englan rl aud France; we do not 

say there i5 a fight between England and 

1:-'rance 
To WARBLE, i5 to sing very sweetly; a~, 

" ,the birds warble in the green shade." 

WAR ES, means things to be sol<l: China-ware 

is, properly, wares which come from China; 

thongh now we make Cbina-ware in Engiauci: 

we also say, earthen-ware, wooden-ware, &c. &c. 

A WAREHOUSE, is a place to keep the goods 

which are to l.,e sold. 

\V ARL tKE, fond of fighting, fit or r~ady for 

war. 
To WARN a person, is to tell him of a 

fault, or to tell him -of some danger, that he 

may avoid it. 
To WARP, is to bend out of the proper shape, 

to grow crooked. 
A VV ARR~ N, is a piece of ~roun<l where a 

l' C 2 
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great nun ber of rabbits have their holes: it is 
sometimes ca11ed a rabbit-warren. 

A ·w ARRIOR, is a soldier; a rnau who fights 
m war. 

WARY, means cautious, wise, and carefol. 
\VASPf~H, peevish and iii-natured like a wasp. ,v ASTE: waste-ground is groulld which is not 

plavted, nor sown, nor built upon, nor put to any 
use; 

A '\VASTE , is a desert place; a place without 
people er houses. 

To 'NATCH, not to sleep, to observe with 
attention . 

To \VA v E, is to move loosely backwards and 
forwards. · 

To WAVRR, is to be uncertain, not to be 
settled, not to be determined or sure. 

To WAX, is to grow ; as, "he waxed strong." 
'"'\VAXEN, made of the wax ·which bees make; 

as, a waxen doil. 
To WA Y-L .t y a person, is to watch fo rLim 

in the way iu order to start out upon him, to do 
him mischief. 

WEAK, means not strong; without force or 
power to do any thing. 

·WEALTH, is riches; plenty of money, or other 
precious things. 

WEALTHY, meaiis rich. 
A WEA PON, is ally thing that is made use of 

to fight with; such as sticks, swords, bo,,s nd 
arrows, &c. &c. The horns and cla vs of ani
mals are also called weapons, because they use 
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them to fight , ... ith, or to save tbem~e~vcs fro·n 
being hurt. 

WEARISOMR, means tiresome and trouldtr 

some. 
WEARY, means tired. 

·To WEARY, j,, to tire, to be fatiguing and 

trnublesome. 
To WEAVF., is properly to make thread into 

cloth, J..ut spiders are said to weave their webs. 

A WE:.1, is a piece of cloth, or ai1J t 1iug 

which is woven; for we say, "the web of a 

spi<ler." 
WEB-FOOTF.D: all bird:; that swim on the 

water, snch as ducks, geese, swaus, and srnne 

kinrl .;; of beasts that sw i111, such as the beaver, the 

otter, the water-dug, have their toes j (1 i11 erl to

gether by a skin that ~rows between them; this 

is ueir:ig webbed or Wfb footed; it lie! rs them to 

swi:ii well, for then their feet .:1re like the fi113 of 

a fi h. 
A _ WEDGE, j., a piece of wood or metal, 

which lias a sharr edge at one end, and is very 

thick at the other. J,Vedges are u~ed to split 

wood aud stone; tl1ey p11t the sharp edge into a 

]ittle slit or hole, made on purpe,se, and then 

drive it fortlicr in with a heavy lrnmrner. 

WE o GE o, stuck fa::,t in bet ween two tbiugs, so 

as not to he able to niove . 
. A WE RD, is any plunt which is Inirtful, or 

which ir; of no use to us. 
A WEEK, .is seven d.:1ys. 
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'.VEEKLY, what is done or wliat happens once in a week. 
To WEEP, is to crv for sorrow, to shed tears. 
WEIGHTY, n1eans heavy, of a great weight. 
To WELCOME a person, is to be glad to see him when he comes to see us, to receive him kindly. · 
VVELCOME, what we are gbt, to have or to receive, ,Yhat is pleasing to us.-H'elcome is kind

ness to those who come to see 11s. 
A \,' E~L, is a deep pince full of water. ,v EL -BRED, polite; not rude and uncivil in 

one's m .. nners. 
A WENCH, is a young woman. 

EST, that part of the sky where tbe sun sets. 
,.rhe \VEST, often means the places which are 

toward the west ; as, "he comes from tl1e westhe lives in the we8t of England ." 
\VESTERLY, coming from the west; as, "a westerly wind.'' 
To go \VESTW ARD, is to go towarcls the u•est. 
VvHEAT, is a kind of corn: the best and the 

l' bi test bread is made of wheat. 
To '1VHEEL, is to turn or move round, 
A WHE.:.P, is a young dog; it also means the 

;roung of !.:orne <?ther !Jeasts; ,ve say, a lio 1's 
whelp. 

V{nENCE, means from wl1at place; as 9 ~' u:lcen,.e corne you?" tbat i ·, where do you come fmu~ 1--IV!icnce aiso means for wllich reason. 
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,VHEREBY, means by which. 
'\iVHEREFORE, means for which reason. 
WHEREIN, means in which. 
'T'o \iVHET, is to sharpen, to give a sl1arp 

edge to any thing, by rubbing it with something, 
or npon something. 

\VHEY, the thin part of milk separated from 
the curds. 

A WHIM, is an odd fancy. 
\iVHIMSICAL, fanciful; full of whims. 
To WHIMPER, is to cry in a low voice. 
To ,VHIN E, is to cry and complain with a 

low voice. 
To WHIRL, is to turn round violently and 

quickly. 
A WHIRLPOOL, is a place where the water 

turns round and round with great violence. 
WHITHER, means to which place; where. 
WHOLE, means all.-J!Vhole means also not 

broken, not hurt.--JtV!iole may sometimes mean 
well, cured of some sickness or hurt. 

WHoL ESOME, means good for the health. 
·WHOLLY, means quite;- entirely. -
WICK, that part of a candle or a lamp which 

flames, and which has the oil, or the tallow~ or 
the wax all rouud it. 

A WICKET, is a little gate. 
A Wrnow, is a woman whose p.usband is 

dead. 
A WlDOW ~E-, is a m~n whose wife is dead. 
To WI ELD, is to move or use any thing witl~ 

ease, not ;:,.s if it were too big or too 4~avy. i 
J I • t 



\VrLD, means not tame; as we ~ay, ' 1 ;wild 
animals." -iJlild, growin!! without beiug planted; 
as, "wild flower::i."--J,Vi/d means also disor
dcrlv. 

A~ vVILD, is a savage country, not planted,, 

nor inhabited by people. 
A WrLDERNEs ~; , is a wild. 
A 'WILE, is a trick, a rleceit. 

\VrLY, cunoi11g, deceitful, sly, 
WILFUL, obstiuale. 
\V1LFULLY, means obstinately. 
To do a thing W 1 LFU LL Y, is to do it 011 

purpose. 
· \VrLLlNG, liking to do a thing. 

To do a tking WILLINGLY, is to do it as if 
we li l<ed it, without lJeing forced to do it. 

To WI.ND, is to turn, to twist, not to go 

strni"lit <lion". 
0 " 

To WIND a horn, i5 to sound it by blow-
ing it. 

-To W1 Now, is to part the graics of corn 

from the d,aff, hy means of a machine called a 
winnowin!(-rnackine. 

WINTER, the season of the year when the 

weather is ,;old, and when there are no flowers, 

nor leaves on the trees. 
WINTRY, like winter, cold and dismal. 

WIRE, is loug thre~ds made of metal, like 

that ou which the bells are hung. 
W1sE, not foolish; knowing what is right, a·1d 

Aoi:w what is ri 0 ·ht · learned clever. 
lP.. . 0 ~ ' ' ' , 
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,vrsTFUL: to cast a wistful look, or to look 
-wistfully at any tlii11g, is to look at it atten~ 
tiv,e!y, as if we wished to have it, or to reach it. 

To \1VITHDRAW, is to take back, to take 
avvay.-To Withdraw is also to go back, to go 
away from the company. 

To WITHER, is to fade away. 
To ,vrTHHOLD, is to keep back. 
\iVLT HI N, means in the inside.-Witliin often 

means in the house. 
To \-VrTHSTAND, is to act against, to oppose. 
To Wr NESS, is to say that a tbi□g is true~ 

b~cause we have either seen it, or know it to be 
true.-To fVitness a thing, is sometimes to see 
it or hear it ourselves. 

WoE, is sorrow, grief, misfortune, or misery. 
\VoEFU L, sad, grieved, very sorry. 
\i\/o.,1ANKIND, means ail we-men in the world. 
A ·w ooD, is a place where a great number of 

trees grow together. 
WORKMANSHIP, the cleverness with which 

somethiug is made, or the manner in which it is 
made. 

To \iVo RR y' is to tear in pieces, as beasts 
tear one another when they fight, or kill one 
another. 

To WORSH IP, to adore, to perform acts of 
religion; as, "we worship Gon." 

WORSTED, is wool spun. 
WoRTHLESs, mean, without any good quali

ties, not precious. 



\VoR.THY, means <lesen,ing; a5, "a child who 
always tells the truth is wvrtliy to be trusted."
JVorthy also means good; we say, " a worthy 
nian.'' 

A \1/oUND, is a violent hnrt. 
To WouND, is to hurt by violence. 
To WRANGLE, is to quarrei, to dispute in a 

cross pee\'isii maimer. 
\VRATH, is violent anger. 
'WR ATHFU L, very angry. 
A WREATH, is a garland of flowers twiued 

together. 
WRECK: shi 1s, \Yhcn they sail on the great 

sea, sometimes meet witli violent st'orms of wind, 
which blow them about, and sometimes dash 
them against the rock·s, where they are broken to 
pieces; this is called a 'Wreck or a shipwreck. 

WRECK ED, dl':sbe<l to pieces. 
To WRESTLE, is to try which shall throw the 

other down. 
A WRETCH, is a very miserable unfortunate 

person.-A Wretch also means a wicked, or a 
very mean person. 

WRETCH ED, miserable and unhappy; mean 
nnd bad. 

A WRIGHT, is a workman, a maker of any 
thing: a cart-wright is a maker of carts, a wheel
wrig;ltl is a maker of wbeel , &c. &c. 

To WRING, is to squeeze; it a lso means to 
turn, to twist out of the proper shape; or to 
torment au<l distress very much. 
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WRINKLED, marked with wri,nkles or furro,,s, 

like the face of a person who is , ery olcl. 
A WRITING, is something which is written; 

it als·o means a book. 
\iVnouGHT, means did, or worked; as, "he 

wrought wonders," that is, he did wonders.-

1Vrouglzt also means made or formed, or worked 

in some slrnpe or manner. 
·wu Y, means crooked, or twisted ont of the 

right shape. 

Y. 

A YA RD, is a measure of three feet, or thirty

ir,ix incl1es in length. 
YARN, is worste<l; wool which is spun into 

thread. 
YEAR: twelve months, or three hundred and 

sixty-five days make a year. 
YEARS, means oldness, or old age; be was 

foll of years, means that he was very old. 

To YELL, is to scream out, to make a loud 

cry. 
A YELL, is a loud horrible cry. 
To Y E LP, is to cry like a dog. 
YE STERN r GHT, means last night. 

To YI E LD, is to gi\'e; as we say, "the.'!c 
trees yield frnit."--To Y.ield is also to give up, 
not to be obstinate, to submit.-To Yield als• 

means to' a!lo,v, tu agree to somethiui. 
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YOLK, the yellow part of an egg. 
Yo KE, a bandage put on the nf'ck of animals 

that draw any kind of carriage.-Yoke may also 
mean severe rule or government. 

To YoKE, is to couple with another; to 
subdue. 

YoN or YoNDER, means at a distance, but 
not out of sight; Rs, "he lives in yonder house.'' 

A YouNGSTER, is a young person. 
YOUTH, that part of our lives when we are no 

longer children. 
A Yo UTH, is a ynung man. 
YOUTHFUL, means young. 

z. 
A ZEPHYR, is a gentle soft wiud. 
ZEST, means taste; a relish. 
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FINIS. 
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